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NEW LOW PRICES ON VIC-20 HARDWARE ADD-ONS AND THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW 

SOFTWARE CARTRIDGES 
If you have already bought a memory cartridge for your VIC-20 computer, we still have many exciting items to offer, under the heading 
'FURTHER EXPANSION'. They are perfectly .compatible with all Commodore and many other manufacturers products. 

NEW LOW PRICE ON 16K MEMORY CARTRIDGE: 
Any program sold for the VIC-20 with 8k or 16k extra memory will run with the SRC16. 
The NEW PRICE of the SRC16 is now only £27.00. including VAT and manual. 
It is important to know what else you can do with the SRC16 other than running big programs. 
1) The SRC16 can be upgraded to 32k bytes of RAM at a fraction of the cost of a 16k cartridge. This upgrade costs only £11.00 
2) The SRC16 has an X-ROM SOCKET. Games or utilities ROMs such as SCREEN ROM or SOUND ROM can be bought separately and 
used in this socket. Ea ch software ROM costs around £5-10.00 . 
3) The SCR16 can have an EXPANSION SLOT built in. Th is important fact should be noted, since many VIC users experience fitting 
problems and extra expense when adding a Programmer's AI D toolkit cartridge or the Machine Code Monitor Cartridge to their 
system, With many other low cost 16k memory cartridges, the user will have to buy a multi slot motherboard just to accommodate 
any extra cartridges. This feature alone could save you as much as £201 The SLOT is the exact reproduction of the expansion port into 
which the SRC16 is inserted and will cost you only £3.00. Right now you can choose any of the extra features to be built into you r 
SRC16 cartridge. Simply t ick the option boxes shown. 

FURTHER EXPANSION TO THE VIC-20 COMPUTER: 
1) 3 SLOT MOTHERBOARD: 
for those for whom it's too late to buy a SRC16 cartridge or who want more than just memory. The 3 Slot MOTHERBOARD is not 
without special interest: 
a) A Memory Select System allows the user to add the memory capacity of 2 RAM cartridges - for example, an SRC16 and a 
Commodore VIC-llll can be used together to provide 32k bytes. 
b) An optional8k Memory System, very flexible , that will give 11775 bytes free or 6655 bytes free in the Low Res area or occasionally 
8k bytes at $AOOO to SBFFF for developing your own Autostart program can be added. Furthermore, if you then add your SRC16, you 
will get 28159 bytes free for your VIC 20! 
c) 2 EPROM SOCKETS: this feature is very much appreciated by most users and has been added on ly ve ry recently. You can use 
either 4k EPROMs (2732) or 8k EPROMs (2764) in these sockets. Each EPROM can be activated individually exactly as ilyou had 2 extra 
cartridges in your system! 

2) THE VIC EPROM PROGRAMMER: (uses 2764 Eproms) 
We would need a whole page to descri be this exciting peripheral for your VIC-20. Briefly, the cartridge works a little like a Disk. You 
can insert the VIC EPROM PROGRAMMER (V EP for short) into the SLOT and activate it with: 
SYS 39000 
On the VEP, you will find 4 EPROM sockets. Nowtype in 'C' to display the catalog. It will show what is in every EPROM. It could be like 
this: 
1. BIG BASIC Simply enter 'R .1' to read the first program. You will instantly see: 
2. UTILITY " READING BIG BASIC 
3. AUTOSTART GAME "READING OK 
4. BLANK EPROM READY 
Now you can list it, print it. run it etc. 
The YEP does the loading of a 16k program in about 3 seconds with no loading error unless you have a bad RAM ; it will then list out all 
the dead or missing bytes! 
To put a program into EPROM, load it from tape or disk, activate the VEP and enter 'W PROGRAM-NAME' - very simple to do. 
Other useful commands provided by the VEP include Hex Memory Display, Memory Change, Memory Fill , Memory Transfer, Save a 
Block of Memory, Load Tape, Cold Start, Centronics Printer Drivers etc. 
You can put Basic, utility or autostart games onto Eprom in a similar way. The YEP will work out w here your program is stored and will 
scan the EPROMs to find enough space to put it. 
You can also use it as a self contained Eprom programmer to program, verify and copy Eproms. 
Utility and Autostart EPROMs made with the VEP can be used on our Motherboard or on our BLANK SOFTWARE CARTRIDGES and 
used as any software cartridges. 
We supply a small manual together with theVEP showing how you can write an Autostart program, in Basic and in machine code. We 
will also supply you with a free Blank EPROM and a free Blank Software Cartridge to get you started. 
A word of warning: we have developed th is equipment to help users in materialising sellable software (we are ve ry keen to buy) and 
will disclaim any illegal use of it. 

SOFTWARE CARTRIDGES 
(insert directly into back of VIC, into Motherboard or SRC slot). 
1) SCREEN CARTRIDGE: Sets the screen size within limits as small or large as you like. You can for example set the screen t040 lines 
x 80 columns and a 'window' of 251ines x 30 columns, write a letter or draw a colourful playing board and move your window with 
control keys or joystick. As you are typing in, the window will move along to accommodate. Basic programs can be typed in , listed 
and run even in 80 column format. Price £10.00. 
2) SOUND CARTRIDGE : transforms your VIC into an electric organ. You can play music with the keyboard, add a second voice when 
it plays the 1st, a 3rd when it plays back the 1st and 2nd etc, define ENVELOPE to create effects like wailing police siren, play music 
within basic program without slowing the speed of Basic. In short, the sound Rom makes the VIC as tuneful as the BBC micro or the 
ATARI. Price : £10.00 
These 2 cartridges are also ava ilable in chip form. You can use the chips in the Motherboard or in the X·ROM socket of your SRC16. 
Price : £8.00 for either of the 2. 
3) MORE CARTRIDGES will be released . We would like to market your programs in cartridge form. Alternatively, we can supply blank 
cartridges at very competitive prices fo r commerc ial use. We are just a phone call away so if you have a good idea , why not give us a 
ring? 

SUMMARY 
SRC16 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS FOR THE SRC16:* 

PRICElU INCL. VAT 
£27.00 

*1 enclose a cheque/postal order payable to SOLIDISK LTD for £: 
*P)ease cha rge my AccessiBarciay credit card account No: 
(*Please delete/complete as applicable) 

UPGRADE TO 32K ..................... , .. • .. • ..•.... £11.00 
EXPANSION SLOT: .. .. . .. . ....... . .. . .. .. . .. .... £3.00 

FURTHER, EXPANSION: 
3 SLOT MOTHERBOARD: . ........... . 
OPTIONAL EXTRA SK FOR MOTHERBD* 
VIC EPROM PROGRAMMER (+ free gift) 

£19.95 
£16.00 
£39.00 

EXTRA 2764 BLANK EPROM : . . . • ..• . . . . .... £6.00 
BLANK SOFTWARE CARTRIDGE: . • . . .. . • ... £3.00 
SOFTWARE CARTRIDGES: 
SCREEN CARTRIDGE: ... . .. . . .......... . . . .. .. . .. £10.00 
SCREEN ROM ONLY: ... . ... . .. • .....• .. .. . ...•. . . .. £S.OO 
SOUND EFFECT CARTRIDGE: ..... .. . .. ..... . . . . . . .... £10.00 
SQUND EFFECT ROM only: ............ . . ....... .... .. £S.OO 
Post and packing: £1.00 

TOTAL: 

Official UK dealers: 
SUMlOCK, Manchester, Norman DAVIS, Mill Hill. GODFREY'S, Basildon, 
CUARY'S MICROSYSTEM cha in store. 

Official European distributors: 
Benelux : ECO, Delft Tel 015 134429. 
France: RUN informatique sarI, Paris Tel (01) 581 5144. 
Germany: VOBIS Data computer GMBH. Aachen Tel (0241) 50 00 81. 

SCHAEFER, Roetgen Tel (0240) 88 3t9. 
Italy: sou DISK Italia, Inglesias (CA). Tel 0781 22529. 
Portugal : LANDREY Engineering, Us boa Tel 681243. 
Sweden and Norway: DIGILOG, Goteborg Tel 031 2029 00. 

Thank you for the interest shown. Marketing Manager: H. PERRY 

Signature 

Name: Mr/MrsiMiss : 

Address: 

Please note: optional extras cannot be purchased alone. Also, if you wish to purchase 
them at a later date, SRCs and Motherboards must be returned together with the 
appropriate payment + £1 P+ P. We regret we cannot accept orders of less than £10.00. 
All prices include VAT at 15%. Europe: deduct VAT, add £3. 

TO : SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 
(T/A AUDIO COMPUTERS) 
87 BOURNEMOUTH PARK ROAD 
SOUTH END ON SEA 
ESSEX SS2 5JJ UK 

OUR TELEPHONE NUMBER: 
CREDIT CARD SALESI 
DEALER ENQUIRIES: 
0702618144 

ENQUIRIES : 
0702 613081 
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Why put up with second best wh en we can offer you a real choice ofsoftvyare 
for your Commodore 64? Here a re some of th e 250 + GAMES: 
.30 Time Trek ANRG 5.75 • Arcadia 64 IMAG 5.50 • Attack 01 the Mutant Camels HES r25 .00 LSFT 6.74 D B1 
Nuclear Bomber AHGC 11.50 D Choplifter BBND r27.00 D Combat Leader STSI warg d29.00 D Early Games serIes 
for Children (5) CO NT d21.00 21.00 • Falcon Patrol VIRG 6.95 • Final Flight MMG fsim d23.00 23 .00 • Fort 
Apocalypse SYNP d23.00 23.00 D Glaxions OLA 7.75 • Grand Master ADGC chess 17.95 D Gridrunner HES r29.00 
LSFT 5.00 D Hexpert ANRG 7.75 • Hover Bower LSFT 6.75 D Hungary Horace MELH 5.75 D Hustler BB 5.99 • 
Jump Man EPYX d27.50 27.50 D Kaktus SSFT dIO.OO 8.00 D Knights olthe Desert STSI warg d29.00 29.00 D laser 
lone lSFT 6.75 D Mangrove SSFT dIO.OO 8.00 • Matrix 64 LSFT 6.75 D Midway Campaign AHGC warg 11.50 D 
Monopole RAB 5.75 D Moon Buggy ANRG 7.75 D Motor Mania ADGC 8.95 D Munchmam SOLA 7.95 D Nukewar 
AHGC 11.50 D Purple Turtles QUIK 7.95 D Quest 01 Merravid MART 7.75 D Quintic Warrior QUIK 7.95 • 
Renaissance ADGC 8.95 D Scramble 64 INTM 6.75 D Sealox BBND d29.00 • Shadowlax POST 6.75 D Silicon 
Warrior EPYX r29 .00 D Siren City INTM 6.75 D Snooker VISN 8.95 • Stix SSFT 8.50 D Super Doglight TERM 
9. 50 D Tank Atak SSFT d10.50 8.50 D The Fabulous Wanda ... GAM A 7.95 D Vortex Raider INTM 6.75 D Yahtcee 
ANIK 7.95 • STAK lightpen and rifle games: Plus all the latest games including lor example The Blue Max SYNP cd35.00 

• Draughts, Go, lile, lost in the labyrinth, Othello, Seek & Destroy, Shuffle 5.75 (Iightpen 2B.00) 

software The software l1SUl show, In order: the product' name/producer/price preo.x (w indicate canrldge-< r > clisk·<d> and no prefix tar 
cassette. Producers are abbrevlawd (SSFT: Supersoft) for Idemltlcatlon, and help to Idemlfy l1Iee-named products for pr ice checking or 
ordering. The product types where differing slightly from others In the same grouping are: 88s(3 )(u): th ree· pass assembler ( +u tUltles) 
comp: compUer dbu: database (code)wrl",r lntf: Interfac madv: mystery advemure mon(s.)(u ): monitor ( + assembler ) ( + utUltles) pred: 
programming tutorlal prog: programming utll1ty sadv: space adventure stat: statistics txed: WxtedlWr wpt: wordprocesBlng + termlnal 
softwarewpu: wordprocesBlng mlllt.y or I1nk program. 

PLEASE SPECIFY CHOICE OF DISK < d> 
CARTRIDGE < r > OR CABSE'ITE 

DATAFILES/DATABASES 

• CodeWriter DYNA dbu d85.00 D Combined Database ANIK 12.95 D Data Manager TIME dIB.OO 
IB .OO • Dia ry 64 KOBR r40 .00 D EasyFile CBM d75.00 D FCM CO NT d35.00 D Home Inventory 
CRTV 10.75 0 Inlomast RAB dbu d90.00 D Inquire·Pac IMPX d45.50 D Magpie 64 ADGC dbu 
r95 .00 D MicroFiler 64 STAG d6B.99 • Oracle 64 KOBR d100.00 D Research AssistantTOTL d30.00 
27.00 D Simple File SISO d69.00 • Superbase 64 PREC dbu d97.00 • The Recipe 80x ARM 
d15 .00 D TOTl. Time Manager TOlT d30.00 27.00 

EOUCATIONAL 

D Bailiff SUlI9 .95 D Besieged SUlI9 .95 D Biology CBM 9.99 D Chemistry CBM 9.99 D English 
language CBM 9.99 D Face Maker SPNK r24 .00 d25.00 D Geography CBM 9.99 D Get it Right SULI 
9.95 D Golden Apple SUlI9.95 D Grammar Tree 1 SUlI IO.95 D Grammar Tree II SULI 10.95 D 
Grammar Tree lit SUlIIO.95 D Happy TutorTyping Aid IMPX d14 .00 14.00 D Hey Diddte Diddle SPNK 
d21.50 D History CBM 9.99 D Just a Mo SULI 9.95 D Kindercomp SPNK r21. 00 d21.50 D 
Masterbard I SUlI 12.95 D Mathematics I CBM 9.99 D Mathematics II CBM 9.99 D MemoryTrainer 
EI NS d42.00 D Micro Addilion HAYD d21.00 21.00 D Micro Division HAYD d21.00 21.00 D Micro 
Multiplication HAYD d21.00 21.00 D Micro Subtraction HAYD d21.00 21.00 D Patrick Moore: 
Astronomy CBM 9.99 D Physics CBM 9.99 D Quizagon CPNT d29 .00 D Rhymes & Riddles SPNK 
d21.00 D Speed Reader II DUSN d47.50 D Time Traveller SULI 9.95 D Towering tnlerno SULI 
9.95 D Turtle Trainer HES r2B.00 D Turtle Tutor HES r28 .00 D Typing Tutor + Word tnvaders ACDM 
dIB.OO 1550 D Wordmaster SUlI9 .95 D Wordpower SU lI 9.95 

ADVENTURE GAMES 

• Adventure Quest lEV9 9.50 D Arrow of Death I C8 madv 9.75 D Arrow 01 Death II CB madv 9.75 D 
Aztec Tomb AGTA 7.75 • Blade of Blackpoole SRSS d27.50 D Circus CB madv 9.95 • Colossal 
Adventure LEV9 9.50 D Conllict MART 14.75 D Cosmic Capers SSFT dl0.00 7.50 D Curse 01 Ra 
EPYX 13.50 • Deadline INFO madv d34.50 • Dungeon Adventure lEV9 9.50 D Escape Irom Pulsar 
7 CB madv 9.95 D Feasibility Exit CB madv 9.95 D Fool's Gold ROMK .6. 75 D Galaxy Conllict MART 
14.75 D Gateway to Apshai EPYX r26.00 D Goblin Towers SSFT dl0.50 9.00 D Golden Baton CB 
madv 9.95 D Gruds in Space SRSS d27.50 D In Search 01 the Most Amazing Thing SPNK d21.50 D 
Perseus & Adromeda CB madv9.95 D Ring of Power QUIK 9.95 D Snooper Troops: Case 1 SPNK madv 
d2B.00 D Snooper Troops: Case 2SPNK madv d21.00 • Snowball LEV9 sadv 9.50 • Starcross INFO 
sadv d29.00 • Suspended INFO d36.00 D Sword 01 Fargoal EPYX d20.50 20.50 • Telengard AHGC 
16.50 D Temple 01 Apshai EPYX r20.00 d24 .00 D Ten little Indians CB madv 9.95 D The Cracks of 
Fire SSFT dlO.00 7.50 • The Hobbit MElH 14.50 D The Island SPRB 9.75 D The Slreets 01 london 
SSFT dl0.50 9.00 D Time Machine CB madv 9.95 D Token 01 Ghali INTM 6.75 D Tombs of Xeiops 
ROMK 6. 75 D Upper Reaches 01 Apshai EPYX d13.50 13.50 • Wilness INFO mad v d35.00 D Wizard 
01 Akyrz CB madv 9.95 • lark tlNFO d29.00 • lark II INFO d29.00 • lark IitiNFO d29.00 

WORD PROCESSING 
o Bank Street Writer BBND 050.00 D Blitztext ECMP wpt d47.50 D BusiWriter SSFT r53 .00 
d43.00 • EasyScript CBM d75.00 • EasySpell CBM wpu d50.00 D Heswriter 64 HES r33 .00 D 
Instawriter INST r60 .00 d27.50 27.50 • Mailpro 64 KOBR wpu d70.00 • PaperClip KOBR d90.00 D 
Script64 RVTC d70.00 D Simply Write SISO d46.00 3B.00 • TOTl.label TOTL wpu d19.00 16,00 D 
TOll. TEXT TOTl d34.00 31.00 • Vizawrite + VizaSpell VilA d99 .00 D VizaSpell VilA wpu 
d65.00 D VizaWrite VilA r75 .00 d75.00 D Wordcraft 40 ADGC rB9.95 • Word Wizard BB !xed 
5.99 D Word Pro 3 Plus/64 WEGO d90.00 

UTILITIES (see also PROGRAMMING AIDS) 
D 1541 Backup SSFT dupe d12 .50 10.50 D 64 Sprite Editor STCK 5.00 D Advertiser BB 5.99 • Arrow 
SSFT r43 .00 • Backup + File Clone Cl M copy 15.00 • Centronics Interlace ADGC inti 7.95 D 
Compactor SSFT d10.50 B.50 D Della Drawing SPNK r2B .00 D Forget·Me·Not TIME dlB.OO IB .OO D 
Graphix 64 SSFT d12.50 10.50 D label Prinler BB 5.99 • Poster Printer BB 5.99 D Printlink 64 + 
cable SSFT int! d30.00 30.00 D Rei 64 KOBR int! r35 .00 D Renumber SSFT d9 .50 7.50 D Sprite 
Maker 64 ENGS 6.75 D Sprite/Graphics Editor CBM 5.99 D Superlont 4.0 ENGS 6.75 D Supersort 
64 SSFT d25.00 23 .50 D Tagsort 64 SSFT d12 .50 10.50 D Tape Merge/Append SSFT d9 .50 7.50 D 
The Advertizer BB 5.99 • Victree SSFT r53 .00 

PROGRAMMING AIDS (see also UTILITIES) 
D 6502 Prolessional System HES prog 21. 00 D Assembler INTM ass 6.75 D Assembler Development 
CBM prog d24 .95 D Assembler Tutor CBM pred d29.92 29 .95 D C64 BASIC Tutor IMPX pred 
d13 .75 D C64 Tour IMPX pred dB .OO D Dll·BASIC Compiler DATA camp 35 .00 D Gortek CBM pred 
12.99 D Hesmon 64 HES mona r29 .00 • Intra to Basic I, II CBM pred d14 .95 14.95 D Jigsaw NOVA 
ass d7.95 5.95 0 Macrolire ECMP ass d47.50 • Mikro Assembler SSFT ass3 r53.00 • Monitor 
ADGC monu r29.95 D M/C Soft 64 CHIP ass 7.25 • Pal 64 KOBR assu d72.00 • PetSpeed 64 CBM 
camp d50.00 • Power 64 KOBR d72.00 • Programmer's Utilities CBM d14 .99 D Programmer's 
Guide KOAl dlO.50 • Simons Basic CBM prog r50 .00 D Turtle Graphics II HES r43 .00 D UliraBASIC 
64 ADAM d24.95 22.95 D Zoom SSFT manu d12 .50 10.50 

PERSONAL FINANCE & SPREADSHEETS/STATISTICS 
o AccountPAC IMPX d22.50 22.50 D Bank Manager 64 CHIP d9 .50 7.25 D Check Ease T&FS d25.00 
21.50 D Decision Maker CRTV 10.75 D Electronic Checkbook TIME d18 .00 IB.OO D Accountant 
CO NT d52.50 D Home Manager HES d35.00 D Household Finance CRTV 21.00 D Money Manager 
CBM 9.99 D Money Manager TIME IB.OO D Time Money Manager HES d49.00 D Abracalc ABCO 
d27.50 25 .00 D BusiCalc 2 SSFT d79.00 77.00 D BusiCalc SSFT d45.00 43. 00 • CalcResul1 KOBR 
d115.00 D Easy CalcResul1 KOBR 72 .00 D EasyCa lc CBM d75.00 D Future Finance CBM 
d75.00 D Dmnicalc HES d70.00 • PracliCalc 64 CSA d44.50 39.95 D Stat 64 KOBR slat r35.00 

lalesllisling available on requesl-Ihis includes ACCOUNTIN G. BUSINESS, and other software not possible to include here. l et us provide that elusive software loryoul Hardware and books also available at 
lowesl prices. Send now lor details! Or simply add your name on our mailing list. Please make cheques/PO's payable 10 The Six·Four Supplies Company; allow lor clearing and post. Please add 50p (£1 Europe) 

P&P for orders less than £20 . Telephone hot· line for credit card orders only: 0227 2662B9 

The Six-Four SuppJies Company 
po. Box 19, Whitstable, Kent CT5 1TJ 

Incorporated by The DOH SOFTWARE OENTRE 
10 North Street, Ashford, Kent 

(a division ofT Denne & Son Ltd) 



Newchip 
off the 

old block 
MKA Limited have produced a 
chip switch which enables the 
8250 disk drive to be converted 
into the now unavailable 8050 
disc drive. 
According to MKA installing 

the chip is easy. 
Once installed the chip 

responds to an eight character 
BASIC command because the 
entire conversion program is 
resident on the 8250 chip. 
Converting back to the 8250 is 
achieved by entering another 
BASIC command. 

The cost of the conversion 
chip is £49.95 available from 
Commodore dealers or direct 
from MKA Training Limited, 
Shades House, Mealcheapen 
Street, Worcester WR1 2DQ. 
Telephone 0905 612261 . 

You've seen the film, read the 
book, seen and read the 
sequels, heard the music on 
record and as the introduction 
to computer games - now you 
can own a real R2D2! 

The RB Robot Corporation 
have introduced the RB5X 
Intelligent Robot which is cap
able of carrying out several 
tasks. It has an arm capable of 
lifting and carrying loads of up 
to 12 ounces. 

One of the novel aspects of 
the robot is that it can be 
controlled by the human voice 
and respond with a voice of its 

NEWS 

$100,000 prize for best 
new games in the world 

Fancy yourself as a games 
programmer? There could be a 
$100,000 prize waiting for you 
and the chance of , fame! 

The awards ceremony of 
the first international competi
tion to find the video game of 
the year is expected to receive 
worldwide media coverage 
later in 1984. 

This is to be the first in a 
series of such competitions, 
the avowed aim being the 
creation of a register of inde
pendent programmers and 
programs which will be sold to 
distributors of microcomputer 
software throughout the world. 

The competition has been 
divided into six categories 
covering sports, simulators, 
arcade games, strategy 
games, adventures and a spe
cial section to cater for the best 
programe which cannot be 
classified as a game but 

provides educational or enter
tainment material. Prizes range 
from $100,000 for the outright 
winner and · $15,000 prizes for 
section winners. 

All winning games will 
carry the title 'An International 
Video Game ofthe Year- Merit 
Award' on retail packs and the 
programmers will receive 10% 
of the income gained from 
sales. 

The win·ner of each categ
ory will all be selected in secret 
by a panel of experts and the 
awards ceremony, which w ill 
take place in London, will 
include a selection of interna
tional personalities. The judges 
will be looking for programs 
that represent a breakthrough 
in basic creative and commer
cial fla ir and games which 
seem to have potential but are 
poorly programmed may be 
re-programmed to a higher 

RU R2D2? 
own. The voice synthesis is 
based on a standard synthesis 
chip and the vocabulary of the 
robot is limited only by the size 
of its memory. It is also capable 
of reproducing music, whistles 
and sirens. 

The robot can even help 
with the spring cleaning - a 
vacuum attachment at the 
base of the machine enables it 
to clean floor surfaces 

The robot has been de
veloped by the RB Robot 
Corporation, 14618 West 6th 
Avenue, Suite 201, Golden, 
Colorado 80401, USA. 

standard. 
It is hoped that the competi

tion, which is being sponsored 
by Video Games International 
Limited, will boost the con
tinued growth of the video/ 
computer games industry 
throughout the world. It is 
being advertised in 20 coun
tries and thousands of entries 
are expected. 

The competition is being 
jointly promoted by The Inter
national Register of Indepen
dent Computer Programmers 
Limited and the International 
Management Group. 

Mark Mackormack's orga
nisation, better known for 
involvement with sporting 
stars, is also involved. There 
will be sufficient gap between 
the choosing of the winners 
and the public announcement 
to enable refinement to the 
software and the marketing. 

Oric 
clear 
for 

takeover 
Shareholders of Edenspring 
Investments have approved 
the acquisition of Oric Products 
International Limited, the pri
vate manufacturer of the Orie 
microcomputer. 

This means that Edenspring 
will have net tangible assets of 
nearly £5m which will be used 
in the further development of 
Oric's products and markets. 
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PRODUCT NEWS 

Interpod price 
cutby2Spc 

Broderbunds 
New software 

Oxford Computer Systems 
have announced that the price 
of their popular Inter pod has 
been reduced from the original 
price of £725 to £99.95p. 
According to Alan Wyn Jones, 
managing director at Oxford 
Computer Systems the reduc
tion is a direct result of the 

commercial success of the 
product. 

Interpod is a ·very versatile 
intelligent interface for the VIC 
and 64 which was originally 
launched in April last year. 

Interpod can be obtained 
from Oxford Computer Sys
tems or 'Commodoredealers. 

Broderbund Software have re
leased three new products for 
the VIC and the 64. 

Lode Runner and Sky Blazer 
are two cartridge based games 
that used to be for the Apple 
and Atari but will now run on 
the VIC. 

In Lode Runner; the player 
can choose from 24 different 
game screens each of which 
contains several challenges as 
the player attempts to pick up 
treasure chests avoiding all the 
guards at the same time. As 
well as serving as an arcade 
game. Lode Runner is also a 
game generator which means 
the user can create his own 
screens and save them to disk 
ortape. 

This is a feature which is not 
included in their second pro
duct, a game called Sky Blazer. 

Drive puts the hardware 
in the cable 

Owners of the VIC and 64 can now take advantage of a new disk 
drive system called the Byte Drive 500 which has been designed 
by ITL Kathmill and Tyrell Systems. For around £300 the user gets 
the 3 ' floppy disk drive, power supply unit, hybrid cable, user 
manual and disc. 

The key to the whole system lies in the 34 way hybrid cable that 
contains all the control circuitry and hardware needed to control 
the Disc Operating System. The main components of this cable 
are 76K ROM containing all the recognition codes and the disc 
controller chip that can be used in conjunction with single and 
double density media. 

The disc drive itself is a double density drive capable of 
producing 440 formatted Kbytes with an average file access time 
of three milliseconds. The floppy disc media is housed in a plastic 
case with an aluminium sliding door. 

The power supply unit has been designed by Adam 
Electronics and is a 30VA model with output connections for two 
drives using 72V and 5V direct current. Interfacing is for the 5 and 
1/4' drives as well as the 3 ' drives. The cost of all this hardware and 
software is £299 whereas the disc drive on its own will cost 
£792.37. 

This disc drive is available from ITL Kathmill Limited, The Old 
Courthouse, New Road, Chatham, Kent ME4 4QJ. Telephone: 
0634875464. 
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With this game, the player has 
to destroy enemy radar, tanks 
and missiles using a fighter 
bomber. Refuelling is quite 
easy if the player can catch a 
cargo parachute but bombing 
is rather dangerous because it 
necessitates flying at a low 
level. 

Their third product is called 
Bank Street Writer which is for 
the 64. Using this program, it is 
possible to move text around 
using the block text option, 
centre and indent text and view 
a page of text before starting 
printing. 

The program comes on disk 
along with a disk based tuto
rial, reference manual and a 
free back up disc. 

All of the above products 
are available from Broderbund 
Software, 17 Paul Drive, San 
Rafael, California 94903 USA. 

Interface 
control 

Wildern Electronic have de
veloped an interface controller 
that permits control of any IEEE 
488 system via an RS232C data 
link. 

This means that any device 
that is equipped with a serial 
data output can be connected 
to a local or remote system 
which, the manufactuerers 
claim, can be extended to any 
part of the world where there 
are serial ports available. 

Inside the unit there are 
several switches which can 
reconfigure the unit to operate 
as a slave RS232 converter. 

This product is available 
from Wildern Electronics, 
Albermarle House, Osborne 
Road, South sea, Hampshire 
P05 3LB, telephone 0705 
831041. 







Galactic Software 

Tick the 
appropriate box. 

o Enclosed is the 
bottom right corner of 

a Galactic cassette cover. 
o Please send me the 

following game(s) 
o Froggy 0 Neutron Zapper 

o Bug Diver 0 3D Maze 
o Space Shu ttle 0 Robot Mouse 

My computer is GAMES DESIGNERS 
DCommodore 64 

DVIC20 DDragon32 VIC 20 COMMODORE 64 
. 0 £9.50 0 £11.50 

Here IS my guess 
at one of the numbers ________ _ 

I enclose cheque for the sum of £ 

or my Access no. is I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
Name __________________________ ~~~+ 

Address______ _ _______ (I"'.J ~ 

Please send to Galactic Software, Unit 7. Larchfield Estate. ~~ Dowlish Ford, IIminster, Somerset. TA19 OPF. 





PRODUCT NEWS 

Home micro 
• monitors 

Microvitec have made its Cub 
range of colour monitors avail
able for use on the home 
micro. 

These are 14 and 20 inch 
screens and are the only colour 
monitors to be approved under 
the government's "micro's in 
schools " programme. 

These screens have four 
times as many dots as ordinary 
colour television tubes and is 

thus capable of reproducing 
pictures in much finer detail. 

Both of these monitors will 
accept signals straight from the 
micro without the signals hav
ing to be encoded by the 
computer and then decoded 
using the normal television 
circuitry. Microvitec Limited are 
at Futures Way; Bolling Road, 
Bradford, West Yorkshire BD4 
lTU, telephone02l4390011. 

Dual program 
cassettes 

An expansion board for the 64 
that features four expansion 
slots has been developed by a 
company called Compuscope. 
This expansion board means 
that owners of the 64 can add a 
wide variety of software and 
expansion peripherals. 

Three ofthe expansion slots 
are vertical providing easy 
access to standard size car
tridges whilst the horizontal 
port permits the use of larger 
cards like an 80 column video 
converter as well as normal 
expansion cartridges. 

One of the integrated cir
cuits on the board gives the 64 
Expander a pause feature 

which enables the user to halt 
the operation of the computer 
atthe push of a finger. 

Another helpfu l feature of 
the board is the restart function 
which leaves memory location 
intact and allows machine 
code programmes to be reacti
vated directly which should be 
helpful when new software is 
being debugged. 

This does not apply to 
BASIC programmes which can 
only be recovered with the help 
of additional software pro
vided by Compuscope who 
can be contacted at 6400 
Signal Street, Tillamook, Ore
gon 97141, USA. 

New speech 
synthesiser 
from AndOr 

The Commtalk speech unit is a 
versatile synthesizer in that it is 
compatible with the VIC, 64 
and PET. 

This is the first product of a 
recently formed company cal
led AndOr Systems who are 
looking for dealers to support 
their products. 

The basis for the speech 
synthesizer is the use of 
allophones which are sounds 
used to construct words. Using 
this principle, Commtalk has 
an unlimited vocabulary. 

Speech can be accessed 
directly through BASIC com
mands and a library of words 
can be built up in strings. It is 
also possible for Commtalk to 

talk whilst a programme is 
being executed. 

Amongst the many applica
tions of speech units is Compu
ter Aided Learning, applica
tions in industrial control and 
games. The speech comes 
from a television or monitor in 
the case of the VIC and 64. The 
PET can have either a separate 
speaker or the PET unit can 
double up as a sound box. 

The cost of the unit for the 
PET is £45 whilst the unit for 
the viC and 64 costs £39. Each 
unit carries a six month 
guarantee and can be obtained' 
from AndOr Systems, 28 Hill
side Drive, Rathfarnham, Dub
lin 14, Ireland. 

Compuscope 
launch 

expansion board 
Audiogenic are claiming to be 
the first software house in the 
UK to produce dual program 
cassettes. 

Both sides of the cassette 
have the same program re
corded on them although one 
side is for the VIC and the other 
side is for the 64. No doubt this 
claim will be hotly disputed! 

The games concerned in 
this 'innovative' launch are 
Cataclysm and Bonzo. Catac
lysm is an arcades game which 
can be used on unexpanded 
machines. The player takes the 
part of the commander of a 
laser whose mission is to 
destroy as many Jovian sauc
ers as possible. The cost of 
destroying thse aliens is £5.95. 

Bonzo puts the user in the 

role of a collector of boxes 
which the user has to get by 
climbing ladders all over the 
screen and avoiding all the 
monsters. This game costs 
£7.95. 

One game which Audioge
nic have not yet put on a dual 
machine cassette is a game 
called Shifty for the VIC with 8K 
expansion. Here, the player is 
trapped in a maze inhabited. by 
ghosts and food pills. The 
player must avoid being 
caught by the ghosts. This 
particular game w ill cost the 
user £5.95. 

All of these games can be 
obtained from Audiogenic li
mited, PO Box 88, Reading, 
Berkshire RG1 2SN, telephone 
0734 595647. 
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NOW 
HEAR 
THIS! 

At last a superb, professional-standard music system that's designed by musicians for musicians. 
MICROSOUND 64 is a full size, 4 octave music keyboard engineered to make the fullest use of 
the COMMODORE 64's legendary sound capabilities for amateur and professional alike. 
MICROSOUND 64's amazing facilities add a new dimension to your music and include: 
* Two user definable slides for real-time control. * Full sound storage and recall for playback or overdubbing - A composer's dream. * Exciting add-on potential for a sensational range of complex musical effects and 

state-of-the-art techniques, including digital sampling. * On-screen displays and graphic presentations. * Price £145 (inc. VAT) plus £3 post and packing. 

MICROSOUND 64 
The Key to Sound Technology 

LEVEL 9 ADVENTURES 
for 

BBC 32K COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM 48K 

lYNX 48K NASCOM 32K ORIC 48K ATARI 32K 

These games are very much bigger than normal 
adventures yet cost £9.90 each. The number 
after each name is an estimate of how many 
weeks an ave'age player may take to solve the 
game - for your information. 

1. COLOSSAL ADVENTURE (4 weeks) 
The classic mainframe game " Adventure " , 
with all the original puzzles plus 70 extra 
rooms. 

2. ADVENTURE QUEST (4 weeks) 
An epic puzzle journey through 
Middle Earth. 

3. DUNGEON ADVENTURE (8 weeks) 
Over 100 puzzles to solve and 
40 treasures to find. 

4. SNOWBALL (2 weeks) 
Save the interstar freezer, 

. Snowball 9, in a huge 
space adventure with 
over 7000 locations. 

Enquiries to: Autographics Ltd. , 3a Reading Road, 
Henley-on- Thames Oxon RG91AB 
Telephone: 0491 575469. 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. 

Snowball was too new to have been revi 
when this ad. was placed, but here is a sample 
from the superb independent reviews of our first 
three adventures: 

" The Level 9 Adventures are superbly designed 
and programmed, the contents first rate. The 
implementation of Colossal Cave is nothing 
short of brilliant; rush out and buy it. While you're 
at it, buy their others too. Simply smashing' " 

-SOFT. September 83 

" Of the programs reviewed here, the only one 
that is wholly admirable is Level 9 's Colossal 
Adventure. " - Your Computer, September 83 

''' 1 found Dungeon exceedingly well 
planned and written, with a fast response. 
There are well over 200 locations and the 
description are both lengthy and 
interesting." 

- Computer & Video Games, September 83 

" This has to be the bargain of the 
year . . . If adventures are your game then 
this is your adventure." 

Home Computing Weekly, 30th August 83 

" There are three excellent adventures on 
offer from Level 9 .. . the descriptions are 
so good that few players could fail to be 
ensnared by the realism of the mythical 
worlds where they are the hero or 
heroine ... great fun to play. 

- Which Micro?, August 83 

Price: £9 .90 each inclusive 
Level 9 adventures are available from 
good computer shops, or mail-order from 
us at no extra charge. Please send order, 
or SAE for catalogue, describing your 
micro, to: 

LEVEL 9 COMPUTING 
Dept 

Hi 



PRODUCT NEWS 

A speedier PET 
. with a 

bigger memory 
An add on board for the PET 
has been designed to increase 
the speed of the PET and the 
sixe of the memory. 

For users of the 3000, 4000 
and 8000 series machines, the 
PETX2 system comprises of 
one board which fits inside the 
'Computer providing 96K of 
memory and upgrading other 
systems. 

The microprocessor chip 
behind all this is still the 6502A 
and the system provides the 

opportunity to switch between 
different memory banks and 
VDU and input/output peeking 
l'Outines. 

The manufacturers of the 
board, J Rand S Purdue, claim 
that the board gives twice the 
speed and three times the 
memory of the standard PET 
system for £350 excluding VAT. 

J Rand S Purdue are at 1 
Port Hill, Hertford, Hertford
shire SG141 PJ telephone 0992 
57393. 

Reducing 
• • printer nOise 

There is a new printer cover 
from Industrial and Marine 
Accoustics which should re
duce printer noise to below 50 
decibels. 

The lAMA IH 101 Printer 
Cover is designed for 80 
column printers and is made of 

' white moulded plastic with a 
perspex window. The interior 
of the cover is lined with foam 
and there are two versions 

available, one with a cooling 
fan . 

The cost of the model 
without the fan is £158 and 
with the fan included the price 
is £184. 

An optional extra is a metal 
stand which will cost a further 
£48. All of these products are 
available from Industrial and 
Marine Acoustics, PO Box 8, 
Cheadle, Stoke on Trent, ST10 
4LH. 

More Basic 
commands 

Softchip is now available for 
the Commodore 64 and, if its 
popularity with the PET is 
anything to go by, it shou ld be 
a serious rival to Commodore's 
own Simons BASIC. 

Softchip is a programmers 
aid which comes as a plug in 
8K cartridge that fits on to the 
back of the 64. The major 
selling point of this utility is the 
fact that the actual choice of 
commands that the cartridge 
contains is entirely user select
able. 

Each cartridge is capable of 
holding about 7100 bytes 
worth of commands although 
the choice can be made from 
commands totalling over 
20,000 bytes. The cost of th is 
programmers aid is £34.95 and 
this includes a free demonstra
tion cassette featuring all the 
Softchip commands. 

The manufacturers of this 
product are Wh itby Computers 
who can be contacted at 8 
Chub Hill Road, Whitby, North 
Yorkshire Y021 1JU. Tele
phone: 0947 604966. 

Commodore
new computers 

Two new Commodore home 
computers, based around a 
new microprocessor chip - the 
7501 , were revealed for the first 
time at the Consumer Electro
nics Show held at Las Vegas in 
January. Software for the new 
machines will not be compati
ble with that for the Vic-20 or 
the Commodore 64, but Com
modore says that the new 
models are intended to com
plementthe existing range and 
not to replace the 64. 

Called the Commodore 264 
and the V364, these models 
look completely different to the 
Commodore machines cur
rently on the market. They are 
slimmer in appearance and 
have a different keyboard. In 
fact their appearance is reticent 
of Japanese-made home com
puters. 

Commodore has scheduled 
an April launch date for the 
American market. 

As the name suggests, both 
models use 64K of RAM and 
their capabilities slot in either 
side of the Commodore 64, as 
does the price of each 
machine. 

The Commodore 264 has 
32K ROM and 64K RAM of 
which 60K is addressable in 
BASIC. It has a more restricted 
array of graphics than the 64. 

Maximum screen resolution is 
320 - 200 pixels. The 264 also 
has a more restricted version 
of SID with two instead ofthree 
voices. Its two sound gener
ators each have eight volume 
levels, programmable as either 
two music channels on one 
music and one white noise 
channel. The full size, 67-key 
keyboard includes four pre
programmable function keys. 
When used together with the 
Shift key, this gives up to eight 
user-defined keys. 

A full upper and lower-case 
character set is provided by the 
software in the 264 ROM which 
also offers a built-in machine 
code monitor and 'window' 
graphics capability. Other avail
able software includes spread
sheet, word-processing, file
handling and graphics, either 
as a built-in option or as a 
range of plug-in cartridges. 

The Commodore 364 is very 
similar to the 264. It includes a 
built-in speech synthesizer 
with a vocabulary of over 250 
words, which accounts for' its 
increased ROM size of 48K. 
Additional vocabulary can be 
soft-loaded from disk or car
tridge. 

The 86-key keyboard of the 
V364 inlcudes a 19-key numeric 
pad. 

Our future 
Whenever possible we at Com
modore Computing Interna
tional try to make improve
ments to the magazine, often 
at the suggestion of readers 
and advertisers. You may have 
noticed some of the changes 
we have introduced recently
many of you will certainly have 
noticed that something odd 
has happened to our pub
lishing schedule. 

The reason why the Decem
ber issue was followed after a 
long gap by this, the February 
issue, is that we are gradually 
bringing forward the pub
lishing date of Commodore 

Computing International to the 
middle of every month. To 
achieve this we could have 
publ ished two issues in one 
month but this would have 
been inconvenient for our 
advertisers and many of our 
readers. Instead we have left a 
longer gap than usual between 
two issues and intend to 
change our publishing sche
dules gradually. 

We must admit that pre
Christmas production prob
lems influenced the timing of 
our plans but hope you will 
bear with us for the next couple 
of months while we adapt. 
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INSIDE STORY 
Ever wondered what the 
inside of your computer 
really looks like but never 
had the courage to peak 
inside? The fact that tak
ing the lid of the micro can 
invalidate the warranty 
puts many people off so 
we decided to put your 
minds at rest by showing 
the inside of the machine. 
This month we look at the 
VIC-20 and next month we 
will be taking a more 
detailed look at the 64. 
It might not look like it butthe inside of any 
computer is mainly wires and switches. 
There are almost too many wires and 
switches to count - and they are too small 
to do so with naked eye. 

Elementary computer lessons begin 
with explanations about switches that are 
either on or off - saying yes or no, or, in 
binary code 0 or 1. These are contained 
within the chips. 

The wires, of course, look nothing like 
wires. On the printed circuit board (PCB or 
motherboard) that forms the basis of the 
computer they are 'painted' onto the 
surface. Inside the chip the pathways that ' 
form thewires are etched into the silicon. 

The numbers on the black and white 
photograph correspond to the numbers 
below. We give a brief explanation of the 
function of each item. It would be 
impossible, of course, to describe every 
part of the computer but this should give 
you a rough idea of how it's laid out and 
how itworks. 

6502A microprocessor 
This eight bit chip, manufactured by MOS 
Technology, is the Central Processing Unit 
(CPU) at the heart of the VIC. It is this chip 
which performs all the instructions when 
a program is RUN. It is called and eight bit 
processor because during each instruc
tion or operating cycle eight bits of data 
are operated on or transferred simul
taneously. 

The inside of a computer but it can 
easily be divided into two sections - the 
control section and the register section. 
The control section recognises the instruc
tion and initiates the correct sequence of 
data transfers and the register section 
actually carries outthe processing. 

Voltage regulation circuitry 
This controls the power supply for all the 
chips. 



INSIDE STORY 
BASIC ROM 
Even novices will know that ROM stands 
for Read Only Memory - memory which 
cannot be changed by the user. BASIC 
ROM reads all the commands in BASIC 
and enables the computer to act on them. 
The BASIC ROM chips actually use 
programs written in machine code! 
Without BASIC ROM the computer would 
be unable to act on the BASIC commands. 

KernalROM 
This chip contains the routines which 
control the input and output of the 
computer. 

Buses 
These are simply the pathways along 
which signals travel. Inside the micro 
there are usually three buses - control 
bus, address bus and data bus. 

The control bus is the route along 
which timing and control signals travel. 
The address bus ca rries information 
about that part of the memory with which 
the 6502A microprocessor is dealing. The 
data bus carries data back and forth 
between the CPU and the memory. 

6561 Video Interface Chip 

The VIC chip (now you know where the 
name comes from!) controls not only the 
connection between the computer and 
the screen but also the sound functions of 
the VIC. It can also take the input from light 
pens and joy sticks. The only function of 
the VIC chip which is not under the direct 
control ofthe user is the oscillator clock. 

RAM chips 

Just as every novice knows what ROM 
means, so every novice learns qu ickly that 
RAM means Random Access Memory. 
This is, of course, the memory that's 
accessible to the user. There are ten RAM 
chips and there are four areas of RAM 
used by the 6561 chip. These are the 
character generator, which is self explana
tory; the character pointer, which contains 
the data about positions on the 'screen; 
the colour pointer, which contains data 
about the foreground and background 
colours ofthe screen; and the 6561 control 
register, which, as the name suggests, 
controls how the 6561 connects with 
RAM. 

VIA chips 
These are the versatile interface adaptors 
and, as the name suggests they deal with 
input and output which is not dealt with by 
the kerna l ROM. 
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PRO ECT 
I 

How to build a digitiser 
This month our project is something completely different
we are throwing out a challenge to all our readers. We enjoy 
thinking up ideas and turning them into reality but we felt it 
was t ime we let our readers have a go. Our postbag shows 
that there's a lot of creative talent out there. Here's your 
chance to prove it to the rest of the world. Who knows? You 
might even end up with a new career! 

The principles behind a digitiser are 
simple- but cou ld you design one, build it 
and write the programs that enable it to 
work? If you can, we would like to see the 
results and w il l publish the best. We will, 
of course, pay for publication. But please 
do not send us the completed digitiser. We 
will first of all be satisfied with the design. 

As with most exercises of this kind 
simplicity is important. The digitiser 
should be as simple as possible to build, 
easy to operate qnd the less complex the 
programming the better. Accuracy is 
important, too, and the digitiser should be 
as accurate as the computer allows. We 
have not put a limit on the cost but out of 
two similar digitisers we would choose 
the cheapest. Neither have we put a limit 
on size and weight but we will apply the 
same criteria and choose the most 
compact digitiser. To help you in your task 
we discuss the principles behind a 
digitiser, its function and some ideas. 

A digitiser is a gadget which, at its 
simplest, enables you to feed information 
into the computer. The computer then 
converts the information into coordinates 

I 2 3 tr 5 (, 7 8 1 10 

(~~4-~~~+-~-------------
t~~+-~-++-~~ __________ ___ 
3~4-~4-~4-~----------
t~~~~~~~4------------

~~~~+1~~~-------------
1~~+-~~~-+-r-----------
8~4-~~~~+1-----------
1~~~+1~~~------------
IO~~+-~~-r+-~-------------

The best place to start is probably with a 
sheet of graph paper; numbered along the 
top and bottom from 7 to 255. This will at 
least give you an idea of the concept. 
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which work in a similar way to map 
coordinates. With plotters the computer 
tells the pen where it should be by giving 
the plotter coordinates - a plotter is rather 
like a digitiser in reverse. 

The computer needs to convert any 
signals it receives into two numbers 
which will serve the same purpose as 
map coordinates. But the signals that the 
computer receives will depend on the 
method you choose for your digitiser. 
Whichever construction you choose for 
your digitiser it will need · to give two 
signals to the computer. 

Unfortunately you already come across 
a problem (we would rather call it a 
cha llenge). How accurate can you be? It is 
possible to design mechanical equipment 
which is more accurate than the computer 
- certainly as far as displaying the 
coordinates on the screen is concerned. 
We have given a lot 'Of thought to this and 
have a few ideas of our own but we would 
rather see your ideas first. 

The resolution of the Commodore 64 is 
320 by 200 so if your digitiser is capable'of 
a resolution of 255 by 255 - in other words 
capable of plotting 255 points vertically 
and 255 points horizontally - you will need 
to take steps to ensure that there is no 
confusion about exact position of the 
digitiser's pointer. 

This is the next challenge: to find a way 
of feeding information about the position 
of the pointer into the computer. The first 
idea that springs to mind is to use a 
potentiometer. This produces an electrical 
signal which varies according to the 
position ofthe pointer. 

You will now come across another 
problem - what sort of signal will the 
digitiser send to the computer? According 
to the method used the signal will either 
be analogue or digital. The computer can, 
of course, only understand dig ital signals 
so if your digitiser is sending out analogue 

signals you will need to work out some 
way of converting them to digital signals. 
This is easy with analogue to digital (A-D) 
converters. 

According to the circuit diagram for the 
Commodore 64 there are two A-D 
converters inside the computer. Can these 
be utilised in any way? Remember that 
there are two signals to be converted. If 
they are converted outside the computer 
this can create its own problems. The user 
port can only easily accommodate one 
A-D converter although we feel that with a 
bit of extra circuitry and ingenuity two, or 
even four, could be accommodated. 

Remember to take care here, however, 
since you could find yourself overloading 
tile computer and a separate power 
supply might be necessary. 

The mechanical construction of the 
digitiser looks like a problem for someone 
with a bias towards engineering. One of 
the simplest approaches might be to 

A 
/ 

The arm approach to the construction of 
the digitiser - remember that the lengths 
of the two sections of the arm are very 
important. 

I 



PRO ECT 

-let's have your ideas 
design a board with an arm in one corner. 
The arm would be jointed and the 
potentiometers would be located at the 
corner, where the arm joins the board, and 
at the joint in the arm. These potentio
meters would send information to the 
computer about the angles at the corner 
and the joint in the arm. 

Another soution is to design a digitiser 
with a slider that moves up and down the 
board and a pointer that moves from left 
to right along the slider. A potentiometer 
wheel attached to the slider would 
provide information about the coordin
ates of the pointer along a vertical axis 
while a wheel which was connected to the 
pointer itself would provide information 
about its position along the horizontal 
axis. 

It might also be possible to use light to 
provide a signal for the computer. It 
should be possible, for example, to fix up 
some sort of arrangement using LED's 
(light emitting diodes) and photosensitive 
cells. 

You would need a better system than 
that currently employed on some touch 
sensitive computer screens. If you wanted 
to be able to plot 255 positions along the 
vertical and 255 positions along the 
horizontal you would need 255 LED's and 

I r. I '-J 

The slider approach to the constructIOn of 
the digitiser - the slider moves up and 
down and the pointer moves from left to 
right. 

say too much more about LED's and the 
sort of signals they can give the computer 
we feel we may be making the task a little 
too easy! 

One more point about LED's. Consider 
the advantages and disadvantages of 
using straightforward binary numbers 
and a grey scale. 

A look at how some other computer 
peripherals work might spark off a few 
ideas. Light pens use principles which 
should, by now, be familiar. A picture is 

The punch tape approach - there are 256 possible combinations of eight holes, 
corresponding, of course, to eight bits. 

255 photo diodes. The touch sensitive 
screens work in just such a way -
interrupting the light beams tells the 
computer exactly where you are pointing. 

An arrangement of LED's and photo
sentive cells for a digitiser could be much 
simpler. Eight LED's could corresond to 
eight bits of a byte and two sets of LED's 
could give the computer all the necessary 
information about horizontal and vertical 
coordinates. An LED arrangement would 
have considerable advantages. Relatively 
few moving parts, for example, and it is 
possible to find enough combinations of 
eight lights to give a unique combination 
for every number between 0 and 255. If we 

produced on a screen by a beam that 
scans across the screen and which causes 
it to glow. Most micros are now built with 
internal resisters which will tell it exactly 
which part ofthe screen is being scanned. 
As the pulse enters the light pen the 
computer therefore knows exactly where 
the light pen is positioned. 

There is one other idea which we feel 
may well prove to be impracticable but 
which someone may put to good use. We 
have been toying with the idea of using 
pressure sensitivity to indicate the posi
tion of a pointer. Two sheets coated with 
some sort of conducting material with 
uniform resistance would provide the 

necessary information. It would also pose 
problems. How would you ensure that the 
pressure was applied to a small enough 
area? Using lines of conductive coating 
might be one way out but this wculd 
create even more problems. We'll leave 
you to figure out what they are and find a 
way around them if you think it is a viable 
proposition. 

You will not need to be a professional 
programmer to write the programs which 
will enable the computer to receive and 
make sense of the information from the 
digitiser but we will be looking for the 
most efficient routines. That makes it 
sounds if we are looking for machine 
codes but we will be just as happy with 
BASIC. The ideas behind the programs 
are more important than the programs 
themselves. There is one proviso, howev
er; the programs must work! 

High resolution graphics will be essen
tial. We would be grateful if you would use 
the hi-res routines published in the 
October issue of Commodore Computing 
International, BC Basic, Simons Basic, 
Screen Graphics or Ultrabasic. 

One of the most important aspects of a 
digitiserthat must be borne in mind all the 
time is how it will be used. After all, it 
might be fun to design a digitiser and to 
write the programs that enable it to work 
but all you have done so far is to design a 
machine that will produce a drawing on 
the screen. What do you do with it now? 

It would be useful, for example, if areas 
could be calculated. This would bethe sort 
of thing that an architect would be looking 
for when buying a digitiser. 

We would like a print out of your results 
if you possess a printer but do not let the 
lack of a printer put you off. We would still 
be interested in looki ng at you r ideas. 

We will need all entries in our office by 
the last day of February 1984 - not a great 
deal of time but we will need time to 
assess the ideas. We expect to be 
publishing the first digitiser in our April 
issue. Remember; all we need are the 
design plans, a description of the 
principles behind the design, the prog
rams required, which hi-res routine you 
have used, details of any interfacing or 
other circuitry you have used, details of 
any interfacing or other circuitry required 
and, probably most important of all, a 
brief summary of everything you have 
done. 

Two final words: Good Luck! 
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Accelerate your micro 
The VIC Rabbit loader is, as far as we know, only 

available in the US and Canada but even though its 
distribution is restricted we have had such good 

reports that we felt a review was worthwhile. Brian 
Hillis, of Toronto, tests the product for us. 

Probably one of the most useful add-ons 
that you can buy for the VIC-20 or CBM-64 
is a handy little board catled a Rabbit, from 
Eastern House Software, in the US. This is 
assuming, of course, that you are among 
the vast majority that use cassettes rather 
than a disk drive for storing programs. 

One of the greatest problems with 
storing data on tape is the amount of time 
that it takes to either SAVE, VERIFY or 
LOAD pro.grams. This is in part due to the 
fa ctthat the conventional SAVE command 
actually saves the program twice, compar
ing both saves to the orig inal in memory. 
Similarly, the LOAD command causes the 
computer to load the first copy of the 
program and then compare it with the 
second copy to ensure that everything 
works fine. Otherwise, the dreaded 
"LOAD ERROR." 

Now, if you are the sort that looks 
forward to these long LOAD or SAVE 
breaks from the video terminal, then 
definitely do not buy the Rabbit. However, 
if, as I suspect, you would liketo getthings 
done quickly and efficiently in orderto get 
on to other more important things, then 
this is the add-on for you. 

The Rabbit is a circuit board that plugs 
into the expansion port of the VIC or 64. It 
has two ROM sockets, one of which is 
empty and slated for future expansion. 
The other contains a ROM that will add 
about a dozen new commands to your 
computer. At the back of the circuit board 
is a 44 pin female socket. The idea is that 
the Rabbit connects between the VIC (or 
64) and any other expansion board; and 
once you plug it in, you never have to take 
it out, for any reason. 

In order to activate the Rabbit, you only · 
have to type SYS 7*·4096 (SYS 28672 
works as well). Having done this, the 
screen displays a copyright message, and 
the signal that everything is READY to go. 
The new commands at your disposal are 
as follows: 

* ·S = SAVE with 6second leader 
* SS = SAVE with 3 second 
leader 
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* L = LOAD 
*V=VERIFY 
*T=TESTRAM 
*E = LOAD and RUN automati
cally 
*H = Converts HEX number to 
DEC 
* 0 = Converts DEC number to 
HEX 
* G = GOTOL ML program 
*Z = Toggles graphics to u/l case 
* = Convert from monitorto reg 
* K = KILL the Rabbit 

If you use the Rabbit for no other 
reason than to LOAD and SAVE programs, 
then you have made an extremely wise 

investment. Being able to use any of the 
otherfeatures is strictly a bonus. 

Using the conventional method of 
saving a 16K program to tape, takes just 
over five minutes. Using the *S method 
takes less than a minute, and even three 
seconds less if you use the * SS 
command. The extra three seconds 
allows for the leader at the beginning of a 
newtape. 

As with the normal SAVE command, 
you can use the Rabbit commands to 
SAVE with the RAM addresses needed for 
reloading machine language programs to 
the proper place. 

LOADING and VERIFYING both work 



COMMODORE 64 GAMES AND UTILITIES 

JACKPOT 64: 
At last its here, specially written for the 64, by the author of 
"JACKPOT' the ultimate Fruit Machine program forthe VIC 
(available from 1 st Nov) " ........ .... .............. ....... ...... .. .. .... ........ . £5.50 

WESTMINSTER: 
A game for upto four players, can you lead the party of your 
choice and w in the genera l election, you tourthe 60 
consituencies (seats) buying votes, when you can, (just like t he 
real thing i), this must be one ofthefirst board type games 
specifically written for the computer, why play on your own, 
have fun with yourfam ily and friends playing WESTM INSTER 
........ ... ..... .... .. ............. ..... .... .... .... ........ ... .. .. ... ...... .. ... .... ...... ...... , .. £5.50 

RED ALERT: 
Agamefor 1-4 players, with sound and graphics. Make money 
in casinos, commit robbery, hide from the police, hire secret 
agents, (some of whom can be treacherous), negotiate for 
weapons, find and attack the secret rocket base to launch the 
missile, and watch the havoc and destruction caused. There's 
noturning back from "RED ALERT' .......... .... ... ...... .. ...... .. .... £5.50 
(ava ilable f rom 1 st Nov) 

WH££LER DEALER: 
A game for two to twenty p layers, become a tycoon of the 
motor trade, you must obta in gearboxes, tyres and engines to 
produce cars fo r sa le. Form syndicates, buy and exchange 
parts, buy dealerships, but be careful , you may become 
bankrupt and have to liquidate, find out what you're made of, 
have you got what it takes to become a W H££LER DEALER 
........... .... ....... .......... .. ..... ... .... .... ..... ..... ...... ....... ..... ..... .... ..... ..... ... £5.50 

LUNAR RESCUE: 
Our new version, avoid the astero id belt, to rescue the 
stranded scientists, then fight your way back to the mother 
ship, fast react ions are required to safely land and dock your 
lunar modu le ....... .. .... ... .. ........ ...... .. .. .... .. ... .. .. ........ .. ...... .. ........ £5.50 

PONTOON - ROULETTE-ACE'S HIGH: 
More powerful versions, that make three great games of 
chance for the 64 " " .. """." " "." " ." "" ... " "" .. """ "". "" " .. " " " .. . £5.50 

CHIPMON: 
Conta ins a 1/ or 2/ Pass Assembler Disassembler and M onitor, 
a programming a'id lforthe development of machine code 
programs and routines on the CBM 64 
Tape Versio n ....... ..... ..... .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .... ............... . £12.50 
Disk with extra features .... .. .. ... .. ... ... .. ......... ... ... ........... .. .... .... £15.00 
BANK MANAGER 64: 
As our Super Bank Manager, butfor the 64 .. .. .... ... .. ........ .. ... £7.50 
Now available on disk w ith extra features .... .. .... .. .. .... .. ..... £10.00 

PURCHASE LEDGER: 
Easy to use, single entry, handles 400 invoices per month, 
Gross/Nett purchases, VAT. .... .... .... .. .. .. .. .... .......... .... .. ...... .. £14.50 
Disk Version .. .. .. .. ...... .... ... .. .. ... .. ...... ........ ..... ... ... ..... ... ... ... ... ... .. £17.00 
(available from 1 st Nov) 

SALES LEDGER As above 

VIC 20 GAMES AND UTiUTIES 
JACKPOT: 
Th is is it, the ultimate fruit machineforthe VIC with nudge, 
hold and respin, 100% machine code. "Overall jackpot is a 
beautifully written simulation giving superb graphics, 
an imation and use of colour. In fact, this programme makes 
Commodore's fruit machine cartridge look unbelievably cheap 
and nasty.' Home Computing Weekly No. 20 19th July 
1983 .... ... ... .... .... .... .. ... ... ............. .... ... .. ... .. ..... .... .. ... .. .. .... ... ......... . £5.50 

KWAZY KWAKS: 
Accuracy and speed are required for th is shooting gallery, 
superb use of colour and graphics in this new and cha llenging 
game from the author of" JACKPOT" , 100% machine code 
program, to the same high stancjard, joystick or keyboard 
contro l. Forthe unexpanded VIC ... .... ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ...... .... . £5.50 

PACMANIA: Choose your own game from the following 
options - d ifticulty 1-3, speed 1-3, size of maze 1-3, v isib le or 
invisible maze, still or moving power p ills, define your own key 
controls, any combination, ifthis is yourtype of game, then 
this is the one for you, forthe 3K expanded VIC onl)1 .. ...... ... £5.50 

BUGSY (Joystick Only) This is a Minefield with a difference! 
As you step on the stones whilst collecting purple boxes wh ich 
g ive you both time and points, they d isappearfrom beneath 
yourfeet. DO NOT DESPAIR! "BUGSY" will randomly replace 
the stones but avoid bumping into him or its sudden death! An 
original , compu lsive and cha llenging game .......... .... .... .... £5.50 

MINI·ROULETTE - PONTOON - HI·LOW Th ree great games 
of chanceforthe VIC, t ry to beat the computer, hours offun, fu ll 
colour, sound effects and tunes .......... .. .... .. .. ...... .. .... .. .. ...... .. £5.50 

DATABASE - create you r own fi les a nd records on tape £7·50 

SUPER BANK MANAGER- A full feature version any 
memory size, but needs 3K expansion .. .......... ........ .. .... .. .. ... £7.50 

Full documentation w ith all utility programs. 

Other software for the VIC 20 and Commodore 64, send large 
envelope SAE fo r free co lou r brochure, includi ng 

RABBIT SOFTWARE at £5.00 

Send Cheques/PO's to: MR. CHIP SOFTWARE 

DEPT CC, 1 NEVILLE PLACE, LLANDUDNO, 
GWYNEDD LL30 3Bl. TEL: 049249747 

All our programs are now available on disk. Please allow £2·50 extra. 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

WANTED - High quality software of all types for export and UK distribution. 



For VIC 20 and 
CBM64 Users 

SIP ACCOUIII 
Highly comprehensive 
program designed for 16K,. 
24K, VIC20 & Printer , 40 col 
VIC20 , CBM 64. Makes an 
ideal introduction for you 
and your staff to the world of 
computer accounts. 

Features include: 
• Menu driven -simplicity to use! 
• Up to 250 accounts per tape 
• Day book 

. :.:':; .. ~, ~ J 
. .... i : - . -"l-''' ,~ 

[ ........................ :::~ .:::::: ... :.: .. :.:: .... .. " " .. "" ........ " 

• Sales and purchase ledger (or just 1 type) 

;~~~~2~ ,i:r1r 
\'ibration mounting. superb • 
design in high impact smoked Perspex. 

• Invoice print module available as extra. 
• Statements prin t 

(for all or just one compa ny) 
• Overdue account statements (as above) 
• End period carry on to next data tape 
• Cash summary - debitors and creditors 
• V AT entry [net or gross) 
• PLUS many. ma ny more features 

- a ll in ONE program. 

SIP/AC20 - VIC20 16/24K Tape Based 
SIP/DC20 - VI C20 16/24K Disc Based 
SIP/AC40 - VI C20 16/24K +40 column card 
SIP/ AC64 - CBM64 Tape Based 
SIP/DC64 - CBM64 Disc Based 

Tape Version £24.95 + VAT 
Disc Version £29.95 + VAT 

SIP P1515 fo r VC 1515andGP80 ~£12.95 +Vf\T 
S IP P1525 for Ve 1525 and GP 100 .!:.1.a;9S' .t13.95 + V,\ T 

INVOICE PRINT MODULE 
Allows ~tour own fonnating of in\'oices. remi ttance 
ad\'ices and credil notes can siand alone or work wilh 
S IP I\ ccounling System. updating data files 

SIP/ CPM20 - Vle 20 Tape Based 
SIP/ DPM20 - VIC2D Disc Based 
SIP/ CPM64 - CBM64 Tape Based 
SIP/ DPM64 - CBM64 Disc Based 

Tape Version £24.95 + V AT 
Disc Version £29.95 + VAT 
Please specify machine size when ordering 
. "varlable direcr or from leading Soft ware dealers 
Send yo ur orders or for further 
Information plca~e wnre or telephone: 

~ Shore Industrial Plastics Ltd..dept c c 
~ 1- 13 Corsha m Street. London N1 6DP. 

Price includes comprehensive manu al 
( + data tape for tape venions). Telepho ne: 01 ·250 1978. 
151515251526 GP 100 VI. primer required for all programs. Tele x: 943763 Ref. SHM 

~ 
TRANSFORMS THE C!:l+COJlE 64 

& 4 
INTO A FULL-fEATURED AN) 

PROF'ESSI()IIAL DATABASE 
SYSTEM! WITH UP TO lOCO 

CHARACTERS PER RECORD ON UP 
TO 4 SCREENS_ . • AN) LF TO 

128 ITEMS PER RECem, 
DEFINABLE AS KEY. TEXT. 

~H::RIC. CONSTANT. RESULT ~ DATE ... IN FILES rF UP TO 16M CHARACTERS! 
SUPERBASE EVEN HAS SPREADSI-£ET AN) CAL(U.ATCR CAPABILITY. CALEN)AR 

FUNCTIONS. EASY II-F'UT FRlJo1 WCROPROCESS~/DATA FILES. BOTH I-£t-U-DRIVEN AN) 
PROGRAM OPTIONS, SCRTINC/SEARCHING, FlA.LY DEFINABLE ruTPUTS ••• SUPERBASE 64 

IS ESSEN TIAL IF '(lJ WANT Tl£ f«)ST FRO'< '(lJR 64' SUPPlIED ON CfIoI 1541 DISK 
WITH EXce:LLENT TUTORIAL/REFERENce: HANJAL. EX-STCO< ~! 

• OUR PRICE ONLY ~ £88! 
NOW AVAILABLE CN CARTRIIX;L 

VI'" K 'WRITE 64 VIZAWRITE 64 IS A HIGH-£an, PERFCR-\A.NCE. LOW-COST W(R) 
PROCESSCR, WITH CN-SCREEN 

F~TTING. THAT TAKES Ft.l.L ADVANTAGE CF TI-£ 64's CCUl.JR. GRAPHICS A~ 
t-EI-ORY FEATURES ••• An) SUPPCfHS VIRTUALLY ANY PRINTER! WITH A CCH'REt-£NSIVE 

AK} EASY-TQ-FCl..LOW USER ~NJAl... VIZAWRITE ~FERS TI-£ u...TIMATE IN PERSCNAL 
CCM'UTER wem PROCESSING! AlSO AVAILABLE CN oISK (eLI< PRICE ~ £65!), CJl 

CMlINED WITH VIZASPELL «Ul PRICE ~£85! >. 

.OUR PRICE ONLY~ £68! 

Ul1 r64 ~STER 64 IS A TOT ALL' NEW 

aste CONCEPT ••• A CCJtoPl.ETE PROGRAM 
DEVEL(R£NT PAo<AGE, THAT t 5 

AVAILABLE tGI FCJl Tl£ CfIoI 64. 
~STER HAS 85 >Ew C<>+IA"'S ... A'" Il'\SIC IV TOO' lUIS PROGRAI+£R'S Too..KIT, 

, MACHINE CroE I-()NITeR, BUSH£SS BASIC . KEYED DISK ACCESS. SCR£EN HANAGEt-£NT, 
USER-DEFINABLE II-F'UT ZONES. REPCRT GE~RATOR. 22- PLACE ARITI+£TlC. DATE 

CONTRCl... STRING FUl'CTIONS. DISK DATA CIJoPRESSICN. SCREEN PlOTTING. SCREEN 
0I.Jt0F. CPTIONAL S~TWARE PRQTECTI()II KEY, At{) MJRE ••• IN FACT EVERYTHING YaJ 

>EED TO PROGRAM 'eLI< 64 TO TOf' PROfESSIONAL STAH)ARDS! ~STER 64 CMS WITH 
A Fl.l.L USER REFERENCE HAN,JAL. WID< REFERENCE GUIDE AN) OEM) PR(X;RAM$. ALSO 

AVAILABLE FCJl CfIoI 700 (£339. 25) A'" CfI.I 403218032/8096 (~ £225!>' 

• SPECIAL OFFER PRICE~ £llS! 

TIf'SE ARE ~ST SM rJ' eLI< FI>E 5(J'TWARE PRDOUCTS FOR C!:l+COJlE CCM'UTERS • . • 
PLEASE TELEPHCJ£ (R -.RITE FCR FREE DATA SI-£ETS! PRICES SHOWN INCl\.DE 15% VAT 
Ap.() ARE C~ECT AT TII-£ CF GOING TO PRESS. (R)ER BY POST/TELEPH(llE/PRESTEL . 
USING Cl-EOUE. ACCESS, BARClAY CARD OR rJ'FICIAL emER. TELEPHCN: 0I- 546-n56 
FOR SAI-E-OAY OCSf'ATOi! POST FREE EXCEPT CN CREDIT/OVERSEAS emERS. (REF A23) 

S[]f1ware 
LAKESIDE HOUS£. KINGSTON HI LL. SURREY KT2 7QT TEL 01-546-7256 
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INSTANT ROM (Commodore Approved) 
Greenwich Instruments' ROM / EPROM Emulators are non-volatile memory modules 
which plug into any ROM / EPROM socket . When the power is switched off, data is re
tained for up to 10 years. Emulators from 2 Kbytes to 32Kbytes are available. 
In the PET, a 4Kbyte Emulator can be fitted in the 9000 or AOOO socket, and used for 
fast program development. Basic or Machine-code programs can be stored per
manently. 
GR2532 4Kbyte Emulator ... . . .. . .. . .... .. .... . .............. £56.00 
Adaptor GA 1 (essential for PET users) . . . .. .. ...... . £ 6.00 

PETClOCK (Commodore Approved) 
PETCLOCK plugs into any Commodore machine with User-Port, and gives time 
( h 0 ur i 
minute/ second ) and date (year/ month / date/ day of week ). Battery backup - accuracy 
is maintained when the power is off. 
GCC1 PETCLOCK.. . . ......... . .. ...... .. ...... . .. .. £62.00 

G-ROM E 
A 4 Kbyte EPROM which runs , at switch·on, any Basic or Machine·code program 
stored in INSTANT ROM , eliminating the need for tape or disc. Basic programs can be 
stored with a few key-strokes. 
Some poweriul utilities are included for program revival. PET's power-up memory test 
is made non-destructive, and UN-NEW us provided. A program for reading Date and 
time from PETCLOCK is also included . 
G-ROM E (specify type of PET ) .. . . .. ...... £25.00 

Postage (£1.00) and VAT are extra. Leaf)ets are available. 

GREENWICH INSTRUMENTS LIMITED. 22 BARDSLEY LANE. 
GREENWICH, LONDON SE10 9RF. 

Tel: 01·8530868. Telex 896691 Attn . GIL. 

INFODISK 64 
the friendly data- base for home or office. 

Features included: 

• Records up to 2400 characters 

• Up to 180 fields per record 

• Up to 9 screen pages per record 

• Powerfu I calculator with 19 funct ions 

• Report generator 

• Almas! ins:a\1! retrieval of any record 

• Links to most word-processors 

• 90 page manual 

• PLUS FREE' 6 ready to run applications 

FREE! single disk utility program 

& MUCH. MUCH MORE' 

All for £75 (inc. VAT/p.p.) 
Dealer enquiries welcome UK & USA 

To: BEAVER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 
UK, Stathern. Melton Mowbray. Leics . LEI4 4HJ 
USA, PO Box 88. Cabi n John. Maryland 20818 
Please send further details about INFODISK 64 

Name .... ............... ..... ........ . Address ........ ........ .... . 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 
the same way at the same speed. 
Unfortunately, however, the Rabbit will 
not load programs that have been saved 
in the conventional manner. This increase 
in speed almost makes you look forward 
to saving your programs more often as 
you are working on them. 

The three main commands * S, * l and 
*V can all be used without program 
names and will perform the requested 
function on the next available program on 
the tape. 

The manufacturer suggests the follow
ing procedure for locating the end of the 
last program on a tape: 

1 With the program that you wish to 
SAVE stored in memory, load a tape in the 
datasette. 

2 Type *V "Program Name" RETURN, 
where "Program Name" is the last 
program on the tape. 

3 When the tape reaches the end of 
that program, the screen will display 
VERIFY ERROR. (Naturally, since the 

program in memory is not the same as 
the program being verified.) 

4 You are now at the end of the last 
program and can SAVE (*S) the program 
in memory. 

Unfortunately, this does not always 
work properly. Several times this proce
dure damaged the program in memory. 
Fortunately, there was a good back-up 
copy (as, of course, there always should 
be) and the problem was not too serious. 
If you are very anxious to "crunch" your 
programs onto as little tape as possible, 
you can use the following procedure: 

1 SAVE the program in memory to a 
temporary tape (use *SS, its quick). 

2 Now use the recommended VERIFY 
procedure. 

3 RelOAD the program back into 
memory. 

4 Now SAVE (*SS) ittoyourgood tape. 
The Vic Rabbit uses memory from 

28678 to 32767. If you are using an 
expansion board, be sure to putthe Rabbit 

board between the computer and the 
expansion board. This allows the Rabbit 
to isolate the memory that it uses in Block 
3. The other alternative, of course, is to 
type * K (to kill the Rabbit). Typing SYS 
7*4096 will reactivate it. 

The instruction book that comes with 
the Rabbit is a bit sparse, but it does 
provide enough information to make the 
investment worthwhile. As mentioned 
earlier; the SAVE, LOAD and VERIFY 
options are very likely the main, if not t:,e 
only, ones that you will use. 

This reviewer used the Vic Rabbit for 
about six months, and after only a couple 
of days, could not imagine getting 
alongwithout one. Unfortunately, when I 
got rid of my Vic for a C64, I was unable to 
get the 64 Rabbit. Not being content to go 
back to the old slow system, I invested in a 
1541 disk drive. Granted, the drive is much 
more versatile than the datasette, but with 
a Rabbit loader, it's not really that much 
quicker. And the difference in price! 

Music education 
As even the most inexperienced student 
of music knows Every Good Boy Deserves 
Favour. And every good educational 
program that teaches music deserves the 
favou r of a good review. 

Unfortunately it is difficult to give any 
educational program an unqualified 10 
out of 10. Some games masquerade as 
educational software to make you feel less 
guilty about playing them and have little 
educational va lue. Others appear to be 
written by people who have enjoyed the 
challenge of writing the program and the 
educational value has suffered as a result. 

Chalksoft have published some excel
lent educational software and it's in 
comparison with the rest of their output 
that Note Invaders fails to satisfy. 

The main criticism of Note Invaders 
(£9.25) is that it does not seem to be a 
program aimed at promoting a real 
understanding of music. Instead itteaches 
by rote. It can be used on the VIC-20 using 
3K, 8K or 16K expansion. 

The first side ofthis cassette is more of 
a game than an educational device 
although the idea of combining the two is 
a good one because it attempts to make 
learning fun ratherthan a ritual istic chore. 
It is not dissimilar to a game like Space 
Invaders because the idea is that on the 

musical stave which appears on the 
screen several notes appear and it is the 
job ofthe pupil to guess what the note is. 

If the answer is correct a laser zaps the 
note. If the answer is wrong then the 
player loses a life and is completely 
destroyed afterfour incorrect guesses. For 
each correct guess points are awarded 
and after a certa in stage the stave actually 
starts getting shorter. 

This is a rather mediocre example of a 
combination of learning by trial and error. 
In this case, the user has the satisfaction of 
knowing that the errors, when they occur, 
are not solely their own fault. 

The second side is much more of an 
educational program although this does 
have its limits. The user can only learn the 
names and sound of the notes and not 
how to construct some sort of musical 
harmony and this serves to the disadvan
tage of the whole program. Another 
disadvantage comes from the fact that the 
program does not provide a running 
demonstration of a musical score that has 
been successfully put together. 

The format of the screen is basically 
the same - the five lines that form the 
stave - and the notes. Thankfully this time 
the notes are not space invader clones. 
There are two separate sections to this 

part of the program, the first of these 
being staff 1. This 1icts as a demonstration 
program using treble and bass clefs 
putting questions in the way ofthe user as 
the program proceeds. 

After reading the introductory notes to 
this section of the program, loading the 
second part of this cassette, staff 2 is a bit 
of a nuisance because it necessitates 
switching the VIC off and then on again 
withouttouching the cassette. This part of 
the program will actually test the acquired 
knowledge of the user in a 20 Questions 
format. But the annoying bit about this is 
that once a wrong answer is returned, the 
program goes right back to the beginning 
of the test including the position of the 
notes and the name ofthe notes. 

As a program thatteaches the absolute 
beginner the names of the notes Note 
Invaders is a success. But our feeling is 
that Chalksoft could have gone a little 
further towards teaching an understand
ing of music. Although the beginner may 
well be able to name every note on the 
staff it is doubtful whether the way the 
program is designed would be able to put 
that knowledge to any good use. 

Perhaps Chalksoft feel that such a task 
should be left to another piece of software. 
We look forward to seeing it. 
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HARDWARE REVIEWS 

A Stack of light pens 
There are currently three methods 'of 
inputting information to play games. The 
most common methods used are 
keyboard or joystick. The third method, 
probably less widely used, is screen input 
via light pen. Two new light pens have 
recently been launched by the Liverpool
based software company, Stack. 

One ofthese light pens is forthe VIC 20 
the other for the 64 and both of them are 
complemented by a range of Stack 

. programs. 

At one end of the light pen cable is the 
adaptor which plugs into the user port and 
at the other looks like a biro except in two 
very important respects - the 'nib' of the 
pen is actually the light sensor in the pen 
casing and there's a touch contact which 
controls the light sensor. 

Any television picture is made up of a 
series of dots which scan across the 
television screen leaving the traces of light 
that forms the picture. The light sensor in 
the pen picks up the dot as it passes the tip 
of the 'pen and a message is flashed 
across to the VIC or 64 that the dot has 
been seen by the pen. The spot where the 
dot was picked up is recorded in the VIC 
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chip and these locations will change as 
the pen is moved across the screen. The 
data for each location is stored in two 
registers, X and Y, for the horizontal and 
vertical positions. 

This does not mean to say that the 
whole area of the television screen can be 
used in the case of Stack's lightpen 
software. The working area is defined by a 
border and the letters and numbers 
displayed by the VIC on the screen are 
made up of 64 points of light called pixels . 

However, in the case of light pens, the 
VIC is not completely accurate in record
ing the position of the light pen. In the case 
of the X register the difference is four 
pixels and in the case of the Y register the 
difference is two pixels. It is this that 
accounts for the fact that when the 
resulting flashing dot appears on the 
television set upon contact with the light 
pen it is often not at the exact point of 
contact between pen and screen. It is this 
that is a major disadvantage to this form 
of input. Once this has been mastered by 
sheer patience and a try try again attitude, 
the pen performs satisfactorily. 

Before the pens can become operative, 
some programming is essential. The first 
bit of programming concerns the touch 
contact and instructs the micro not to see 
the television picture until the user 

touches the contact. Without any form of 
instruction the micro would see the 
picture without the pen coming into 
contact with the screen and the resl:llt 
would be uncontrollable flashing dots. 

The instructions necessary for this 
control as well as a simple program to 
place a square on the screen at will are 
given by the manufacturers. Once this 
square has been placed on the screen, it 
can be moved around the working area at 
will using the pen. These requirements 
are the same for the VIC as the 64 except 
for the difference in programming instruc
tions and addressable locations. 

To test the light pens in this review, the 
game called Cross Word Twister was 
used. In this case, the screen display was a 
blank crossword grid in which the player 
had to make words made up of letters 
selected at random by the computer. Once 
the letter appears on the screen, the player 
must shoot the letter with the square and 
then trace a path down to the required 
position in the grid. Once the touch 
contact has been deactivated, the letter 
will appear at the required position. Other 
games that need light pen control are 
Othello, Seek & Destroy, VIC Simon, Life, 
Go, Draughts, Concentration and Lost in 
the Labyrinth. Each light pen comes with a 
free game on a cassette. 

Stickless 
joystick 

The SunCom Joy Sensor is compatible 
with the VIC 20 and the 64 and is the latest 
thing in game control technology. This is a 
product that has been developed in the 
US and it is being distributed in the UK by 
Consumer Electronics Limited. 

This joystick is unusual in that there is 
no stick to move and, as a result, none of 
the wrist ache sometimes associated with 
normal joysticks. 

The sensor is also completely different 
in shape and size to the conventional 
joystick. For a start it has no control lever 
protruding from the top. It is flat and 
oblong in shape with one switch and two 
touch sensitive panels. Hooking the Joy 
Sensor up to the micro is simply a matter 
of plugging into the user port. The 
connecting cable is much longer than 
usual. 
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At the head of the instrument is a touch 

pad that controls the firing mechanism. 
This mechanism has two options, either 
single fire or rapid fire. Because both the 
movement control and fire mechanism 
are controlled by touch pads and not by a 
control lever this means that any resist
ance to movement and firing is cut down 
to an absolute minimum. Controlling the 
direction ofthe character or the space ship 
is performed by two sets of controls 
towards the bottom of the sensor. 

The first of these is an oblong switch 
that controls the number of directions 
available. When the cross is visible, the 
minimum four directions are operational. 
When the star is visible, the choice of 
movement is increased to the maximum 
of eight directions. The other part of the 
direction control is provided by the 
circular panel on which the available 
directions are indicated. For both fire and 
movement, just the slightest touch is all 
that is required. 

Anybody who is used to using the 
conventional joystick could, at first, find 
the touch pads rather disorientating. For 
the first few days the user is constantly 
having to look down at the controls to 
make sure that the right part is being 
pressed. 

This apparent disadvantage is more 

Crossword 
puzzle 
solution 

We have had a number of replies to our 
competition in the December issue which 
asked for replies to certain questions. We 
have so far been very impressed with the 
imaginative interpretations of the ques
tions. 

Here we give the solution to the 
crossword puule. We have actually had a 
number of readers who have sent in their 
solutions. The crossword was not, howev
er, a competition! So there will be no 
prizes for correct solutions. 

We hope you enjoyed doodling with the 
crossword while recovering from your 
Christmas lunch and that it gave you 
some non-computer enjoyment! 

Those of you with a competitive bent 
should turn your attention to our Digitiser 
Project in this issue. This should provide 
much more of a challenge than our 
Christmas' competition or the crossword. 

than compensated for by the durability of 
the sensor. There is only the one moving 
part (the switch controlling maximum and 
minimum movement) and because of the 
lack of the moving parts the working life of 
the unit should be a reat deal longer than 

that of other joysticks. 
The Joy Sensor is very comfortable to 
hold, lightweight and easy to use. It is a 
very good piece of eq'uipment that is 
worth the recommended retail price of 
£29.95. 
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A possible rival publication to The 
Elementary Commodore 64 is the Com
modore 64 Exposed from Melbourne 
House. 

Although the Commodore 64 Exposed 
purports to be for the first time computer 
user as well as for the serious program
mer, it should not be classed as a book for 
the complete beginner. Books destined for 
that class of readership usually contain 
several pages defining hardware, soft
ware, input and output devices. The 
Commodore 64 Exposed doesn't. 

i'l 

It is pretty fast moving and takes the 
reader step by step from a set of control 
instruction descriptions right through to 
graphics using machine language. The 
pages in between these two points are 
filled with some highly useful information 
and some equally useful programs and 
tables. 

For those readers who are not very 
experienced, an ideal starting point would 
be chapter 2. This is simply a list and 
description of the BASIC commands that 
can be enabled on the 64. 

Probably the best starting point in the 
book for experienced BASIC program-
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mers is chapter 4 which is all about sound 
using the 6581 Sound Interface Device. It 
is this little chip which enables program
mers to compose their own tunes and add 
sound to their own games. This section 
covers using single as well as multiple 
voices, filters and resonance. 

This section of the book explains in 
detail how to change the values inside the 
SID chips internal registers and thus 
produce the correct note. 

The second major selling point of the 
Commodore 64 is its graphic capabilities 
which may be controlled directly from the 
keyboard or by using sections of the 
memory. Here, the book is excellent as it 
explores not only border, background and 
character colours but also goes into the 
use of multicolour sprites. 

The Commodore 64 Exposed is 
definitely good value for money. 

Contact Melbourne House (Pub
lishers) Ltd. Melbourne House, Church 
Yard, Tring, Herts HP23 5LU Price £6.95. 

Vic Basic: A User Friendly Guide, is an 
obviously American publication with a 
cute cartoon keyboard and numerous 
drawings taking the reader through the 
Vic 20's paces. Aimed at beginners the 
book would probably appeal more to 
children than adults - sometimes it gives 
the impression that is is explaining the VIC 
to a three year old. 

The authors assumethatthe reader is a 
complete beginner sitting down to a ' 
newly purchased Vic 20 with no idea of 
howto use it. We are asked to imaginethat 
the Vic 20 is in fact a Rainbow Machine 
and if the book is followed carefully 
everyone will be magical rainbow makers 
-wonderful! At the beginning ofthe book 
all the keys and key functions are 
introduced and as the book progresses 
new commands and Vic 20 capabilities 
are fully explained and illustrated. 

One of the most attractive features of 
this book is the amount of care that has 
gone into the diagrams and drawings. 
These brjng the computer alive to the 
reader and a non computer owner might 
be tempted to go out and buy a Vic, 
influenced by the enthusiasm oozing 
from this book. 

After we have learnt what a cursor is, 

the colour key funtions are introduced. 
The idea of having a set of questions at the 
end of each chapter is a good one. The 
reader can test any knowledge gained in 
the preceding cnapter - the answers are 
provided, which stops anyone wondering 
too long about the answer. Next, the 
reader is invited to go on a Piano Bar 
Safari and we learn howto make music. 

The clear diagrams and simple, but 
informative text, makes it all seem very 
easy. Graphic characters are explained 
along the same lines and once these three 
functions are understood the reader can 
then start using them to write programs. 

The authors encourage their readers to 
experiment with the functions they have 
already learned and continually empha
size the fun aspect of using the Vic 20. 
They have created a program called a 
Word's Worth using some of the BASIC 
language features. The game is essential
ly a play on words, but its purpose in the 
book is to introduce BASIC as painlessly 
as possible. 

The next few chapters explain more of 
the BASIC language and some of the Vic 
features and functions, including the 
random number generators, integer func-
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tions, controlling integers, and numeric, 
simple array and string variables. Once 
those are understood the reader is taught 
how to create characters and animate 
them using colour and sound. Special 
sound effects and harmonious music are 
taught in the advanced sound chapter. 

In the last few chapters the authors 
explore the use of RND and create 
simulation such as dice throws and they 
explain how to put graphics and colour on 
the screen using POKE statements. 
Appendices at the end of the book give 
lists of charts, codes, BASICstatements 
and other aids to help the reader move 
onto better things. 

The book makes enjoyable reading 
and anyone who has just procured a Vic 
will find this an original and illuminating 
account of the first stages in learning how 
to use it. Price £12.70 

Contact: Prentice/Hall International, 66 
Wood Lane, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, 
HP24RG. 

It is the intention of 'The Elementary 
Commodore 64' to teach people how to 
program the computer and is for those 
who are newto the Commodore 64. 

You should not be put off by the rather 
cheap and gimmicky-looking cover even 
thoug~ the cost of £12.70 is rather high. 

The first few pages of the book are 
absolutely essential to the complete 
beginner because it is here that the reader 
learns the meaning of certain important 
terms such as hardware, software and 
firmware. 

Programming is not introduced until 
later; and so the reader who wants to start 
on his or her first program has to read 

pages of text concerned solely with the 
keyboard. This is, however, useful be
cause it is one of the few beginner books 
that shows how some of the commands 
like PRINT can be performed just as well 
by inputting a seemingly unconnected 
symbol making programming just that 
little bit easier. 

Each chapter in the book deals with a 
certain aspect of computing and each is 
concluded by a summary. 

The Elementary Commodore 64 con
tains a very good chapter on programs, 
hints and tips which everybody should 
find very useful. Equally useful are the lists 
of addresses of Commodore 64 User 
Groups and hardware and software firms. 
The only complaint here is that in an 
English ed ition the addresses of such 
organisations should be in England not 
Phoenix, Arizona. Price £12.70. 
Contact Prentice-Hall IntI., 66 Wood Lane 
End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 4R6 

Taking a break from machine specific 
books, there is a new edition of 
'Computers for Everybody' by Jerry Willis 
and Merl Miller. This is aimed mainly at 
those people who have an Orwellian view 
of computers and think that big brother is 
an immense machine capable of doing 
the most terrible things and making 
horrible mistakes. 

The book takes a down to earth look at 
computers in an attempt to allay fears 
about the computer. The authors start this 
task by setting out a simple program to 
show that the computer has nothing 
frightening or magical about it. 

Any computer illiterate, first time 
buyer may probably be scared of buying a 
computer because they do not know how 
to communicate with the computer or 
how to program it. It is not the aim of this 
book to teach the reader how to do this, 
but the authors attempt to explain the 
general principles involved in computing 
and this can be split down into several 
categories. 

The obvious point to start off with is an 
explanation of what a computer is and this 
includes a small history of the computer 
beginning with ENIAC, one of the first 
computers. This is followed by a clarifica
tion of terms. Many people lump all 
computers under one heading without 
realising the differences between a 
mainframe, mini and microcomputer. 

No matter what machine the user 
already has or is intending to buy, there is 
a very useful chapter on over 100 
programs that are currently available. 
Many of these are just games, but there 
are some interesting home and business 
programs as well as educational prog
rams. 

The unfortunate thing about this 
chapter is that none of the programs 
inform the reader about which machine 
they are compatible with and most of the 
software manufacturers are American 
companies. 

Programs are not the only things that 
the potential buyer will need. Peripherals 
and hardware options may also be 
required and several popular pieces of 
equipment are laid before the reader and 
these range from the print wheel in the 
daisy wheel printer to memory boards 
and disc drives. 

This is a very informative book and is 
the ideal book for the computer illiterate 
reader to read before he or she takes the 
plunge and buys their first computer. 

Contact Hill and Knowlton (UK) 
Limited, Hesketh House, 43/45 Portman 
Square, London W1H 9FG. Tel: 01-486 
9021. 

Those that enjoy nit-picking will note that 
the number of programs in the title 34 VIC 
20 Computer Programs for Home, School 
and Office does not and cannot equal the 
'three dozen different sets of software' that 
is quoted on the back of the book. Apart 
from that, there are few other faults that 
can be found with this book, written by 
Howard Adler. 

In each case, text is restricted to a 
simple one or two sentence description of 
what the program does. Take the example 
of one of the simpler programs in the 
book, Funny Similes. The sole object of 
this program is to spew out a series of 
dumb remarks and make silly sayings. 
Entertaining maybe, silly certainly. 

Thankfully, not all the programs stoop 
to this level, one of the more interesting 
programs concerning itself with photo
graphy. This program allows the user to 
determine f stops in flash photography 
and close ups. 

All of the programs in this book have 
been designed for easy and quick typing 
into the VIC 20 and, unlike other books full 
of programs, the program listings have 
been written and tested on the VIC and 
printed out via a 1525 printer. To make sure 
that no errors appear, the printed output 
has been reproduced directly from the 
original copy. Unfortunately, many of the 
programs do not contain any command 
telling the micro to terminate the program 
and thus the same program will be run 
over and over again. There are two ways 
to remedy this, the first by sticking in an 
end statement or leaving outthe goto. The 
second way is to depress the run/stop key 
manually. Price £7.75. 

Contact Elkan Electronics, 11 Bury 
New Road, Prestwich, Manchester M25 
8J2. 
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Horrific terror in the hands (or paws) ofthe 
Werewolf? Well not quite, butThe Curse of 
the Werewolf is a good adventure for the 
Vic 20 (16K). The commands used are 
fairly simple and although 'I don't 
understand' seems to come up annoying
ly often, it does have a reasonably wide 
vocabulary. 

The player starts in the village of 
Kallowstein at the edge of a forest and 
without much ado reaches the side of a 
river separating the forest and the castle. 
Once in the castle courtyard - no mean 
feat with an aggressive Zombie to deal 
with - the player can wander in and out of 
the castle rooms picking up swords, 
crosses and glowing sticks in pursuit of 
the Werewolf. 

Points are awarded for ridding yourself 
of evil green Goblins, dwarves and other 
unpleasant little people. It is important to 
act swiftly and do the rightthing because it 
is very easy to find yourself with a lot of 
fatal injuries and escorted out of the game 
to the sound ofthe Funeral March. 

The sound effects provide a profes
sional touch to this game, as the cold wind 
blowing sounds just like those in the old 
Werewolf movies and find ing a golden 
amulet brings on a happy tune - is it a 
clue? 

If in a tight corner with any further 
progress seeming impossible, think again 
because most of the problems can be 
sorted out with trial and error and some 
vivid imagination. If Terminal Software 
sorted out the bugs in the game it would 
be a must for adventu re game addicts. 
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GAMES 
Bonzo is a frustrating game in which the 
player assumes the role of a workman 
assigned to collect a lot of boxes from 
different levels on the screen. Each box 
has a value, and points are awarded for 
each one that he picks up as he climbs up 
and down the ladders connecting each 
level. 

Unfortunately for the workman, the 
dreaded green Bonzos are patrolling and 
guarding the levels. If they catch him he 
disappears in a colourful explosion to the 
sound of a little tune. 

The player gets a chance to play with 
four workmen, but between each one the 
screen has to build up the ladders and 
levels which is a slow process and if you 
are eager to get on with the next man it 
gets annoying. A rankings list is available 
for the entry of high scores. Once the 
player has worked out how to evade the 
Bonzos and managed to pick all the boxes 
up the game becomes more frenetic with 
three monsters. The boxes have higher 
values on them and in the unlikely event of 
all the boxes being collected again, four 
Bonzos will be on their guard. If these are 
evaded then the game goes back to 
having two Bonzos. 

Bonzo is for the Vic 20 with a 8K or 
larger memory expansion and can be 
controlled by keyboard or joystick. With 
the latter it is important to make sure all 
the controls are up on the cassette deck as 
otherwise it will not work. The Bonzos are 
quick and malicious and the game is quite 
fun to play and probably worth the money. 

Mirror Group Newspapers have re
cently formed a new division called 
Mirrorsoft. Caesar the Cat is for the 64 and 
is published by Mirrorsoft although 
written by Andromeda Software. 

It is written with young owners of the . 
64 in mind and should not be touched by 
people who prefer the faster games. 

Many people will disagree with the 
Publisher's description of this game being 
a 'fast, all-action, arcade-style game' on 
two counts. First of all it is certainly not fast 
and would be even slower if the game 
were controlled by keyboard and not 
joystick. Secondly, the game is not 'all 
action' although this probably does not 
countfor much in the correct age group. 

Theaim of the game is to guide Caesar 
along the crowded shelves of a larder in 
the hunt for several mice who are 
devouring all the food. At the start of the 
game you are provided with 1,000 points 
which decrease as the time passes. The 
point score can be bumped up by 
catching the mice of which there are 30 
altogether and bumped down by knock
ing crockery off the shelf. 

Despite the rather slow movement of 
the game, it makes very good use of 
animation and graphics and is probably 
worth the £8.95 for these two features 
alone. 



Vic Basic 
A step-by-step introduction to 
the VIC 20 computer and its 
language. Vic Basic. Teach 
yourself how to use the Vic to 
create your own programmes. 
music and art. Also included are 
puzzles. exercises and games 
programmes. 355 pages. 

• 

GRAPHICS 

COLOR· SOUND 

• The Elementary 
Commodore 64 
A beginner's step-by-step 
introduction to the Commodore 
64. basic and how to programme. 
Includes POKE and PEEK. secrets. 
formatting text. data manipulation. 
arrays. editor. graphiCS and 
helpful hints. 230 pages. 

SOIT ALK 16- 18 Princess Victona Street. Chfto n. Bristol BS8 4BP. Telephone Bristol 0272877245. 

Four excellent books for 
Commodore and Vic 20 owners 
which explain fully how to obtain 
the best results from your 
computer - and fun. too! Learn 
all about Basic. graphics. how to 
write your own games. find the 
useful memory location functions 
and learn how to programme . 

• Vic Games 
A collection of 36 arcade-style. 
strategy and educational word 
games for you to write and play. 
Create your own sound. music. 
utili ties and graphics programmes 
that are real fun. A must for every 
Vic 20 owner. 183 pages . 

• TheMaster 
Memory Map 
for the 
Commodore 64 
Full of useful explanations and 
examples. This book is a gUided 
tour of all the memory locations -
places inside your computer that 
make it act in spec ial ways. 
You learn lots of uses fo r the 
Commodore 64. including how to 
make music and how to create the 
special characters used in games. 
185 pages. 

I Please supply book(s) indicated. I 
I enclose cheque/mone\, order for £. ........ . I 

I Name " "" .. "., "" " "" " """ " '" 

I Address . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. I 
I [j' ~i~ '~~'~i'~'" ~ ~l~~r fr ie ;ldl~ ~~ld~ 
10 Vic Games 
o The Elementary Commodore 

I 0 The Master Memory Map 

I 
(Please add sap for poslage & pac klllg) 

ORDERS TO, 

£9.95 I 
£6.95 I 

£10.45 
£10.25 I 

I SOITALK 
16-18 Princess VICtoria Street. 
Cli fton. Bristol BS8 4BP. I Telephone Bristol 0272 877245, 

softarR 
I 
I 
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'SIMPLY WRITE': the kind of word processor you 
didn't think you could afford. Some £300 programs have 
fewer facilities . Tape or disk; any printer; any 40 or 80 
column PET. Needs 16K. Tape £40, disk £45. 
'SIMPLY FILE' Records System (DBMS). Selects by 
any key. Prints alphabetical li sts, mailing labels , colum
nar reports of all or selected records. Calculates bet
ween fields . Totals, averages columns. Works with 'Sim
ply Write '. Fast, easy, robust and very, very versat ile. 
Disk £65. 
GOTTA PET? ADDA VIC! High resolution graphics , 
programmable characters, colour and sound for your 
PET/CBM system? All this PLUS a complete extra com
puter using your PET's disk drives , printer etc? Under 
£200 including VIC computer and our 'SIMPLY LINK' 

PET-VIC link system 
I';;;;::;;;;====~i\ A WINDOW ON YOUR DISK! Our 'Simply 

Recover' disk file repair kit (4040 only at present) 
will allow you to save crashed files. append BASIC 
or m/c subroutines. change disk names and IDs. 
devise protection systems. etc . Disk & detailed 

instructions £17. 
ZYGIAN INVADERS. Super second 
generat ion machine code invaders game. 

Tape £6. disk £7.50 
ASTEROID PATROL. Classic game with 

sound effects . 9 levels of play. hyper-
space jump etc . Tape £6. disk £7.50 

ADD VAT TO PRICES PLEASE. BUT ALL 
INCLUDE P&P. SEND FOR MORE 
DETAILS. MORE ITEMS. AND GET OUR 

FREE 'MICROMAIL' PETNIC NEWS· 
LEITER. 

Simple Software ltd. 
15 Havelock Rd .. Brighton. 

Sussex BN 1 6Gl 

Tel: (0273) 504879 

~ 
TRANSFORMS THE (X)KI;(RE fA 

§ 4 
INTO A F'ULL-fEATURED Af-D 

PROFESSI().IAl DATABASE 
SYSTEM! WITH UP TO lCOJ 

o-IARACTERS PER RECORD ON UP 
TO 4 SCREENS.. . AU) LP TO 

128 ITEMS P£R RECCIlO, 
DEFINABLE AS KEY . TEXT, 

NJI'£RIC, CONSTANT. RESULT !)1: DATE . .. IN FILES CF UP TO 1&-1 CHARACTERS! 
SUPERBASE EVEN HAS SPREAOSt-EET Af{) CALru....AT~ CAPABILITY . CALE~AR 

FUNCTIONS. EASY II'RJT FRCJo1 WCR)PRQCESSCA/DATA FILES, BOTH I-£W-DRIVEN AN) 
PROGRAM OPTIONS. SORTING/SEARCHING. FULLY DEFINABLE (JJTPUTS . . . SUPERSASE 64 

IS ESSENTIAL IF YOO WANT Tl£ 14)5T FRCJoI YOJR 6iI! SUPPLIED ON aJ.I 1541 DISK 
WITH EXC£LLENT TUTORIAL/REFERENCE Kt\NJAL. EX-STOCl< J{W! 

. OUR PR ICE ONLY~ £.88! 
NOW AVAILABLE ()< CARTRICGE. 

VI'" K'WRITE 64 VIZAWRITE 64 IS A HIGH-Lan PERF~NCE. LOW-COS T W(R) 
PROCESSOR. WITH CN-SCREEN 

F~TTING. THAT TAKES FLl..L ADVANTAGE OF THE 64's CCLOJR. GRAPHICS At() 
t-£I-ORY FEATURES ... 00 SUF'P(JHS VIRTUALLY ANY PRINTER ! WITH A Ct:H'REI-£NSIvE 

A/'V EASY- rl:rFQLOW USER WlNJAL. VIZAWRITE CFFERS n .. £ lJ!.... TI/o¥I.TE IN PERSCNAl 
CCM\ITER WOOD PROCESSING! ALSO AVAILABLE CN DISK (WR PRICE ~ (65!), ~ 

C(HlINED WITH VIZASPELL (OOl PRICE ~£85! l. 

. OUR PRICE ONLY~ £.68! 

U11 164 
~STER 64 IS A TOTALLY NEW 

aste CONCEPT . .. A CCJoFlE TE PROGRAM 
DEVEL(Ao£NT PACKAGE. THAT'S 

AVAILABLE ~ FDR THE ~ 64. 
~STER HAS 85 NEW CCMo\AN)S ... AN) B<\SIC IV TOO! FUJS PROGRA>+ER ' S TOQKIT , 

""CHINE CooE p.f)NlT~, BUSIt-£SS BASIC. KEYED DISK ACCESS. SCREEN IoIANAGEt-£NT. 
USER-DEFINABLE INPUT ZONES. R£PORT GENERATOR, 22- PlACE ARITI+£TIC. DATE 

CONTRa..... STRING FUNCTIONS. DISK DATA C(}oPRESSICN. SCREEN PLOTTING, SCRE EN 
ClUI-P, CPTIONAL SOFTWARE PROTECTI~ KEY. AN) MJRE . . . IN FACT EVERYTHING YOJ 

NEED TO PROGRAM YOUR 64 TO TOP PROFESSIONAL STAN)AReS ! ~STER 64 CMS WITH 
A FUlL USER REFERENCE MO.t-UAL. !;lJICK REFERENCE GUIDE At-D DEI-{) PROGRAMS. ALSO 

AVAILABLE FDR ~ 700 (£339. 25) AN) I»i 40321803218096 (~ £225! l. 

• SPECIAL OFFER PRICE~ £.115! 

Tf-ESE ARE .lJST s()o£ CF CUR FH£ SOFTWARE PROOUCTS FOR CDKIX.RE CCJroA.JTERS .... 
PlEASE TELEPHM DR WRITE FDR FREE DATA SHEETS! PRICES SHOWN INClLOE 15% VAT 
At-D ARE COORECT AT TIt-£.. OF GOING TO PRESS. ORDER BY POST/TElEPHCJ.E/PRESTEl. 
USING O£ClJE, ACCESS, BARClAY CARe DR tl'FICIAL CIlOER . TELEPHM 01-546-7256 
FDR 5A.'£- OAY OESPATOi ! POST FREE EXCEPT ()< CREDIT/OVERSEAS CIlOERS. (REF A23) 

S[]f1wBre 
LAKESIDE HOUSE . KIt«;ST~ HILL. SURREY KT2 7QT TEL 01-546-7256 

INDEPENDENT COMMODORE PRODUCTS USER GROUP 

An Independent User Group for_all Commodore 
owners. * Public domain libraries and programs * Newsletter 6 times a year * Opposite is a short list of some of our Regional 
Groups. For information about your nearest Group 
please write to address below * Local and regional groups and meetings 

CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO JOIN??? 

Annual Subscription for membership in UK is only 
-£10.00 

Details from: ICPUG Membership Secretary
Jack Cohen, 
30 Brancaster Road, Newbury Park, 
liford, ESSEX IG2 7EP. TEL: 01-5971229 
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RG095 - South East, Wing CDR Mick Ryan, 164 
Chesterfield Drive, Riverhead, Sevenoaks, Kent 
(0732) 453530. Meet 3rd & 4th Thursday each 
month. 
RG102-Scotland. J. Smith, 19 Brewlands Road, 
Symington, Kilmarnock, Ayreshire (0563) 830407. 
Meet 1 st & 3rd Thursday each month. 
RG085-Wales. F. Townsend, The Hill, Rhydowen, 
Llandyssul, Dyfed (05455) 5291. 
RG111-Merseyside. G.Jones,41 Virginia Avenue, 
Lydiate, Merseyside (051) 526-4813. Meet alternate 
Wednesdays. 
RG112-West London. M. Franks. 196 Castellain 
Mansions, Castellain Road, London W9. (01) 
286-0650 or (01) 839-7811 . 
24 Ashton Road, Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 1 HR. 



Mondatta are a fairly new company on 
the British software market specialising in 
games. Their assault on the games market 
has begun with the release of two games 
forthe 64, Taxman and Super Coptor. 
, Taxman is, as the name suggests, yet 

another version of the Pac Man made 
famous by Atari. As with most other Pac 
Man type games, the principle behind it is 
very much the same - avoid being caught 
and gobble up as many blobs as possible. 

This is a cassette based game that can 
be controlled either by the keyboard or by 
a joystick in port 1. 

The aim is to eat as much money as 
you can without being caught by the 
dreaded tax men although it is possible to 
get your own back by eating the tax men 
as well. 

There are six levels of play although 
the levels of difficulty do not change all 
that much. The screen display is simply a 
sort of maze segregated by walls through 
which the tax men can move but you can't. 
Point scoring is fairly easy, to eat a tax man 
gobble a star of which there are several 
dotted around the screen. 

The player has three lives and once 
these are used up, 'bankruptcy' occurs. 
The use of sound is fairly limited, but 
Mondatta can be commended with their 
use of the micro's colour capabilities. 

The cost of this 'nerve popping game' 
as Mondatta describe it is £5.65 and is 
simple but quite good. 

Get Lost is a maze game for the 
unexpanded Vic 20 from Terminal Soft
ware. There are six different levels of 
difficulty to choose from and the first is 
definitely the easiest! The screen is halved 
and the lower part has the score and 
direction instructions whilst the upper half 
shows the scene of the game being 
played. On one side ofthe screen a plan of 
the maze is depicted and the aim is to get 
from the top left side over to the bottom 
right corner in the lowest number of 
moves possible. On the other side a 
3-dimensional view of the maze is 
portrayed. Each maze appearing on the 
map is different presenting the player with 
a different challenge each t ime. 

On the first level, the game is 
comparatively simple and it is possible to 
get to the home base by gu iding the little 
arrow through the maze without much 
trouble. Level two is much the same. On 
level three the maze vanishes and as the 
player travels along, the path appears in 
the arrow's wake making any progress 
quite difficult. 

On level four only the arrow's position 
is visible and the player requires an 
efficient and accurate memory to reach 
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the other maze end successfully. The last 
level really tests your memory as there is 
just a blank space where the plan view of 
the maze was and there are no clues at all 
except the 3-dimensional view. 

It is not a game for people who like the 
thrills and excitement of the 'zap-pow' 
games but perhaps its merit lies in the fact 
that once playing, the player becomes 
determined to beat it. A game provoking 
concentration and not for those easily 
bored. 

Galactic Abductor is fast exciting nerve
racking game: It takes a long time to load 
but is worth waiting for as the sound 
effects and graphics are excellent. The 
scene awaiting the player is desperate -
the armoured space hawks are swooping 
around in the sky above the players 
satellites dropping deadly red eggs and 
carrying off humanoids and the only 
equipmentfor defence is a laser. 

If a hawk is hit itturns bright purple, but 
it needs more than one shot to actually 
destroy them. They fly around erratically 
in the sky above the satellites and if the 
eggs dropped are not destroyed before 
they land on the planet. they will hatch 
into little white creatures. These then 
advance on the satellite and contact 
results in its instant annihilation. 

Joystick controls are used and the laser 
can be fired upwards, to the right or to the 
left. All through the game sound effects 
accompany the game's firing activities 
and any deaths. Occasionally a hawk 
abducts a humanoid and they can be 

rescued if the abductor is shot down. The 
offending hawk can be identified as it has 
a little man hanging from its beak and the 
occurrence is marked by 'GOT ME' 
appearing at the bottom of the screen. If 
the little person is not rescued a skull 
drops to the planet surface. 

Points are awarded for killing the 
hawks, rescuing the humanoids and the 
player gets a chance to rest if an attack nas 
been successfully thwarted as there is a 
lull of activity. There is a gallery of scores 
and the players score is displayed on the 
screen with the highest score underneath 
it. For the Vic 20 (16k) by An irog this game 
is great fun to play. 

Mr Chip have launched a new game 
that incorporates three games of chance 
onto the same cassette, these being 
roulette, pontoon and hi-low. Also on the 
option selection menu is the chance to 
shuffle the 'cards'. 

All of these games observe the rules 
applied to the normal card game except 
for pontoon where you can stick on any 
total you choose until you are bust and 
there is the chance to make a bit of money 
whilst enjoying yourself at the same time. 
The only disappointment is that even if 
you are £12.00 in credit, you cannot bet 
more than £9 on anyone game. The basic 
screen display is the same for all the 
games, each display coming up with a 
random selection of cards. 

This is quite an entertaining selection 
of games and if you enjoy playing cards 
and messing about with the VIC then you 
are bound to enjoy this piece of software. 
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Home 
Computer 
Centre 

29 Millcroft . Crosby. L iverpool L23 9 X J 

Tel. 051-7278050 

ASTER FRET TRADING LTD. INCORPORATES 
HOME COMPUTER CENTRE 

MOTHERBOARDS 
VIC 20 4 SLOT SWITCHABLE 
CBM 644 SLOT SWITCHABLE 

LIGHT PENS 
CBM 64 
VIC 20 

+ FREE GAME 
+ FREE GAME 

£28.95 
£29.95 

£28.75 
£28,75 

V IC 20 and CBM 64 are reg 'd trade marks 
Commodore Business Machin es 

16K STANDARD 
£27.95 

RAM PACKS 
VIC 20 16K STANDARD £27.95 
VIC 20 16K SWITCHABLE £35.95 
VIC 20 32K SWITCHABLE £49.95 

All RAM PACKS CARRY 2 YEARS GUARANTEE 

Please allow up to 21 days for del ivery. All prices include V .A.T. , postage and packing. --------------------
If you wish to be added to our maili ng lis t . 

please tick t he appropriate box 

D VIC 20 
D CBM 64 
D 16K Std.Ram Pack 
D 16K Switchable Ram Pack 
D 32K Switchable Ram Pack 

PLEASE SEND ME ~ 
Qty 

D VIC 20 4 Slot Motherboard 
D CBM 64 4 Slot Motherboard 
D VIC 20 Light Pen 
D CBM 64 Light Pen 
D SBC Light Pen 

Name _ __________ _ 

Address 

I enc lose Cheque/ PO for [ 

Home 
Computer 
Centre 

I 
I 
I 
I 

~--------------------~ 

EXTERMINATOR 

Definitely one of the best arcade 
action games around for the 64. 
Shoot the worm and everything else 
in the garden whilst avoiding the 
deadly spider and swooping eagle. 
Machine code using high resolution 
and Sprite graphics with excellent 
sound. Beware, it's very addictive. 

OTHER CBM 64 TITLES: 
QUIZZER 
LABEL PRINTER 
POSTER PRINTER 
ADVERTISER 

bubble bus software 
original, top quality games for the 
Commodore 64 - atonly f6.99 each 

HUSTLER 

KICK-OFF 
A unique game based on the famous 
Table Football game with the moving 

Written in machine code and using 
Sprite graphics HUSTLER takes the 
64 to its limits. There are six 'pool' 
type games for one or two players, 
high scores kept and super music. 
Machine code. See the great press 

rods through the players. Amazing 
graphics and music. For one or two 
players. Two players use two joysticks 

'im""~"]~'","~ 00" _ ,ooo..'Jur"'IiiOiiI~"" ,'J~.a;;t 
reviews. 

VIC 20 TITLES: 
EXTERMINATOR 
ANTIMATIER SPLATIER 
THE CATCH 
QUIZMASTER 
POST 
LABEL 
FLOWCHARTER 

'J Exterminator, but this game fires 

~ ~ " ' .. ~,I ' .~ -4-p..--J-W'- :~_....---_r.. back! Obliterate all of the Widows 

~ 
Warnors but watch out for Photon 

,= Webbs and deVIOUS Egg Layers. 
Machine code ", ------.P 

I.bubblebusprod;;ctsareMlfabletrom· - - - - - ~ 
. LIGHTNING DEALERS - SPECTRUM SHOPS - GREENS - SELECTED H M.V SHOPS -

1 
GAMES WORKSHOPS - CENTRESOFT STOCKISTS - PCS STOCKISTS- LASKYS 
If you have any trouble buying our products, you may buy direct. 

1 bubble bus software, 87 High Street, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1 RX 
Please send me Name _ _____ _ ____ _ 

1-----_-
1-------

Address _ ___ _ _____ _ 

I I enclose my cheque/Postal Order for £ __ please add 50p for post and 
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The Fabulous Wanda is a new game 
for the 64 from a company called Games 
Machine and they claim it to be a fantasy 
game with arcade action. It is controlled 
by a keyboard and lives up to the claims of 
Games Machine. There should not be any 
problems loading this game although 
there are a few worrying moments when 
the player is faced with a blank screen, 
notably after the first obstacle has been 
passed. Presumably this may be because 
certain parts of the program are loading. 

The player takes the part of a space 
traveller looking for good times when you 
are 'spacenapped' and persuaded to 
search for Wanda who holds the secret of 
eternal life. The only other option to 
getting spacenapped is provided by a very 
bright yellow message on a white 
background. In fact the message is so 
bright it is unreadable! At this stage 
shift/run stop will take the player back to 
the beginning. 

Avoid doing this and try collecting the 
dollar signs that build up your currency 
supply. Once about 3,000 of these 'klebs' 
have been collected you can go gambling 
on the planet Copus or get one of the local 
dolly bi rds to take you to Wanda. 

Should you fail to find Wanda, do not 
hitthe self-destruct. This will take you back 
to the beginning of the game - the very 
beginning including reloading. 

Good use of colour; graphics and 
sound for 0 .95. 

There are two new games from Bubble 
Bus and both of them are for the 64. The 
first is Widows Revenge and is a little like 
Exterminator (which was produced by the 
same company). The screen is filled with 
dozens of black and white dots with 
various bugs crawling all overthe place. 

One or two players can take part and 
the aim of the game is to shoot everything 
on the screen even if it does not move. 
Everything is worth points and the major 
obstacles to avoid are the baby black 
spiders which eat some dots - called 
energy eggs- and fires back. 

The game gets its name from the large 
black widow spider that occasionally 
crawls across the screen. Destroying this 
yields a mystery number of points. When 
ten thousand points are reached, a 
signature tune is played and the player 
gets an extra cannon. It is also atthis point 
that the game gets vastly more interesting 
and deadly. 

The flashing background is a bit of a 
nuisance and a distraction, butthis can be 
turned off using F7. All in all, a good game. 

Another game forthe 64 is from a fairly 
new company called Beyond Software. 
The game itself is called 'Goodness 
Gracious' and control is simply a matter of 
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releasing the space bar at the appropriate 
time. That in itself should say a lot about 
the complexity ofthe game. 

The whole object of the game is to 
prevent some creatures that look like a 
cross between a frog and a dinosaur from 
obtaining a red jewel, which is their source 
of power. This is done by hurling fire balls 
at them. The longer the space bar is held 
down the further the fire balls will go. If 
these creatures get their object then the 
game is over. 

There are two options to play in this 
game, beginner and expert although 
there is very little difference between the 
two. The graphics are very good, but the 
entertainment value of this game is rather 
limited. 

Although the game bears absolutely no 
resemblance to an Aztec Tomb, Amazon 
rain forest or anything so exotic it is a jolly 
good game. The game is supplied by 
Alligata for the CBM 64 and takes about 
fifteen minutes to load, which seems to be 

a long time when waiting to playa game. 
It is only recorded on one side ofthe tape. 

The colour and graphics are good and 
the top half of the screen is a graphical 
representation of every location the player 
has managed to reach. Below that is the 
text. Furniture and objects are listed at the 
side of the picture, but it is important to 
examine everything closely for further 
clues. In the dining room which is where 
the player starts his sojourn, a table-ladder 
is evident. A table-ladder? a table and a 
ladder! The aim of the game is to find the 
lost Aztec tomb hidden somewhere in the 
land and the most important qualities for 
a prospective adventure would be pati
ence and persistence. All avenues of 
thought must be utilised and imagination 
applied to all the possible clues. 

The commands are fairly simple with 
two words and quite often it will not 
understand a word in one context, but 
understand it perfectly in another. It has 
the usual one letter commands for 
directions: N,S,E,W. The player is given no 
other clue than the aim and so it is an 
enjoyable challenge. Anyone keen on the 
Adventure games could do worse than to 
acquire a copy. 

Astral Zone is a superb game for the 64 
from Channel 8 Software that requires a 
joystick in port 2. 

The most imppressive feature of this 
game is the three dimensional graphics 
which are little short of brilliant. 

Astral Zone is all about battling against 
hordes of invaders, but this time they are 
not the usual space invader sprite. They 
are directed straight at you and are very 
fast which indicates that the game was 
written in machine code. It sounds pretty 
simple - shoot the aliens and score the 
points - but it's not. In fact it is addictively 
difficult. Just as you seethe enemy in your 
viewfinder and fire, the enemy has moved 
position and you have missed. There is 
one other factor that makes the whole 
game very difficult. 

Move the joystick up and you expect 
the viewfinder to move up. Not so. You go 
down instead! The rule for controlling the 
movement is this: whichever way you 
want to go, move the joystick in the 
opposite direction and it is possible to 
scroll up, down, right and left in this 
all-action game. 

This game can be played by one or two 
players. Hits against you are recorded by a 
damage counter and at 100% damage the 
game is over. However; with the score at 
5000 points the damage total is reduced 
by 20%. Congratulations to Channel 8 
Software and the programmer Mark 
McKee for producing a game that is a 
winner. 
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MAKE GREAT GAMES .... 
Create your own amazing games with 

Galactics unique GAMES DESIGNER cassette 
for the unexpanded VIC 20, only £9.50 

including post and packing 
*No Programming experience Needed * 

With the GAMES DESIGNER you make your own machine code games. 
You can design all the Graph ics, Screen layouts, Theme tunes, Explosions, 

Sound effects, Player speed, Alien speed, Skill level , Personalised game 
cred its, Scoring values, Keys used , Number of lives, Intelligence of aliens, 

- whats more no programming experience needed. 
Also includes 3 sample games:-

KANGA, lYON and KRAlY MAlE. 

--~---------o PLEASE SEND ME A GAMES DESIGNER CASSETTE FOR 
THE UNEXPANDED VIC 20 AT £9.50 inc. P.P. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

---
NAME ________________________________________________ ___ 

ADDRESS ______________________________________________ ___ 

o My Access No. is: 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
o I enclose a cheque/P.O. 

lor £9.50 ----

" :' ::':~;-;)"j,""~, 

Send to GALACTIC SOFTWARE 
Unit 7, Larchfield Estate, 

Dowlish Ford , IIminster 
Somerset T A 19 OPF ---

.. ::~:}~~~t:~~~~ 
. . . .. ~. 

~ 
~<:><,; <:) MAKES 

I); GREAT GAMES 
NO PROGRAMMING 

EXPERIENCE NEEDED 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The adventure game Mission Om is part 
of a series of new games from Spectre
soft, the sequel of which is a game called 
Crisis Countdown. Mission Om comes on 
cassette and is controlled by the keyboard. 
It is quite a good game if you can get it to 
load. However, there appear to be some 
difficulties in doing this. 

If you follow the rather sparse 
instructions on the leaflet you should load 
nn and must not do the usual shift/run 
stop for games on the 64. This latter 
loading operation will result only in a 
blank screen. Loading according to the 
instructions is a rather strange affair 
because practically nothing happens until 
the end ofthe tape. 

'What happens then?' I hear you ask. 
Well, silly it might sound, but you rewind 
the tape, put the other side in and hit any 
key. It sounds if you are starting all over 
again, doesn't it? 

Well that is not true, because the player 
is now confronted with a continually 
flashing screen which seems as if it is not 
going to stop. It eventually does and at 
long lastthe game appears. 

Mission Om is an adventure game for 
the 64 and the object of the mission is to 
find the password which will allow you to 
recover the symbolic crown of Om. 

There are, of course, several difficulties 
. that must be overcome - the stone 
gorgon which has a nasty habit of killing 
the player, for instance. 

The game is a little bit like Dungeons 
and Dragons except for the fact that it has 
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nowhere near the same number of levels. 
The similarity lies in the sort of informa
tion the player is given at the start -
strength, spell points etc. - and that is 
where the similarity ends . 

The screen is split in two and is divided 
into descriptions of places and prompts 
and every now and then some good 
graphic nasties appear. Not a bad game 
really at £7.95. 

Another game for the 64, this one is called 
Vultures and is Published by J Morrison 
Micros. It cannot be operated from the 
keyboard but requires a joystick in the 
second user port. 

Getting the hang of the game is quite 
easy - destroy the alien vultures before 
they destroy you. However, it is quite 
difficult at first to get past the first one or 
two waves of vulture attacks. There a're 
two ways that they can destroy you. They 
can either pick you up and carry you off or 
they can drop eggs on you. Once you have 
fought off the first wave of vulture attacks, 
a second is waiting and so-on. Eventually 
the player does get the benefit of having 
extra lives added. 

The graphics to this game are fairly 
simple- all you have on the screen are the 
vultures which move around fairly slowly 
and yourself, the movement of the latter 
leaving something to be desired. The 
action is hardly breathtaking as Morrison 
Micros would have us believe and in fact 
the only reason for carrying on playing 
this game is to get the high score and 
enter a name in the hall of fame. 

The scene is set in prehistoric times with a 
mountainous landscape in the back
ground. A caveman stands in the 
foreground facing an onslaught of 
creatures and rolling rocks. The sprites are 
excellent and the various figures look 
realistic. It is a very amusing game 
especially with the funny noises coming 
from it as the caveman jumps over the 
rocks or lands on them. If there is a 
disaster; a spectacular colour displ 
appears in the sky and the caveman 
disappears. 

The game needs a joystick and is 
the CBM 64. The first problem facing the 
caveman is a series of rocks rolling from 
the left side of the screen, which he has to 
jump over. It is important to get the timing 
exactly right as mistakes are fatal. After 
the rocks, come the dinosaurs and a well 
·aimed hit with the axe diminishes them in 
size. Once you get to the dodos, skill and 
good reflexes are essential for dodging 
them as they move in leaps and bounds. 
you manage to get past these, 
prehistoric birds carrying rocks have to be 
negotiated as they try to drop them on the 
caveman. 

The player has three cavemen per 
game, but even with three chances it can 
be a very frustrating and annoying game 
to play because if there is the slightest 
mistake in the timing, the player has to 
start all over again. 
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The . slave becomes 
After last month's digression on the BBC Micro, Owen 
Murcott continues his articles about DIY connection of two 
Commodore computers through their user ports. This 
month, he shows you how careful timing will get two 
machines to acknowledge each· other's presence in all 
circumstances. He has included two useful routines for PET, 
VIC and CBM64, which transfer blocks of memory and 

So far in this series I have given you 
passive programs. That is to say, in each of 
them one machine was always the master 
and the other was always the slave. You 
needed to run the program in the master 
machine first to set up the various 
registers in the interface chip. Otherwise, 
it would wait for ever to get the slave's first 
"ready" signal if the slave had been 
started first. Actually, the slave would 
already have sent this signal, but because 
the master program was not running, it 
would have been detected by the master's 
interface chip. . 

This really is quite a nuisance. The 
problem is much worse if data transmis
sion routines are written in assembler, 
with no testforthe STOP key incorporated 
in them. The master machine sticks in a 
never-ending loop. You have to switch off 
to recover if there is no other means of 
resetting. No doubt you will already have 
discovered this if you ran the slave first, or 
configured the system with two masters 
ortwo slaves by mistake. 

Forthe moment, I will continue to write 
about master-slave configurations, but 
will show you how to avoid the need to 
run a specific machine first. Do it by: 

Making the slave (if started 
first) continually send 'ready' 
handshake signals, until the 

master has acknowledged with a 
handshake that one of the 'ready' 
signals has been recognised; 

Making the master (if started 
first) continually look for a 
'ready' signal from the slave, 
and 

when it gets one, transmit an 
'acknowledged' signal before it 
goes on to transmit data. 
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variables between them. 

Timing delays 
incorporated 

But there is a timing problem. You 
must ensure that handshake signals 
between the machines happen in a 
specific sequence. Otherwise, I have 
found that they can be misinterpreted. So 
you have to·build in some delays to give 
time forthings to happen. 

Look at Figure 1. It is a timing diagram 
based on assembler instruction times, 
measured in microseconds. This timing is 
critical in assembler programs. When you 
study the diagram, remember just what a 
"handshake" is. It is a change from 1-0. 
Receipt of the change automatically sets a 
flag (a specific bit) in the user port 
interface chip. The flag can be interro
gated with a PEEK at any time later in your 

Send handshake 

Slave - ! 

program. This is how you detect that the 
change has occurred. 

When the slave sends a 'ready' signal, 
the master's flag is set (provided that the 
machine is running). The slave must then 
wait long enough to allow the master to 
test for and recognise this signal and 
acknowledge it. The waiting time must 
exceed the total time for the master to do 
two tests to see if its flag is set, to branch 
and to send an acknowledgement. When 
the slave's flag has been set by an 
acknowledgement, the slave branches to 
look for transmitted data. 

The timing must handle the worst 
case. This is when the master tests just too 
early for the 'ready' signal at test number 
1, and the flag is not yet set. It will catch it 
at test number 2, and there must still be 

.timeto respond. 

Test .. Branch ..: ...... . 

Master j'" ..... ...J...... r r ..... 
... L. ... ,..... _ II1II I11III ... 1..._ 
1 2 L ............................... ~ To transmit data 

~s 
I,!, t I"" I., ,",' "1."",, " Itl I."'" ,.",,"" I", """ I,., "" " I", •• !, I , 

Fig 1 Timing 



INTERFACING 
I 

master of the slave 
Confusion 

Fig 2 shows what could happen if the 
delay is only enough for one test for 
'ready', plus an acknowledgement. When 
the master is slightly out of step, it will 
respond some measurable time after the 
'ready' signal is sent. The slave will not see 
the master's acknowledgement at the first 
test for it, and so sends the next 'ready' 
signal. Whilst it does this, the master goes 
on to send a data byte because it assumes 
that the slave is ready. This will be 
followed by a handshake to signify 'data 
sent'. If the slave has not yet tested for the 
master's original acknowledgement sig
nal, that handshake will have no effect -
the slave's handshake flag is already set. 

The slave then detects th~ earlier 
acknowledgement, and clears the hand
shake flag. It awaits another handshake)o 
say 'data sent'. In the meantime, the 
master has interpreted that extra 'ready' 
signal as ~data received' and sends the 
next byte with a handshake. 

Confusion reigns. The first data byte 
has been ignored. The remaining trans
missions will be corrupted ifthat first byte 
was part of a transmission protocol 
header. This may cause the machines to 
hang-up. (In article three, I defined 
"protocols" as the rules and etiquette for 

Send handshake 

communication. They include the control 
characters, addresses and handshake 
signals transmitted to enable com
munication to be complete and unambi
guous.) 

Do not make the delay too long, 
though. Otherwise the slave may not yet 
have tested for the acknowledgement 
signal when the subsequent 'data present' 
handshake is sent. Try drawing your own 
timing diagram on a piece of squared 
paper, and you will see what I mean! 

INITIALISER 
The program "INITIALISER" at the end 

of this article is no more than a skeleton in 
BASIC to show how to incorporate this 
timing principle. You can experiment with 
it. Reduce the length of the FOR-NEXT 
delay loop in line410. You will findthatthis 
generally makes no difference, because 
BASIC instruction times occupy milli
seconds and the timings are so coarse. 
Just occasionally, however, the machines 
may clash. If you run the program again, 
they will probably work correctly. But try 
removing the loop altogether (turn it into a 
REM statement) and see what happens! 
Run the master first. Then try running the 
slave first. 

If you understand assembler, translate 

Test .. Branch .. : ..... .. 

I .... Sa I , .. " ' , , , , " ' .. I " I I I .. , ' I , I I , , I I I " ' I , I " I. , I , , I I " I , I , I I I , , I I. I , , I I , I I 

Fig 2 Out of step 

the routine into assembler statements. 
You can do it more or less directly. Then 
the loop is vital! You will need to add up 
the instruction timings in microseconds 
for your master and slave handshaking 
routine, to establish the length of delay 
needed. Typically it will be 3040 mic
roseconds. Beware of interrupts - you 
must disable them with SEI before the 
routine starts. If you don't, an interrupt 
could occur at the wrong moment, and 
delay the master's response. The slave's 
test for the acknowledgement would then 
come too soon and the acknowledgement 
would not be detected (see Fig 2). 

Transfer BASIC programs 
Two months ago I gave you a machine 

code routine which transfers program text 
from one machine to another. I pointed 
out that if you use it to transfer machine 
code programs you will spoil them. This is 
because my program transfer routine is 
designed only to transfer programs 
written in BASIC. Such programs contain 
pointers which link one line of program 
text to the next. Their function is to speed 
up the interpreter's search for lines when it 
executes GOTO and GOSUB statements. 

The PROGLINK machine code routine 
recalculates these pointers when the 
program has been transferred to the 
destination machine. If the transferred 

. program was machine code, some of the 
bytes would be over-written by the 
attempt to insert pointers. Machine code 
programs do not contain link addresses. 
However, I included this re-linking feature 
in the routine so that it would work with all 
combinations of machine. The start-of
BASIC address is not the same in all 
Commodore computers, and the pointer 
values may change when BASIC prog
rams are transferred. So they have to be 
recalculated. 

Transfer memory 
To transfer a machine code program is 

simply a matter of moving a block of bytes 
from one machine to another. You should 
realise, however, that if you wish to run 
that machine code in the other machine, it 
will normally need to be transferred to sit 
at the same locations. This will certainly 
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be true if the program contains JMP 
instructions (equivalent to BASIC GOTO), 
JSR instructions (equivalent to BASIC 
GOSUB), or instructions to load or store 
bytes, with access locations within itself. 
Few machine code programs are written 
to be truly independent oftheir location. 

The MEMORY LINK program given at 
the end of this article, like previous ones, 
has a master-slave arrangement, but it 
does incorporate the timing delay de
scribed earlier. So it does not matter which 
machine starts first. The program shows 
how to use a machine code routine 
named MEMLINK. This routine will 
transmit a block of bytes of any length 
·from one machine to the other. The block 
of bytes does not have to be a machine 
code program. It could be a single byte 
value; it could equally well be the screen 
memory. 

Transfer the screen 
The block of memory transferred by 

the MEMORY LINK program is, indeed, 
the screen memory. The master specifies 
the destination address, so needs to 
identify the type of slave machine (lines 
200-250) to get the correct destination and 
screen size. Commodore screen memor
ies are all over the place! This is done by 
using the MEMLINK routine also to 
transfer single bytes. It gives the same 
effect as the PEEKERIPOKER program, 
described in the third article in this series, 
but that one really was too cumbersome 
for general use! Use MEMLINK instead. 

Transfer colour 
If the slave is VIC or CBM64, the 

transfer might also need to be repeated in 
order to transfer the colour memory, so 
that the transferred screen memory 
becomes visible. You would need to add 
extra coding for this just after the point 
where each screen is sent. The addresses 
of colour memory are: 

* VIC 38400-38905 
* CBM 64 55296-56295 

If you want to POKE directly to the 
screen on VIC and CBM64, without 
needing to POKE the colour memory, 
there is another trick which you can use. 
First set the background to the colour 
required for the printing. Clear the screen. 
This prints space characters and also 
stores that background colour code in the 
colour memory locations. Then change 
the background colour to give a contrast. 
When you POKE, characters will be 
visible, (but only in the original back
ground colour). Do not let the screen roll 
oryou will spoil the effect. 
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MEMLINK 
I have provided the MEMLINK routine 

as a loader for hexadecimal machine code 
contained in DATA statements in the 
MEMORY LINK program. Type it in, RUN 
it, and it will POKE the machine code into 
the memory. The loader portion contains 
a sumcheck to catch any typing mistakes. 
If you are using a VIC, you will need to 
leave out the DATA statements' for other 
machines, and also the remarks, to reduce 
its length. But do not remove lines 60170 
and 60370, unless you also bypass lines 
80 and 90. The asterisks are used as 
markers to identify the sets of machine 
code. 

You will find that my loader is notfast.lt 
takes time to decode hexadecimal. But it is 
easier to check (or even alter if you know 
how). It takes up to 10 seconds to skip the 
code for other machines (lines 70-90) and 
30-35 seconds to POKE its own. 

Unlike my PROGLINK routine given 
two months ago, MEMLINK is not 
relocatable. It is poked to specific locations 
in the memory. I have assembled versions 
for 32K PET BASIC2 and BASIC4, 
unexpanded VIC and with 3K expansion, 
and for Commodore 64. They reside at the 
end of BASIC memory (just below DOS 
Support on the PET). The addresses for 
the SYS entry to MEMLINK are: 

* Slave 
* Master Send memory block 

Get memory block 

After you have loaded and run 
MEMORY LINK to its end, you can use the 
MEMLINK machine code routine over and 
over. It will still be there at the end of the 
memory. Experiment with it in direct 
mode for transferring other blocks of 
bytes. 

Syntax for MEMLINK 
The syntax wh ich I have chosen for the 

master's entry when it uses MEMLINK to 
send or get a block of memory is : 

* SYS 99999, e 1 ,e2,e3 
The parameters: el, e2 and e3 are 

BASIC numeric expressions (including 
numeric values, single variables, or 
expressions of any complexity desired) 
with a maximum value of65535: 

* el -defines the address ofthe first 
byte to be transmitted; 
* e2 - defi nes the address of the last 
byte to be transmitted. If e2 is less 
than or equal to el, only one byte 
(from el) will be transmitted. No 
error message is given; 

* e3 - defines the start address of 
where the block of bytes is to .be 
replaced in the receiver machine. 

The slave's entry is just SYS 99999. 

Transfer variables 
When you write programs to run on 

two machines there will be occasions 
when you will need to transfer variables 
from one machine to .the other. The 
MEMLINK routine could easily be mod
ified to transfer ' a block of numeric 
variables or arrays. After all, their start and 
end addresses are known. However; if 
string variables are inter-mingled with 
them, the problem becomes complex; the 
actual strings may be in the BASIC text, or 
may be at the other end of memory. So it is 
better to arrange to transfer variables one 
atatime. 

VARLINK 
I have given you a loader for a machine 

code routine, named VARLINK. As does 
MEMLlNK, so this too runs in a 
master-slave configuration. Type it in, run 
it, and the machine code will be poked into 
the memory. You can then use it to 
transfer a numeric variable or string 
variable. The variable's value will be 
assigned to a variable of the same name 
in the other machine. The loader is of the 

BASIC 2 
32000 
32007 
32011 

BASIC4 VIC 
32000 7168 
32007 7175 
32011 7179 

CBM64 
40448 
40455 
40459 

same style as the MEMLINK loader and 
for the same machines .. However, VAR
LINK is loaded to different addresses and 
so can reside in memory adjacent to 
MEMLtNK, and at the same time. The 
addresses for its SYS entry are: 

BASIC 2 
* Slave 31488 
* Master Send variable 31495 

Getvariable 31499 

BASIC4 VIC CBM64 
31488 6656 39936 
31495 6663 39943 
31499 6667 39947 

The syntax which I have chosen for the 
master's entry to VARLINK is: 

* SYS 99999, v 
where v is the name of the variable to 
send or to get. The normal rule of BASIC 
applies in that variables which have not 
already had a value assigned will be zero 
or null string when transmitted. 

The slave's entry is just SYS 99999. 
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Transfer arrays 

VARLINK is not constructed to transfer 
arrays directly. If arrays must be sent, you 
can use VARLINKto do it by: 

Taking the array elements one at a 
time; 
Assigning each in turn to the 
variable used for transmission; 
Transferring that variable repeated
ly until all the elements have been 
dealtwith; 
Re-assembling the array at the 
other end. 

Keep in step 
You will see that when you use 

MEMLINK and VARLINK you have to be 
careful to keep the machines in step with 
each other. For each point where your 
'master' program wishes to transmit (or 
get)' there must a corresponding point in 
the 'slave' program at which it is ready to 
respond. Otherwise communication will 
not take place. Look at lines 510-520 ofthe 
MEMORY LINK program. The slave just 
waits for the master and cannot go on 
until the master has communicated. 

Although either machine may adopt 

the master role, they must not do It 
simultaneously otherwise the system will 
just hang up. If both machines are trying 
totalk, neitherwililisten. 

Polling 
Quite often, processing requirements 

are such that the machine must not wait 
for communication. To do this, one 
machine must periodically look to see if 
the other wishes to communicate, and if 
not, to go on with whatever itwas doing. If 
it discovers that the other does wish to 
communicate, the program breaks off 
what is was doing, for a moment, handles 
the transmission, and then continues 
where it left off. 

"Looking to see" is called "polling". 
Games often do this. When you use a 
statement like 'GET Z$' to get a keypress, 
your program looks in to the keyboard 
buffer. If Z$ is not blank, a key has been 
pressed, and the program may go down 
an alternative path. So the program is 
polling the keyboard. 

In polling systems, one machine must 
be the master. It sends a polling signal to 
the slave to invite communication. If the 
master-slave situation is our two 

machines linked through their user PQrts, 
the signal could be a simple handshake 
signal. If a 'no' response is received (or no 
acknowledgement within a fixed time) the 
poll will be repeated after a decent time 
interval. Notice that the slave does not 
impose itself on the master; the master 
invites communication when it is free. 
(Your programs which 'GET from the 
keyboard work in this way.) From the 
slave's point of view, it has to wait until the 
master signals that it wants to talk, or that 
it is ready to listen. 

Interrupting 
Some systems require machines to be 

equal partners. In this case, either 
machine can impose itself on the other, 
interrupt it, and demand attention. Neither 
is master nor slave; they are equal 
partners. This kind of system can be best 
implemented using the interrupt mechan
ism built in to the hardware of the 
microprocessor. (An interrupt is a special 
kind of electrical signal which can be 
detected by the microprocessor.) 

Communications routines which use 
interrupts must be written in assembler as 
BASIC is too slow 

10 REM INITIALISER W.OWEN MURCOTT NOV 1983 
11 REM------------------------------------------------------------------------
20 REM REGISTER ADDRESSES AND VALUES 
21 
30 DATA 59457,59459,59467,59468,59468,59468,59457,59469,254,224,224,223,2 
40 DATA 37136,37138,37147,37148,37148,37148,37136,37149,239,224,224,223,16 
50 DATA 56577,56579,00828,00828,56578,56576,56589,56589,0,4,4,251,16 
52 REM-------------------------------------------------------------- - ---------
60 MT=PEEK(65534)+256*PEEKC65535): REM DETECT MACHINE TYPE 
61 IF MT=65394 THEN FOR 1=1 TO 13: READ Z: NEXT: GOTO 70: REM IT'S VIC 
62 IF MT=65352 THE~ FOR 1=1 TO 26: READ Z: NEXT: REM IT'S CBM64 
63 REM ALL OTHERS ARE PET 
61 REM------------------------------------------------------------------------
70 READ DR,DD,AC,PC,HE,HS,HT,IC: REM SET UP REGISTER ADDRESSES 
80 READ K1,K2,K3,K4,K5: REM SET UP REGISTER VALUES 
81 REM------------------------------------------------------------------------
'90 POKE AC,O: REM DISABLE AUXILIARY CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
91 POKE PC, PEEKCPC) AND K1: REM SET HANDSHAKE = 1-0 
92 POKE HE, PEEKCHE) OR K2: REM ENABLE HANDSHAKE 
93 Z=PEEKCHT): REM ENSURE HANDSHAKE BIT IS CLEAR 
91 POKE HS, PEEKCHS) OR K3: REM SEND FIRST HANDSHAKE = 1 
95 REM------------------------------------------------------------------------
100 PRINT "PRESS M=MASTER S=SLAVE" 
101 GETZ$ 
102 IF Zf="S" THEN 400 
103 IF Zf<>"M" THEN 101 
105 REM-----------------------------------------------------------------------
200 IF CPEEKCIC) AND K5)<>0 GOTO 220: REM TEST 'READY' 
210 IF CPEEKCIC) AND K5)=0 GOTD 200: REM TEST t2 
220 GOSUB 2000: REM SEND 'ACKNOWLEDGED' 
230 PRINT "RECEIVER IS AVAILABLE" 
210 POKE DD,255: REM 
250 1"-=65: REM 
260 
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300 POKE DRtI: REM SEND CHARACTER 
310 GOSUB 2000: REM SEND 'DATA SENT' 
320 1=1+1: IF 1=91 THEN END 
330 GOSUB 1000: REM WAIT 'READY' 
340 GOTO 300: REM FOR NEXT 
399 REM----------- - -----------------------------------------------------------
400 GOSUS 2000: REM SEND 'READY' 
410 FOR D~l TO 300: NEXT: REM DELAY LOOP 
120 IF CPEEKCIC) AND K5)=0 GOTD 400: REM TEST FOR 'ACKNOWLEDGED' 
430 PRINT "ACKOWLEDGEMENT RECEIVED": REM GO ON 
440 POKE DDtO: REM DATA DIRECTION = INPUT 
460 
500 GOSUB 1000: REM WAIT 'DATA SENT' 
510 Z=PEEKCDR):PRINTCHR$CZ);: REM GET CHARACTER 
520 IF Z=90 THEN END 
530 GOSUB 2000: REM SEND 'READY' 
540 GOTO 500: REM FOR NEXT 
999 REM-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1000 IF CPEEK(IC) AND K5)=0 GOTO 1000: REM AWAIT HANDSHAKE 
1001 RETURN 
1002 REM-----------------------------------------------------------------------
2000 POKE HS t PEEKCHS) AND K4: REM SEND HANDSHAKE = 0 
2001 POKE HS t PEEK(HS) OR K3: REM SEND HANDSHAKE = 1 
2002 RETURN 
2003 REM-----------------------------------------------------------------------

10 REM MEMORY LINK W.OWEN MURCOTT NOV 1983 
11 REM------------------------------------------------------------------------
20 REM MM=MACHINE TYPE : SM=SLAVE MACHINE TYPE 
21 REM M=START OF MEMLINK S MH=END MEMORY POINTER 
22 REM MS=MASTER SCREEN START S SS=SLAVE SCREEN START 
23 REM L=SCREEN LENGTH (TO CATER FOR VIC) 
24 REM AtBtC=MEMLINK TRANSMISSION ADDRESSES 
29 REM---------------------------------------------------.---------------------
30 PRINT "STARTING" 
40 L=999 
50 MM=PEEK(65534)+256*PEEK(65535): REM 
60 IF MM=58907 THEN MS=32768: MH=53: GOTO 100: REM 
61 IF MM=58434 THEN MS=32768: MH=53: GOTO 90: REM 
62 IF MM=65394 THEN MS=7680: MH=56: L=505: GOTO 80: REM 
63 IF MM=65352 THEN MS=1024: MH=56: GOTO 70: REM 
64 PRINT "MACHINE NOT KNOWN": END 
65 

DETECT MACHINE TYPE · ... 
• •• 
• •• 
• •• 

BASIC2 
BASIC4 
VIC 
CBM64 

69 REM------------------------------------------------------------------------
70 READ Z$: IF Zf<>"*" THEN 70: REM SKIP CODE FOR OTHER MACHINES 
80 READ Zf: IF Zf<>"*" THEN 80 
90 READ Z$: IF Z$<>"*" THEN 90 
99 
1 0 0 Z$=""! GOSUS 50000: REM LOAD MEMLIN~( CODE 
105 REM-----------------------------------------------------------------------
120 F'RINT "PRESS M=MASTER S=SLAVE" 
121 GET Z$ 
122 IFZ$="M" GOTO 200 
123 IFZ$:="S" GOTO 500 
:L24 GOTO 121 
125 REM-----------------------------------------------------------------------
200 REM MASTER 
210 A=65534: B=65535: REM SET LOHI ADDRESSES OF IRQ 
211 C=828! REM TO PUT BYTES IN CASSETTE BUFF 
220 GOSUB 1002: REM GET SLAVE MACHINE TYPE = IRQ 
230 SM=PEEK(828) +256*PEEK(829): REM TO DEDUCE SLAVE SCREEN AODR 
231 IF SM=58907 THEN SS=32768: GOTO 250: REM ••• BASICZ 
232 IF SM=58434 THEN SS=32768: GOTD 250: REM ••• BASIC4 
233 IF SM=65394 THEN SS=7680: L=505: GOTD 250: REM ••• VIC 
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Its easy to 
complain about 
advertisements. 
But which ones? 

Every week millions of advertisements 
appear in print, on posters or in the cinema. 

Most of them comply with the rules 
contained in the British Code of Advertising 
Practice. 

But some of them break the rules and 
warrant your complaints. 

If you're not sure about which ones they 
are. however. drop us a line and we'll send you 
an abridged copy of the Advertising Code. 

Then. if an advertisement bothersi 
you. you'll be justified in bothering us. 

The Advertising Standards Authority. 
If an advertisement is wrong, were here to put it right. 

ASA Ltd. Dept 2 Bmok House.Torrington Place. London WCIE 7HN 

CRAZY CAVEMAN · Journey back to prehostoric 
times ! A tribe of cave dwellers sends out a hunt ing 
party, but the men are scattered when they are 
ambushed by a huge sabre-toothed tiger ! You are 
one of these hunters : separated from your 
companions and a long way from shelter, you begin 
the hazardous trek home. On the way there are many 
dangers, like ROLLING ROCKS, DINOSAURS, 

0000'''0 """'''0''' ;:~'~ 

the'=P 

EACH 
INCL. 

BLUE MOON· You are the pilot of an intergalactic 
spacecraft. Your mission is to rescue a sister-ship 
and her crew who are trapped on a host ile planet and 
to return wIth them to the safely of the Blue Moon. 
However, journeYing across the vastness of space 
there are m any hazards to negotiate. such as the 
deadly BLUE BOUNCERS, COMETS, BELL BIRDS. 
DROIDS and TECOM ALIENS. · ..................................................... . 

• Please make cheques payable to : MERLIN SOFTWARE • 
: Send to : BUSiness & Technology Centre. Bessemer Dnve. Stevenage. Herts SG 1 2DX 

: I ENCLOSE CHEQUE / P.O. for £ _ _ _ __ _ 

: NAME 

: ADDRESS 

: TICK REQUIRED TITLE lS I. eel'" X 
: D BLUE MOON D CNttl CAvaiAN: · .............................................. . 
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51 Meadowcroft. Radcliffe, 
Manchester M26 OJP 

Tel; 061 724 8622 
Quality arcade action games for the 

CIlIttIttIlDIIRE &4 
GHLHXIOf1S The earth is being invaded by an 
alian force, the GALAXIONS have arrived from 

a dying planet, determined to destroy 
civilization as we know it. They came in 

formation, swooping and diving towards the 
planet earth. You and you alone can save 

mankind from the terrifying destruction the 
alians threaten us with. . ) 

100% Machine Code ;Bi\' ~ 
3 L· / ' Ives f ) 

Bonus ship at 10000 . 

Progressive levels of play £ 7-95 
••• ~II ••• 6. A fantastic version of 

this popular arcade game. 

100% Machine Code 

3 Lives, Bonus fruit 

Power pills 

4 Very inteligant ghosts 

~llllirilt tutfJt~~tC In days of old when 
knights were bold and the sheriff was in power; 
to play this game guide Robin Hood, to Marian 

locked up in the~to:.we~r.~-:--,,~~~ •. , 
100% Machine Code 

Sprite Graphics 

3 Lives 

12 Screens of arcade action £7-95 
All our games are available mail order P&P included 
from the above address. Orders sent by return post. 

Also available from all good computer shops. 

Distribution, 
P.C.S. Darwen, CENTRE SOFT West Midlands 

ALPHA TAPES, Merseyside, TIGER, Cheshire, 
CALISTO, Birmingham, LIGHTNING, London, 

LEISURESOFT, Northampton. 
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234 IF SM=65352 THEN SS=1024: GOTO 250: REM 
235 PRINT "SLAVE MACHINE NOT KNOWN": END 
236 

ttt CBM64 

250 PRINT "[O]SLAVE MACHINE SCREEN STARTS AT";SS 
251 
300 PRINT "[o]MESSAGE FROM MASTER": REM 
310 A=MS: B=A+L: C=SS: REM 

PUT SOMETHING ON SCREEN 
SET ADDRESSES 

320 GOSUB 1001: REM SEND MASTER SCREEN 
SET ADDRESSES 330 A=SS: B=A+L: C=MS: REM 

340 GOSUB 1002: REM GET SLAVE SCREEN 
350 END 
399 REM-----------------------------------------------------------------------
500 REM SLAVE 
510 GOSUB 1000: REM MASTER ASKS FOR MACHINE TYPE 
520 GOSUB 1000: REM MASTER SENDS SCREEN 
530 FOR 1=1 TO 5000: NEXT: REM PAUSE FOR EFFECT 
540 PRINT "[CLSJSLAVE'S REPLY" 
550 GOSU8 1000: REM MASTER GETS SCREEN 
560 END 
999 REM--------~--------------------------------------------------------------
1000 SYS M: RETURN: REM MEMLINK - SLAVE 
1001 SYS M+7,A,B,C: RETURN: REM MEMLINK - SEND 
1002 SYS M+ll,A,B,C: RETURN: REM MEMLINK - GET 

50000 
50010 
50020 
:50030 
50040 
50050 
50060 
50070 
50080 
50110 
50120 
50130 
501.110 
50150 
50160 
50170 
50180 
50190 
50200 
50210 
50220 
50230 
~502.qO 

~)0250 

59998 
59999 
60000 
60010 
60020 
60030 
600.110 
60050 
60060 
60070 
60080 
60090 
60100 
60110 
60120 
60130 

REM---------------------------------------------------------------------
REM MACHINE CODE LOADER 
F'RINT" LOADING" 
READ Hl: READ H3 :REM 
M=HU REM 
IF M>=PEEK(MH-l) +256*PEEK(MH) THEN 50110: REM 
Z=INT(MI256) 
POKE MH,Z: POKE MH-l,O :REM 
POKE MH-4,Z: POKE MH-5,O :REM 
READ A$: IF At="*" THEN 501BO: REM 
IF LEN(At)<>2 THEN 50200: REM 
A=ASC(At)-4B: A=A+7*(A>9): REM 
IF A(O OR A)15 THEN 50200: REM 
B=ASC(RIGHT$(At,l»-4B: B=8+7*(B)9): REM 
IF B(O OR B)15 THEN 50200: REM 
Z=16*A+B: POKE Hl,Z: Hl=Hl+l: H2=H2+Z: GOTO 50110 

Hl=START : H3=SUMCHECK 
SET START OF MEMLINK 
MEMORY LIMIT ALREADY OK 

RESET END OF MEMORY 
RESET START OF STRINGS 
GET BYTE AND TEST END 
CHECK LENGTH 
CONVERT UPPER 
BAD HEXADECIMAL 
CONVERT LOWER 
BAD HEXADECIMAL 

IF H2<>H3 THEN 50250: REM AT END DO SUMCHECK 
RETURN 
DL=60 
IF MM=6539.q OR MM=65352 THEN DL=63 
PRINT "DATA LINE"; PEEK (DL) +256*PEE.{ (DL+l ) 
PRINT "?BAD E:YTE" 
F'RINT '"'At: END 
PRINT "SUMCHECK ERROR": END 
REM MACHINE CODE 
REM---------------------------------------------------------------------
DATA 32000, 42976: REM BASIC2 
DATA A9,00,85,OO,4C,3B,7D,A9,4D,DO,02,A9,CD,85,00,20,35,7E,A5,12,4B,A5,11 
DATA 4B,20,35,7E,A5,12,4B,A5,11,4B,20,35,7E,A5,ll,B5,4F,A5,12,B5,50,6B,B5 
DATA 4D,6B,85,4E,6B,85,48,6B,B5,4C,A9,OO,BD,48,EB,AD,4C,EB,29,FE,BD,4C,EB 
DATA AD,4C,E8,09,EO,BD,4C,EB,AD,41,EB,AD,4C,EB,09,EO,8D,4C,EB,A5,OO,DO,lD 
DATA BD,43,EB,7B,20,16,7E,AO,OS,BB,DO,FD,AD,4D,EB,29,OZ,FO,Fl,AD,41,EB,SB 
DATA A2,OO,AO,06,DO,32,78,AD,4D,E8,29,02,FO,OZ,DO,09,AD,40,E8,29,02,FO,FO 
DATA DO,00,AD,4C,E8,29,DF,BD,4C,E8,AE,41,E8,09,EO,8D,4C,E8,A9,FF,8D,43,EB 
DATA 58,A2,OO,AO,06,DO,21,ZO,16,7E,20,24,7E,AO,41,EB,95,4B,E8,88,DO,Fl,ZO 
DATA 16,7E,ZO,Z4,7E,AD,41,E8,C9,4D,DO,2Z,FO,3B,20,24,7E,B5,4B,8D,41,EB,ZO 
DATA 16,7E,E8,8B,DO,Fl,ZO,24,7E,A5,OO,4B,BD,41,E8,20,16,7E,68,C9,4D,DO,lB 
DATA A9,FF,8D,43,EB,AO,OO,ZO,Z4,7E,Bl,4B,BD,41,E8,ZO,16,7E,ZO,52,7E,90,FO 
DATA 60,A9,OO,8D,.q3,E8,AO,00,20,16,7E,ZO,24,7E,AD,.ql,EB,91,4F,ZO,4C,7E,90 
DATA FO,60,AD,4C,EB,Z9,DF,BD,4C,EB,09,EO,BD,4C,EB,60,A5,97,C9,04,DO,03,4C 
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INTERFACING 
601~0 DATA 89,C3,AD,~D,E8,29,02,FO,FO,60,20,F8,CD,20,9F,CC,A5,07,DO,08,A5,08,DO 
60150 DATA 03,20,D2,D6,60,A2,A3,~C,57,C3,E6,~F,DO,02,E6,50,A5,~C,C5,~E,90,08,OO 
60160 DATA OC,A5,~B,C5,~D,BO,06,E6,~B,DO,02,E6,~C,60 
60170 DATA lK 

60200 DATA 32000, ~296~: REM BASIC~ 
60210 DATA A9,00,85,00,~C,38,7D,A9,~D,DO,02,A9,CD,85,00,20,35,7E,A5,12,~8,A5,11 
60220 DATA ~8,20,35,7E,A5,12,~8,A5,11,~8,20,35,7E,A5,11,85,~F,A5,12,85,50,68,85 
60230 DATA ~D,68,85,~E,68,B5,~B,68,85,~C,A9,00,8D,~B,E8,AD,~C,E8,29,FE,8D,~C,E8 
602~0 DATA AD,~C,E8,09,EO,8D,~C,E8,AD,~1,E8#AD,~C,E8,09,EO,8D,~C,E8,A5,00,DO,lD 
60250 DATA 8D,~3,E8,78,20,16,7E,AO,05,88,DO,FD,AD,~D,E8,29,02,FO,Fl,AO,~1,E8,58 
60260 DATA A2,00,AO,06,DO,32,78,AD,~D,E8,29,02,FO,02,DO,09,AD,~D,E8,29,02,FO,FO 
60270 DATA DO,OO,AD,~C,E8,29,DF,8D,~C,E8,AE,~l,E8,09,EO,8D,~C,E8,A9,FF,BD,~3,E8 
60280 DATA 58,A2,OO,AO,06,DO,21,20,16,7E,20,2~,7E,AD,~1,E8,95,4B,E8,88,DO,F1,20 
60290 DATA 16,7E,20,2~,7E,AD,~1,E8,C9,~D,DO,22,FO,38,20,2~,7E,B5,~B,8D,41,E8,20 
60300 DATA 16,7E,E8,88,DO,F1,20,24,7E,A5,00,48,8D,41,E8,20,16,7E,68,C9,~D,DO,18 
60310 DATA A9,FF,8D,~3,E8,AO,60,20~24,7E,Bl,4B,8D,~l,E8,20,16,7E,20,52,7E,90,FO 
60320 DATA 60,A9,00,8D,43,E8,AO,00,2a,16,7E,20,24,7E,AD,41,E8,91,4F,20,4C,7E,90 
60330 DATA FO,60,AD,~C,E8,29,DF,8D,4C,E8,09,EO,8D,~C,E8,60,A5,97,C9,04,DO,03,4C 
60340 DATA FF,B3,AD,~D,E8,29,02,FO,FO,60,20,F5,BE,20,98,BD,A5,07,DO,08,A5,08,DO 
60350 DATA 03,20,2D,C9,60,A2,A3,4C,CF,B3,E6,4F,DO,02,E6,50,A5,~C,C5,~E,90,08,DO 
60360 DATA OC,A5,4B,C5,4D,BO,06,E6,4B,DO,02,E6,4C,60 
6037(}' DATA lIC 

60~00 DATA 7168, 37115: REM VIC 
60~10 DATA A9,00,85,00,4C,38,lC,A9,4D,DO,02,A9,CD,85,00,20,35,lD,A5,15,48,A5,14 
60~20 DATA ~8,20,35,lD,A5,15,48,A5,14,~8,20,35,lD,A5,14,85,52,A5,15,85,53,68,85 
60~30 DATA 50,68,85,51,68,85,4E,68,85,~F,A9,OO,8D,lB,91,AD,lC,91,29,EF,8D,lC,91 
60~40 DATA AD,lC,91,09,EO,8D,lC,91,AD,10,91,AD,lC,91,09,EO,8D,lC,91,A5,OO,DO,lD 
60~50 DATA 8D,12,91,78,20,16,lD,AO,05,88,DO,FD,AD,lD,91,29,10,FO,F1,AD,10,91,58 
60~60 DATA A2,00,AO,06,DO,32,78,AD,lD,91,29,10,FO,02,DO,09,AD,lD,91,29,10,FO,FO 
60~70 DATA DO,00,AD,lC,91,29,DF,8D,lC,91,AE,10,91,09,EO,8D,lC,91,A9,FF,8D,12,91 
60~80 DATA 58,A2,OO,AO,06,DO,21,20,16,lD,20,2~,lD,AD,10,91,95,4E,E8,88,DO,Fl,20 
60~90 DATA 16,lD,20,24,lD,AD,lQ,91,C9,4D,DO,22,FO,38,20,24,lD,B5,~E,8D,10,91,20 
60500 DATA 16,lD,E8,88,DO,Fl,20,2~,lD,A5,00,48,8D,10,91,20,16,lD,68,C9t.~D,DO,18 
60510 DATA A9,FF,8D,12,91,AO,00,20,2~,lD,Bl,4E,8D,10,91,20,16,lD,20,52,lD,90,FO 
60520 DATA 60,A9,OO,8D,12,91,AO,00,20,16,lD,20,24,lD,AD,10,91,91,52,20,4C,lD,90 
60530 DATA FO,60,AD,lC,91,29,DF,8D,lC,91,09,EO,8D,lC,91,60,A5,C5,C9,18,DO,03,4C 
605~0 DATA 7~,C4,AD,lD,91,29,10,FO,FO,60,20,FD,CE,20,9E,CD,A5,OD,DO,08,A5,OE,DO 
60550 DATA 03,20,F7,D7,60,A2,15,4C,3A,C4,E6,52,DO,02,E6,53,A5,~F,C5,51,90,08,DO 
60560 PAT A OC,A5,4E,C5,50,BO,06,E6,4E,DO,02,E6,4F,60 
60570 DATA lK 

60600 DATA 404~8, ~0909: REM CBM64 
60610 DATA A9,00,85,BD,4C,38,9E,A9,4D,DO,02,A9,CD,85,BD,20,35,9F,A5,15,48,A5,1~ 
60620 DATA ~8,20,35,9F,A5,15,48,A5,14,48,20,35,9F,A5,1~,85,52,A5,15,85,53,68,85 
60630 DATA 50,68,85,51,68,85,~E,68,85,4F,A9,00,8D,E8,07,AD,E8,07,29,00,8D,E8,07 
60640 DATA AD,02,DD,09,04,8D,02,DD,AD,OD,DD,AD,00,DD,09,04,8D,OO,DD,A5,BD,DO,lD 
60650 DATA 8D,03,DD,78,20,16,9F,AO,05,88,DO,FD,AD;OD,DD,29,10,FO,Fl,AD,OD,DD,58 
60660 DATA A2,00,AO,06,DO,32,78,AD,OD,DD,29,10,FO,02,DO,09,AD,OD,DD,29,10,FO,FO 
60670 DATA DO,OO,AD,OO,DD,29,FB,8D,00,DD,AE,OD,DD,09,04,8D,OO,DD,A9,FF,8D,03,DD 
60680 DATA 58,A2,00,AO,06,00,21,20,16,9F,20,24,9F,AO,01,OD,95,4E,E8,88,DO,Fl,20 
60690 DATA 16,9F,20,2~,9F,AO,01,OD,C9,40,DO,22,FO,38,20,24,9F,B5,4E,80,01,00,20 
60700 DATA 16,9F,E8,88,DO,Fl,20,24,9F,A5,BD,48,8D,01,DD,20,16,9F,68,C9,4D,DO,18 
60710 DATA A9,FF,8D,03,DD,AO,00,20,2~,9F,B1,4E,8D,Ol,DD,20,16,9F,20,52,9F,90,FO 
60720 DATA 60,A9,00,8D,03,DD,AO,00,20,16,9F,20,2~,9F,AD,01,OD,91,52,20,4C,9F,90 
60730 DATA FO,60,AD,00,DD,29,FB,80,OO,DD,09,04,8D,00,DD,60,A5,C5,C9,3F,DO,03,~C 
607~O DATA 7~,A~,AD,OD,DD,29,10,FO,FO,60,20,FD,AE,20,9E,AOtA5,OD,DO,08,A5,OE,DO 
60750 DATA 03,20,F7,B7,60,A2,15,4C,3A,A~,E6,52,DO,02,E6,53,A5,~F,C5,51,90,08,00 
60760 DATA OC,A5,4E,C5,50,BO,06,E6,~E,DO,02,E6,4F,60 
60770 DATA lIC 
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INTERFACING 
10 REM VARLINK W.OWEN MURCOTT NOV 1983 
11 REM-----------------~------------------------------------------------------
20 REM MM=MACHINE TYPE 
21 REM MH=END MEMORY POINTER 
29 REM------------------------------------------------------------------------
50 MM=PEEK(65531)+256*PEEK(65535): REM DETECT MACHINE TYPE 
60 IF MM=58907 THEN MH=53: GOTO 100: REM ••• 8ASIC2 
61 IF MM=58131 THEN MH=53: GOTO 90: REM ••• 8ASIC1 
62 
63 
61 
65 

IF MM=65391 THEN MH=56: GOTO 80: REM ••• VIC 
IF MM=65352 THEN MH=56: GOTO 70: REM ••• CBM61 

69 
70 
80 
90 
99 

PRINT "MACHINE NOT t{NOWN": END 

REM-------------------------------------------------------------------------
READ Z$: IF Z$<>"*" THEN 70: REM Stap CODE FOR OTHER MACHINES 
READ Z$: IF Z$<>"*" THEN 80 
READ Z$: IF Z$<>"*" THEN 90 

100 Z$="": GOSUB 50000: REM 
101 END 

LOAD VARLINK CODE 

50000 REM----------------------------------------------------------------------
50010 REM MACHINE CODE LOADER 
50020 PRINT"LOADING" 
50030 READ HI: READ H3 :REM 
50010 M=Hl: REM 
50050 IF M>=PEEK(MH-l) +256*PEEK(MH) THEN 50110: REM 
50060 Z=INT(M/256) 
50070 POKE MH,Z: POKE MH-l,O :REM 
50080 POKE MH-1,Z: POKE MH-5,0 :REM 
50110 READ A$: IF A$="*" THEN 50180: REM 
50120 IF LEN(A$)<>2 THEN 50200: REM 
50130 A=ASC(A$)-18: A=A+7*(A>9): REM 
50110 IF A<O OR A>15 THEN 50200: REM 
50150 B=ASC(RIGHT$(A$,1»-4B: 8=8+7*(8)9): REM 
50160 IF 8<0 OR 8)15 THEN 50200: REM 

·50170 Z=16*A+8: POKE Hl,Z: Hl=Hl+1: H2=H2+Z: GOTO 50110 
50180 IF H2<>H3 THEN 50250: REM 
50190 RETURN 
50200 DL=60 
50210 IF MM=65394 OR MM=65352 THEN DL=63 
50220 PRINT "DATA LINE"; PEEK COL> +256*PEEtU DL+1) 
50230 PRINT "[o]?BAD BYTE" 
50210 PRINT "[D][RVS]"A$: END 
50250 PRINT "[o]SUMCHECt{ ERROR": END 

Hl=START : H3=SUHCHECK 
SET START OF HEMLINK 
MEMORY LIMIT ALREADY OK 

RESET END OF MEMORY 
RESET START OF STRINGS 
GET BYTE AND TEST END 
CHECt{ LENGTH 
CONVERT UPPER 
8AD HEXADECIMAL 
CONVERT LOWER 
8AD HEXADECIMAL 

AT END DO SUMCHECK 

5999B REM MACHINE CODE 
59999 REM---------------------------------------------------------------------
60000 DATA 311B8, 61161: REM BASIC2 
60010 DATA A9,00,B5,00,1C,19,7B,A9,56,DO,02,A9,D6,B5,00,20,FB,CD,20,6D,CF,B5,46 
60020 DATA 81,17,A9,00,BD,1B,E8,AD,1C,E8,29,FE,8D,4C,E8,AD,1C,E8,09,EO,8D,1C,E8 
60030 DATA AD,41,E8,AD,1C,E8,09,EO,8D,4C,E8,78,A5,00,DO,19,8D,13,E8,20,8B,7C,AO 
60010 DATA 05,88,DO,FD,AD,1D,E8,29,02,FO,Fl,AD,11,E8,58,4C,82,7B,AD,1D,E8,29,02 
60050 DATA FO,02,DO,09,AD,1D,E8,Z9,02,FO,FO,DO,00,AD,1C,E8,Z9,DF,8D,4C,E8,AE,41 
60060 DATA E8,09,EO,8D,1C,E8,A9,FF,8D,13,E8,58,1C,BB,78,20,CC,7C,AD,11,E8,18,ZO 
60070 DATA C9,7C,AD,11,E8,85,07,20,C9,7C,AD,11,E8,85,08,20,C9,7C,AD,41,E8,85,12 
60080 DATA 20,C9,7C,AD,11,E8,85,43,A9,00,85,06,ZO,C9,CF,85,16,81,17,68,C9,56,DO 
60090 DATA 30,FO,6C,A5,00,8D,11,E8,20,C9,7C,A5,07,8D,41,E8,20,C9,7C,A5,08,8D,41 
60100 DATA E8,20,C9,7C,A5,12,8D,41,E8,20,C9,7C,A5,13,BD,11,E8,20,BB,7C,A5,00,C9 
60110 DATA 56,DO,3E,A9,FF,8D,13,EB,A5,07,DO,09,A2,05,20,EA,7C,AO,00,FO,OF,AO,02 
60120 DATA E:l,11,B5,20,B8,Bl,11,B5,lF,88,Bl,11,AA,20,CC,7C,BE,11,E8,20,BB,7C,EO 
60130 DATA OO,FO,OF,20,CC,7C,Bl,lF,BD,11,EB,ZO,BB,7C,C8,CA,DO,Fl,60,A9,00,8D,13 
60110 DATA E8,20,C9,7C,AE,11,EB,AO,00,A5,07,DO,07,20,EA,7C,20,DD,7C,60,86,lF,38 
60150 DATA A5,30,E5,lF,B5,30,A5,31,E9,00,85,31,3B,A5,30,E9,02,85,30,85,32,85,lF 
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60160 
60170 
60180 
60190 
60200 
60210 
60220 
60230 
60300 
60310 
60320 
60330 
603.1tO 
60350 
60360 
60370 
60380 
60390 
60400 
60.ltl0 
60420 
60430 
60440 
60450 
60460 
60470 
60480 
60490 
60500 
60510 
60520 
60530 
60600 
60610 
60620 
60630 
60640 
60650 
60660 
60670 
60680 
60690 
60700 
60710 
60720 
60730 
60710 
60750 
60760 
60770 
60780 
60790 
60800 
60810 
60820 
60830 
60900 
60910 
60920 
60930 
60910 
60950 
60900 

DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
·DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 

INTERFACING 
85,.ltO,A5,31,E9,00,85,31,B5,33,85,ZO,85,41,C5,ZF,90,OA,DO,OB,A5,30,C5 
2E,90,OZ,DO,03,4C,55,C3,EO,OO,FO,03,ZO,DD,7C,98,18,65,IF,85,lF,90,OZ 
E6,20,AO,OO,A9,ZC,91,lF,85,01,A9,3A,85,03,A9,98,85,OB,A5,77,A1,78,85 
18,84,19,A5,40,A1,11,85,77,81,78,ZO,67,D3,ZO,BD,D6,ZO,EZ,C8,A5,18,A1 
49,85,77,81,78,60,AD,1C,E8,Z9,DF,8D,1C,E8,09,EO,8D,.ltC,E8,60,ZO,BB,7C 
A5,97,C9,04,DO,03,1C,89,C3,AD,1D,E8,Z9,OZ,FO,FO,60,ZO,C9,7C,AD,11,E8 
91,lF,CB,CA,DO,F1,60,A5,11,85,lF,A5,15,85,ZO,60 
]I( 

31488, 60936: REM BASIC1 
A9,OO,B5,OO,1C,19,7B,A9,56,DO,OZ,A9,D6,85,00,20,F5,BE,20,ZB,Cl,85,16 
84,47,A9,OO,8D,1B,E8,AD,1C,E8,29,FE,8D,1C,E8,AD,1C,E8,09,EO,8D,1C,E8 
AD,11,E8,AD,1C,E8,09,EO,8D,1C,EB,7B,A5,OO,DO,19,BD,.lt3,E8,20,BB,7C,AO 
05,88,DO,FD,AD,1D,EB,29,02,FO,Fl,AD,11,EB,58,1C,8Z,7B,AD,1D,E8,29,OZ 
FO,OZ,DO,09,AD,1D,E8,29,OZ,FO,FO,DO,OO,AD,1C,E8,Z9,DF,8D,1C,E8,AE,11 
E8,09,EO,8D,1C,E8,A9,FF,BD,43,EB,5B,1C,BB,7B,ZO,CC,7C,AD,11,EB,.lt8,20 
C9,7C,AD,.ltl,E8,85,07,ZO,C9,7C,AD,11,EB,B5,08,20,C9,7C,AD,11,EB,B5,1Z 
ZO,C9,7C,AD,11,E8,85,13,A9,OO,B5,06,ZO,B7,Cl,B5,10,B1,17,6B,C9,56,DO 
30,FO,6C,A5,OO,8D,11,EB,ZO,C9,7C,A5,07,BD,11,E8,20,C9,7C,A5,OB,8D,11 
E8,ZO,C9,7C,A5,1Z,8D,11,E8,20,C9,7C,A5,43,8D,11,EB,ZO,BB,7C,A5,OO,C9 
50,DO,3E,A9,FF,BD,13,EB,A5,07,DO,09,AZ,05,ZO,EA,7C,AO,OO,FO,OF,AO,OZ 
Bl,14,85,20,88,Bl,41,85,lF,B8,Bl,11,AA,ZO,CC,7C,8E,11,E8,ZO,BB,7C,EO 
00,FO,OF,20,CC,7C,Bl,lF,BD,11,E8,20,BB,7C,C8,CA,DO,Fl,60,A9,OO,8D,13 
E8,ZO,C9,7C,AE,11,EB,AO,OO,A5,07,DO,07,20,EA,7C,ZO,DD,7C,60,86,lF,3B 
A5,30,E5,lF,85,30,A5,31,E9,OO,85,31,38,A5,30,E9,OZ,85,30,85,3Z,85,lF 
85,.ltO,A5,31,E9,OO,85,31,B5,33,B5,ZO,B5,11,C5,2F,90,OA,DO,OB,A5,30,C5 
ZE,90,02,DO,03,1C,CD,B3,EO,OO,FO,03,ZO,DD,7C,98,18,65,IF,85,lF,90,OZ 
E6,20,AO,OO,A9,2C,91,lF,85,O.lt,A9,3A,B5,03,A9,98,85,OB,A5,77,A.It,78,85 
.lt8,84,49,A5,40,A1,11,85,77,B.It,78,ZO,B6,C5,20,lB,C9,ZO,65,B9,A5,18,A.It 
49,85,77,81,78,00,AD,1C,E8,Z9,DF,BD,.ltC,E8,09,EO,8D,.ltC,E8,60,ZO,BB,7C 
A5,97,C9,01,DO,03,.ltC,FF,B3,AD,1D,EB,Z9,OZ,FO,FO,60,ZO,C9,7C,AD,11,EB 
91,lF,C8,CA,DO,F1,60,A5,11,85,lF,A5,45,85,ZO,60 
]I( 

6650, 53997: REM VIC 
A9,OO,85,OO,1C,19,lA,A9,56,DO,OZ,A9,Do,85,00,ZO,FD,CE,ZO,8B,DO,85,19 
84,1A,A9,OO,8D,lB,91,AD,lC,91,Z9,EF,8D,lC,91,AO,lC,91,09,EO,8D,lC,91 
AD,10,91,AD,lC,91,09,EO,8D,lC,91,78,A5,OO,DO,19,8D,lZ,91,ZO,BB,lB,AO 
05,88,DO,FD,AD,lD,91,29,10,FO,Fl,AD,10,91,58,1C,8Z,lA,AD,lD,91,Z9,10 
FO,02,DO,09,AD,lD,91,Z9,10,FO,FO,DO,OO,AD,lC,91,Z9,DF,8D,lC,91,AE,10 
91,09,EO,8D,lC,91,A9,FF,8D,12,91,5B,1C,BB,lA,ZO,CC,lB,AD,10,91,.lt8,ZO 
C9,lB,AD,10,91,B5,OD,ZO,C9,lB,AD,10,91,85,OE,ZO,C9,lB,AD,10,91,85,.lt5 
20,C9,lB,AD,10,91,85,16,A9,OO,85,OC,ZO,E7,DO,85,.lt9,8.1t,.ltA,68,C9,56,DO 
30,FO,6C,A5,OO,8D,10,91,ZO,C9,lB,A5,OD,8D,10,91,20,C9,lB,A5,OE,8D,10 
91,20,C9,lB,A5,15,8D,10,91,ZO,C9,lB,A5,46,BD,10,91,ZO,BB,lB,A5,OO,C9 
56,DO,3E,A9,FF,8D,12,91,A5,OD,DO,09,AZ,05,ZO,EA,lB,AO,OO,FO,OF,AO,OZ 
Bl,.lt7,B5,Z3,88,Bl,.lt7,85,ZZ,88,Bl,.lt7,AA,ZO,CC,lB,8E,10,91,ZO,BB,lB,EO 
00,FO,OF,ZO,CC,lB,Bl,Z2,BD,10,91,ZO,BB,lB,CB,CA,DO,Fl,60,A9,OO,8D,lZ 
91,ZO,C9,lB,AE,10,91,AO,OO,A5,OD,DO,07,ZO,EA,lB,ZO,DD,lB,60,86,ZZ,38 
A5,33,E5,Z2,85,33,A5,3.1t,E9,OO,85,3.1t,38,A5,33,E9,OZ,85,33,85,35,85,22 
85,13,A5,3.1t,E9,OO,85,31,85,36,85,Z3,85,.lt1,C5,32,90,OA,DO,OB,A5,33,C5 . 
31,90,OZ,DO,03,.ltC,35,C1,EO,OO,FO,03,ZO,DD,lB,98,18,65,Z2,85,ZZ,90,OZ 
E6,Z3,AO,OO,A9,ZC,91,2Z,85,08,A9,3A,85,07,A9,98,85,11,A5,7A,A1,7B,85 
4B,84,4C,A5,43,A1,41,85,7A,8.1t,7B,ZO,8D,D1,ZO,E2,D7,ZO,DA,C9,A5,.ltB,A1 
1C,85,7A,81,7B,60,AD,lC,91,Z9,DF,8D,lC,91,09,EO,8D,lC,91,60,ZO,BB,lB 
A5,C5,C9,18,DO,03,1C,71,C1,AD,lD,91,Z9,10,FO,FO,60,ZO,C9,lE:,AD,10,91 
91,Z2,C8,CA,DO,F1,60,A5,17,85,ZZ,A5,18,85,Z3,60 
)I( 

39936, 59152: REM CBM61 
A9,OO,85,BD,1C,19,9C,A9,56,DO,02,A9,D6,85,BD,ZO,FD,AE,ZO,8B,BO,85,19 
B4,1A,A9,00,8D,E8,07,AD,E8,07,Z9,OO,8D,EB,07,AD,OZ,DD,09,O.lt,8D,OZ,DD 
AD,OD,DD,AD,OO,DD,09,01,8D,00,DD,78,A5,BD,DO,19,8D,03,DD,ZO,BB,9D,AO 
05,BB,DO,FD,AD,OD,DD,Z9,lO,FO,Fl,AD,OD,DD,58,1C,8Z,9C,AD,OD,DD,Z9,10 
FO,OZ,DO,09,AD,OD,DD,29,10,FO,FO,DO,OO,AD,OO,DD,Z9,FB,8D,OO,DD,AE,OD 
DD,09,04,8D,OO,DD,A9,FF,8D,03,DD,58,1C,BB,9C,ZO,CC,9D,AD,Ol,DD,4B,ZO 
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1/ INTERFACING 
60970 
60980 
60990 
61000 
61010 
61020 
61030 
61040 
61050 
61060 
61070 
61080 
61090 
61100 
61110 
61120 
61130 

DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 

C9,9D,AD,01,DD,85,OD,20,C9,9D,AD,Ol,DD,85,OE,20,C9,9D,AD,Ol,DD,85,45 
ZO,C9,9D,AD,Ol,DD,85,46,A9,OO,85,OC,ZO,E7,BO,85,49,84,4A,68,C9, 56,DO 
30,FO,6C,A5,BD,8D,01,DD,20,C9,9D,A5,OD,8D,01,DD,ZO,C9,9D,A5,OE,8D,Ol 
DD,20,C9,9D,A5,45,8D,Ol,DD,20,C9,9D,A5,46,8D,01,DD,20,BB,9D,A5,BD,C9 
56,DO,3E,A9,FF,8D,03,DD,A5,OD,DO,09,A2,05,20,EA,9D,AO,00,FO,OF,AO,02 
Bl,47,85,23,88,Bl,47,85,22,88,Bl,47,AA,?0,CC,9D,8E,Ol,DD,20,BB,9D,EO 
OO,FO,OF,20,CC,9D,Bl,22,8D,01,DD,20,BB,9D,C8,CA,DO,Fl,60,A9,OO,8D,03 
DD,20,C9,9D,AE,01,DD,AO,OO,A5,OD,DO,07,20,EA,9D,20,DD,9D,60,86,22,38 
A5,33,E5,22,85,33,A5,34,E9,OO,85,34,38,A5,33,E9,02,85,33,85,35,85,22 
85,43,A5,34,E9,OO,85,34,85,36,85,23,85,44,C5,32,90,OA,DO,OB,A5,33,C5 
31,90,02,DO,03,4C,35,A4,EO,00,FO,03,20,DD,9D,98,18,65,22,85,22,90,02 
E6,Z3,AO,OO,A9,ZC,91,ZZ,85,08,A9,3A,85,07,A9,98,85,11,A5,7A,A4,7B,85 
4B,84,4C,A5,43,A4,44,85,7A,81,lB,ZO,8D,B4,ZO,E2,Bl,20,DA,A9,A5,48,A4 
4C,85,7A,84,lB,60,AD,OO,DD,Z9,FB,8D,OO,DD,09,04,8D,OO,DD,60,ZO,BB,9D 
A5,C5,C9,3F,DO,03,4C,74,A4,AD,OD,DD,29,10,FO,FO,60,ZO,C9,9D,AD,Ol,DD 
91,2Z,C8,CA,DO,F4,60,A5,47,85,22,A5,48,85,23,60 
)I( 

Next month - how interrupts work, which registers in the chip to 
use to control the interrupts, and how to form an 

'equal-partners' system using them. 

~CJ~::lLDns co:o~=:~ 64 
Arcade software for COMMODORE 64 
Action-packed 100% Machine Code 

BONKA£6.95 
'Scale the ladders to get your Space Hammer but watch out lor the 
homicIdal Meanies", the slightest tOllch and you'll be elecuocuted 
Once the Hammer IS in your hands you can start to rid the world of 
the meanles; chase them up and down the ladders. through the 
escape door, lure them into holes dug with your space hammer. 
When you Irap one, rush over and BONK him on the head But 
Hurryl If VOU loiter he wi ll climb out. fill In the hole. and then home 
in on you, flashing in anger! To add to your problems your oxygen IS 
running out and the meanles move fast the more you kill. A superb 
arcade·style game with Hall of fame Uses one IOYStick. 

Flight Simulator 
Pilot your own aircraft to a wide choice of 

airports in U.K. Magnificent graphics. 
Requ i res joystick. 

Cassette game £9.95p. 

CBM 64 Assembler 
Write, read and copy your 

own machine code programs. 
Cassette £6.95p. 

Just released-GOLF 
Play golf on this 18 hole par 72 course. 

Challenging game for all levels. 
Improve your handicap at home: 

Cassette £7.50p. 
Now also available on disk £2 extra 

Lifetime replacement guarantee 
Mail order only to: 

Anger Productions 14 The Oval, Broxbourne, EN10 GOQ. 

FlightD f9.95 Assembler D f6.95 GolfD f7.50 

NAME .. .. ... ....... ... ... .... ...... .......... ...... .. .. .. .... ....... .. ...... ..... .. ... .... ......... ......... . 

ADDRESS ... ... .... ...... .... ... .... ... ...... ...... .... .. .. ...... .. ... ... ......... ....... ...... ...... .... . 

Cutout coupon, tick which program(s) required 
and send to us with remittance 

CYBERMEN £6.95 
You. our hero. attempt to remove the platinum from the Cosmic 
space station inhabited bV the Cvbermen Programmed to destroy 
all Intruders. their duty is 10 protect the precious metal For safe 
keeping thiS has been distributed throughout the random maze of 
corridors of which the space statron consists Not only do the 
Cvbermen home In on Vou but Vou will be electrocuted If Vou touch 
the maze walls Your phaser wd l kill the Cybermen. but Ihe corridors 
are also patrolled by the indestructible overseer who possesses the 
uneanhlvpower of moving through walls 

VUIJURES £6.95 
"There 10 the sky I saw the screaming alien birds They had come to 
invade our planet People ran in Wild panic and desparatlen in some 
vain hope of escape But there was no escape. The aliens swooped 
out of the sky killing anyone In thelf path, I alone decided 10 slay 
and fight. but then the eggs hatched and the true horror began .. A 
fast· mOVing Galaxian type arcade game with Hall of Fame and 
bonus lives. Uses one joysllck 

All orders despatched by return first class post. 
Callers and Trade enquiries welcome. 

Dept (I ,2 Glensdale Street, Leeds, LS9 9JJ. 
Telephone (0532) 480987 

\<1'<>0 .. ",~· J. MORRISON (MICROS) Ltd. 
... ",0 Suppliers of quality machine code software since 1978 
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vous possedez un CBM 64 ? 
vous ne trouvez pas de logiciels? 
vous ne trouvez pas de litterature? 
vous cherchez un bon magazine? 
vous cherchez des interfaces? 
vous cherchez des jeux? 
vous desirez travailler en haute resolution? 
vous desirez imprimer vos graphiques? 
vous voulez travailler en PASCAL, LOGO ••• 
vous avez un probleme specifique? 

une solution simple 

EASY COMPUTING 

Nous distribuons en FRANCE, BELGIQUE et LUXEMBOURG 

SUPERSOFT 
VIZA SOFTWARE 
PRECISION SOFTWARE 
ROSCH 
DYNATECH 
STACK 
ABACUS SOFTWARE 
AUSTROCOMP 

MELBOURNE 
SUNSHINE 
HONEYFOLD 
DUCKWORTH 
COMMODORE COMPUTING MAGAZINE 
COMMODORE USERS MAGAZINE 
KOALA GRAPHIC TABLETS 

Notre assortiment comprend entre autres : 
Vizawrite, Clavier Azerty (avec caracteres accentues a l'ecran et sur 
papier !), Interface IEEE,logiciel pour dessiner les circuits 
imprimes, Superbase, Pascal, Logo, Screen Graphics, Light pen, 
Multiuser, Busicalc, Compilateur basic, Interface parallele, Fidelity 
Printer, Code Writer, Koala graphic tablets etc .... Une multitude de 
livres et magazines, Ie tout exclusivement destine aux ordinateurs 
COMMODORE et plus specialement au CBM '64. 

Nous fournissons la plupart de nos produits avec manuel au choix en 
fran~ais ou en neerlandais (accessoirement en anglais ). 

Ecrivez -n ous pour recevoir notre catalogue complet avec la liste de 
nos revendeurs. Nos produits sont disponibles aussi bien a Bruxelles, 
Paris, Lyon, Lille, Reims, Antwerpen, Kortrijk , Liege, Luxembourg ... 

EASY COMPUTING 
PO BOX 9 WOLUWE 4 

1150 Bruxelles 
Tel 02/660.63.90 

I 

~----------------~EASYCOMPUTING® 
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LETTERS 

500 problems When she returned them she found that 
the price had been reduced and that she 
could only obtain a refund at the reduced 
price. 

Dear Sir; 
With reference to the letter about the CBM 
500 in your November issue. 

Like your correspondent, Mr Moseley, I 
was the owner of a CBM 500 (serial 
number 0020)' but as I work in the 
computer industry, I have an advantage 
over Mr Moseley. From this inside 
knowledge I can add valuable information 
for your readers and any other CBM 500 
owners. 

I generally agree with Mr Moseley - it 
is a machine that works reasonably well. It 
is also cheap for what it can do. I am 
frankly surprised that Commodore have 
withdrawn it. My experiences are perhaps 
best documented in diary form as follows: 
November 1982; Ordered machine 
March 1983; CBM 500 shown at local 
dealer exhibitions. 
Mid March; Dealer notifies me machine is 
available. 
Purchase machine plus peripherals. 
Mid April ; Computer trade press 
announces withdrawal of 500. Purchasers 
offered refund or exchange. Contact 
Commodore for details. 
May; No response. I contact company 
again. J 

June; Still no response. I write to general 
manager. Reply confirms offer. 
July; Exchange of correspondence with 
general manager's secretary to obtain 
details. Continue to use machine and 
develop software. 
August; Reports in press that project to 
develop replacement for 500 is scrapped. 
Cease use of machine. Write requesting 
refund. Commodore agree and gives 
instructions about returning hardware. 
September; Hardware returned via dealer. 
October; Dealer expected to refund whole 
purchase price but Commodore only 
willing to refund dealer his purchase price. 

Dealer unwilling to cooperate. Write 
Commodore. No reply. Phone and telex. 
No joy. 
November; Seek legal advice. Write 
Commodore recorded delivery letter as 
last chance before legal action. See letter 
in Commodore Computing International. 

That's the story so far and I will let you 
know the outcome of the final letter. . 

I have developed the following soft
ware for the 500 using CBM Basic 4.0: 
CBM Basic conversion to text, text editor, 
text to CBM Basic conversion, Basic text 
utilities (eg Renumber), Basic Library 
management and program build soft
ware. I was evaluating design options for 
the 6502 Assembler when I eventually 
gave up. 

As no other suitable machine exists for 
replacement I am currently attempting to 
sell the diskettes and disk safe. The 
software is intact in CBM 8050 format. If 
Mr Moseley wants to keep his machine 
and wants the software free he can have it 
for the price of the diskettes (£20 for 10 
Datalife disks) As I no longer have the 500 
or disk drive I cannot copy the software for 
distribution. 

I hope this helps Mr Moseley and other 
readers. 

Nigel Clark, 
Chesham, 

Bucks. 

This is the only letter we have received 
complaining about problems with re
funds on the 500. We hope it is the only 
one. It does, however; illustrate problems 
that many people have when dealing with 
the computer industry in general. 

We have also heard from a lady who 
bought two cartridges as a Christmas 
present only to find that recipient had 
already acquired the same two cartridges. 

This may be legally correct, but seems 
blatantly unfair- as does the refusal of Mr 
Clark's dealer to refu nd the full price. 

The computer business must wake up 
to the fact that people are no longer so 
overawed by computers that the will 
accept below standard service or pro
ducts! 

If any other readers have problems 
with the 500, we would be delighted to 
forward their name and address to Mr 
Clark. 

We have rece ived a request from the 
United Arab Emirates for a flexible payroll 
package for use on a CBM 8096 with 8050 
disk drive and Centronics 151 printer (up 
to 132 characters per line). 

David Stokes of Alico points out that 
his company has three departments with 
up to ten rates of pay for each employee. 
Deductions from pay are minimal - no 
health or medical insurance, no pension 
schemes and no tax! But he requests that 
there should be provision to deduct loans 
repay~ents, telephoneltelex charges and 
fines Imposed for absence without valid 
reason! 

All payments are in cash so an 
automatic coin analysis is essential. 
Printed output should summarise the 
input, reflecting number of hours worked 
and rates of pay accordingly, deductions 
and nett pay. 

Mr Stokes can be contacted at Alico 
PO Box 6011 , Sharjah, United Arab 
Emirates. 

In our Vol 2 No 7 issue the telephone 
number for Understanding Ltd was 
wrong. The correct number is 01-4501144. 

Reader Service QUERIES, Commodore Computing International, 
167-169 Great Portland Street, London W1 . 

We welcome letters and queries for publication on this 
page. We would ask readers, however, not to send stamped 
address envelopes for replies. Much as we would like to 
answ~r all letters personally we regret are unable to do so. 
We Will do our best to answer all letters and queries on this 
page. 

Please make letters short and to the point. The editor 
reserves the rightto edit letters where necessary. 
The address to write to is: 

TELEPHONE ENQUIRIES 
We have set aside Thursday afternoons between 2.00pm 
and S.OOpm for answering telephone enquiries. If you have 
a query, we would rather answer it in the magazine but if 
you really are desperate for an answer please restrict calls 
to the times mentioned above. Our resident experts will 
not be available at other times. . 

THE TELEPHONE NUMBER TO CALL IS: 
01-6366531 (remember, Thursday afternnon, 2 tillS) 
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HIGH STAKES 
· ....................................................... . • • • • • • • .. 
• • • i PROGRAMS WANTED 

• • • • 
• • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

cc 
r 

At last yo u can make the most of your 
CBM 64 with Tunnel Software's new 
product. (ve rsion two). featuring 

I Ext re me ly versatil e sou nd commands. 
a llowing full music cont ro l. using the computers 
o nboa rd sy nthesize r chi p: 
MAST E R ( 10 differe nt para me ters). DEFVOC 
(9 different pa rameters) SOUN D (3.4 
parameters) SID (music cont ro l). 

2 Fast spri te com mands. ,wail able in H I-RES 
o rTEXTmodes: SPRITE. DEFMOB. 
MOBCOL. MO BPOS. MO BFI E LD. 

3 Fast ve rsatile graphiccomm ancls. MO DE. 
(3 tex l. 2 hires) CLG. CLS. MOVE. PLOT 
TRI N (tria ngle drawing) RECT. D RAW. 
BORDE R. PA PE R. COLOU R. PA INT. 
SETMID . INK. 

4 0 thercomm ands: DELET E. 
RENUMBE R. (i ncluding GOTO'S a nd 
GOSU BS) CO py (copy screen to prin te r) 
AUT O. OLD. DEFKEY (defin e any functio n 
keys) 01 R (printout directory wit hout crtlsing 
progra m) R EPORT (d isc status). 
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Original Programs 

Conversion to CBM 64 
(From our top selling 
spectrum and BBC 
programs) 

ROYALTY LUMP SUM 
(For Copyright) 

20'Yo upto£1500 

10% £500 

Our extensive marketing experience and nationwide advertising will 
ensure that your ingenuity is rewarded. 

Write to: C.C.S. 14 LANGTON WAY, LONDON SE3 7TL 

EXTENDED BASIC 
for the COMMODORE 64 

5 Program cont rol com mands. IF . .. T H EN 
... E LS E. LOOP. UNTI L. PROC. DEFPROC. 
E NDPROC. 

6 A n ex tre mely fast ASSEMBLE R using 
labels. etc. associated com mands: OPT CA LL. 
FR EE CODE. CL R DATA. FREEDATA. 

7 O ther fea tures include ve ry use ful control 
functions. egcopy ou tpu t to pri nter. on to page 
moue. Available also. d irec tl y from keyboard. 
JOYSTICKSCAN BE READ US ING GET 
co mma nd. 

Using dedicatcd memory configurations. 
the extended Basic with built in assembler 
uses 14K RAM and 8K Video RAM, but it 
still leaves approx 37K ( I K less than when 
switched on). ava ilable fo r the user. even in 
hi-res mode. 
(Commodore's version onl y leaves 24K in 
hi-res mode). Asstandard . a ll keywords are 
co rrectly tokenised to save program space 
and speed of excution. 

THE EXT ENDE D BASIC(WITH 
BUILT IN ASS EMBLE R) IS 
AVA ILABLE FROM T UNNEL 
SOFTWA RE FOR £14 .95. 

PLEASE MA KE ALL CHEQUES, 
POSTA L ORDERS. payable to 

TUNNEL SOFTWARE 
338 TUNNEL AVE 
GREENWICH 
LONDON SEIO OPF 
TEL: 01-8580837 

INTRODUCTORY 
PRICE: ONLY £14.95 



HINTS AND TIPS 

Basic aids for the 64 
In past issues of Commodore Computing International, we 
have published Basic aids for both the VIC-20 and the PET 
series. In the next few months we will be producing similar 
routines for the 64. When enough routines have been 
produced, we will put them all together to make up a Basic 

Aid for the 64. We start with a delete routine. 

10 1=49243: T=t1 
20 READA:IFA=-lTHEN50 
30 POKEIJA: 1=1+1 
40 T=T+A:(;OT020 
50 IFT·::::::·20549THH~F'FHHII:!!l::HECKSUt'1 ERFOR: 20549" ., T: ER=l 
60 I F I )49409THEt·WR I HT a :!!lTOO t'1At·N DATA I·/ALUE~:;" : EF.:= 1 
70 I F I (49409THEt·WR I t-n IIlt·KIT Et·~OU(;H DATA I/ALUES": ER= 1 
80 IFER=lTHENEHD 
90 PF.~ I t-n II :!!t!!ITO ·DELETE L I t·iE~:; EtHER ;;;\h:A9243., L 1-L2 'I : am 
100 DATA32J191J192J165J95J166J96 
110 DATA133J251J134J252J32J19J 166 
120 DATA165J95J166J96J144J10J160 
l~A DATAIJ 177J95J240J4J170J136 
140 DATA177J95J133J122J134J123J165 
150 DATA251J56J229,122,170J165,252 
160 DATA229,123, 168,176J30,138,24 
170DATA101,45,133,45,152,101,46 
180 DATA133,46,160,0,177,122J145 
190 DATA251 ,200,208,249,230, 123,230 
200 DATA252, 165,46,197,252,176,239 
210 DATA32,51,165J165,34,166J35 
220 DATA24, 105,2,133,45J144,1 
230 DATA232,134,46,32,89,166,76 
240 DATA116,164,32,253,174,32, 121 
250 DATA0,144,22J240,14J201,171 
260 DATA208,10,169,1,133,95,169 
270 DATA8,133J96J208,21,76,8 
280 DATA175,234,234,234,32J107J169 
290 DATA32, 19J166J32J121J0J240 
300 DATA12,201,171J208,235,32,115 
310 DATA0,32J107J169,208,227J165 
320 DATA20J5J21J208J6, 169,255 
330 DATA133,20 , 133,21,96,-! 
PEAD'T'. 

Last month we produced a routine to 
append one program on to the end of 
another. This month we take a look at the 
delete command, a very useful routine 
which will delete a block of lines specified 
in the call, in the same format as the list 
command. 

To call this routine, enter SYS49243, 
11-12. This will delete the lines within the 
range of 11 and 12. Other combinations of 
this call can be used to delete up to a 
certain line, from a line to the end or just 
one line. 

The routine is nearly relocatable with 
just two byte changes required. The 
second and third numbers on the first data 
line are the low and high bytes of a 
subroutine called within the routine. If you 
require the routine in a different area, just 
change these numbers relative to the 
present number. 
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HINTS AND TIPS 

[1 . C:(i5:E: 
1 C:t15E 
::, [(16(1 
J [:062 
4 0364 

C:~:16E: 

E: [06It 
9 

11 (:(;7:;: 

20BFCO 
A55F 
A660 
:::5F:E: 
i::6FC: 
2013A6 
A55F 
A66(1 
90(1A 
A001 
B15F 

12 [075 AA 
1 :;; C:~:1?6 ;:~::: 
i .~ . [:[1"?7 E: 15F 
1 :::: C'~]79 :::57A 

1 ~:~ C:(17F ,;:::: 
l? CCi:::1~1 ES'?fi 

24 C:ti:::::: Bfi 1 E 
25 CJ];::A ;:;H 

2::; C:~::i:=:E :::52 Ii 
29 C:~~19li 9::: 

C091 l.=~···)t: 
1_1 ._ I&:...!.-

:;::2 C095 AOOO 
:;::::;:: [097 B 1 7A 
:~:4 CJ]99 91 F'E: 
:~:5 C:[19E: C:::: 

:.:: (' C:~:19E 

CORO 
;;9 COA2 

E67E: 
E6FC 
A52E 
C:5FC: 
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LIlA 
LIt>:: 
~:;TA 
::;:>:: 

BCC 
LII'Tl 

LIiH 
BEG! 

$COBF 
$5F 
$60 
$FI: 
tFC 
$f~61 ::;:: 
:t5F 

#:$:01 

42 C:(1A::: 2(r3::::A5 
4::;:: COAB A522 
44 C:~]AII A62:~! 
45 C:(iAF 1 ::: 
46 C:~:;:E:(1 69(12 
47 C:[1E:2 !::52II 
4:=: COB4 9001 
49 COB6 E::: 
5~:1 C:~):B'( ::!62E 
51 C(1B9 2059A6 
52 C:~:iE:C: 4C:74A4 
5::;:: COBF 20FIIAE 

TAX " 54 C0C2 207900 
DEY ~~ COC5 9016 
LDA ($5F),Y 56 COC7 FOOE 

5T::·;: $7:B 
LliA :tF:E: 

LIlti $[=(: 
~:;~BC: :$:7:1:: 

CLC 
AIIC $;2D 
::;TA ~~:2D 
T! !~ 
: T I • 

LIJA ::: $?H) .I !Tl 

~:;TA < $F:E: > .' !Ti 

HN 
E:t'~E :$.:C:Ja97 
I t"1C 
I r '~C: 
j_IiH 
C:t'1F: 

.:1:"-::'1:' -+': ,J..: 

:tFC 
$;2E 
$FC 

57 C:0C:9 C:9AI~ 
:,::; cocr: r:aOi4 
::::,~ :::(1(: Ii !=19~~1 ~ 

':' fJ .=oc:: .: : :~~'::7 r· 
6 i COD i ,-;::::'U:::: 

63 COD5 D015 
64 COD7 4CI2!:::AF 
65 C:[iIIH EA 
66 CODE: EA 
67 C:~:iI)C: EA 
68 CODD 206BA9 
6::" COEO 2013A6 
70 C0E3 207900 

7~: CJJE::! C:9A:E: 
7 :~: C0Ef D0E:t: 
74 COEC 207300 
75 C0EF 206:E:A9 
'76 C:(iF'2 Ii(1E :~: 

77 CJ]F'4 A514 
7::; C:CiF t='; [1515 
79 C:[iF::; I!(i~:::i6 

'::::C'l C0FA 119FF 
~:; 1 C:~)F'C: ;::514 
;::2 C0FE ::::51:: 

LIt>:: 
C:LC: 
AIle: 
:::TA 
BCe 
I r·i:=< 
~:;T::':; 

J::;P 
Jt'lF 

.+·-:· ... 1 

.:::.~:::. 

:t2:~: 

#:l02 
$2D 

.+'-'1 .:j:".:::.c. 
$A659 
$A474 
tAEFD 

BCCtC(1[:n 

U'1F #$HI: 
E:t-1E :tc::n:c 
!"".DF :iUOl 
,::;ff $~;F' 

L.IH #$Ci::: 
~:;Tf' :$:6(1 
E:t'~E: '.tC:(1EC: 
.Tf'1F' $AFOe 
rKiF 
r"40F' 

.J~:;F: :1~A:~16E: 

. . J::;~~ :tA61 ::: 
.J ::;~: $0079 
BEe! $COFA 
U'1P #$AF.: 
E~ ~'~E $C. i~)It7 
·J::;t? :~(I(i7:~: 

F:;F.: Jfi96B 
t:t"jE :$:CO[l7 
LDrl .t14 
Or;::f~ ~t 1 ':'5 
El~E 

~:;TH 
:::TI1 

:t:C 10(1 
:IUFF 
$14 
$15 



HINTS AND TIPS 
Disable Run/STOP· 

Restore. 

In a past issue, we published in o\jr 
hints and tips section a poke that would 
disable the above. This, we found later; did 
not work 100%. Following is a routine for 
the 64 that has two calls. The first is to 
disable the above and the second is to 
re-enable. This is a completely safe 
routine that will do just what is expected 
and no more. 

Todisable: SYS49409. 
To re-enable: SYS49425. 

Cold Starts 

A very useful kemal routine to know is 
the cold start routine. This routine resets 
all vectors and news the program. The 
thing to note is that whereas when turning 
your machine off and on, all memory is 
cleared. With the cold start routine, any 
Basic program is newed but machine 
code routines will stay in memory. 

The equivalent routines for the Com
modore machines are as follows: 

64 64738 ($FCE2) 
VIC 64802 ($FD22) 
PET (4) 64790 ($FD16) 

10 1=49409 : T=~~1 
20 READA:IFA=-lTHEN50 
30 POKEI , A:I=I+l 
40 T=T +A :'00T020 
50 1FT (> :311 ::;THH1PP I tH I! ::--rHECK:::;Ur'l E~:F.:OF.: II : Er·m 
60 F'R I tH II ::-::r:s::; 49409 Ii I :::HBLE::; ::;TOP,...'PE::;TCn:;::E II 
7(1 PRltH":~rI!!I!!!~:;Ir':::; 49425 FE-Et·iABE::; ABU)E II 

:::0 Et·m 
100 DATA120,169, 14,141,40,3,169 
110 DATA193,141J41J3,88,96J165 
120 DATA145,96,120,169,237,141,40 
130 DATA3,169,246,141,41,3J88 
140 DATA96,-1 
FE:=mIT1

" 

'1 
~ ;::102 A90E 
-, 

4 

C: 1 ~:14 :::II2::i[1:3 
,_ 1 [1( ASIC: 1 
C 1 ~~i9 ;::D2903 

5 Cl~:1C: 
~, 1_ 10Il 60 
7' !_ll~iE A591 
;:: C: 11 (1 6~] 

:3 COl1i 7::: 
10 C112 A9ED 
11 C: 11 ~+ :::II2:::[i:~: 
12 [:11 '7 A9Ff; 
1:: e119 8D2903 
14 C 11 C 5:: 
1':, Cl1 Ii 60 

PET (2) 64721 ($FCD1) 

Another way to find the cold start on 
any 6502 computer is to dothefollowing: 

PRINT 
PEEK(65532)+ PEEK(65533)*25 

For example; on the BBC, the equiva
lent code would give the cold start as 
55757 (which is correct). 

SID Frequency calculation 

When sending a value to the SID chip 
for playing, the value can be anywhere 

#$0E 

#$C1 

C:L: 

lIlA ~t91 
F?T~:; 

~:;E I 

lDf1 #$F6 
<;:;TA $0329 
ell 
FT:::; 

between 0 and 65535. This number must 
be split into two parts (low and high bytes) 
before being sent. The most used splitting 
routine is as follows: 

F1 =INT(FOJ256): REM HI BYTE 
F2=FQ-F1*256: REM LO BYTE 

The calculation of F2 can also be got 
by: 

F2=FQAND255 
This works fine until FQ is greater than 

the largest integer possible (32767). If FQ 
becomes greater than 32767, the second 
calculation of F2 will give an illegal 
quantity error but the first calculation 
(which is slower) will still work. 
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DON'T BURN YOUR 
MONEY 

HIRE 
YOUR VIC-20 SOFTWARE 

CASSETIE HIRE ONLY £1.40 (inc P&P) 
perfortnight 

CARTRIDGE HIRE ONLY £2.50 (inc P&P) 
. perfortnight 

MEMBERSHIP FEE ONLY £10.00 FOR 2 YEARS 
Send Membership Fee on FULL money back approval or 

£1.00forcatalogue and further details, REFUNDABLE 
against membership fee upon joining. 

To: VIC-20 USERS SOFTWARE LIBRARY 
(Dept. C.C.) 

11 NEWARK ROAD, 
BREADSALL ESTATE 

DERBY DE2 4DJ. 

NEW ORIGINAL GAMES 
FORTHECOMMODORE64 

• NIG HTMARE PARK is in fact a campendium of 14 games. 
The task of the user is to gain as many points as possible travelling 
through a maze beset by obstacles at every turn. These infuriating 
obstacles are avercome by a combination of skill, sharp reflexes or by 
sheer good luck making Nightmare Park a suitable game for all ages. 

PRICE £7.99 
• DOTS & BOXES is an intelligent game where the user and the 
computer take turns in completing boxes by drawing a line between two 
dots. The aim of the game is to win the most boxes whilst skilfully 
minimising the number of boxes given away to the computer. 

PRICE £6.95 
• CHOPPER LAND Your chopper is chartered to transfer goods 
from your base and lond SAFELY. An exciting new go me full of surprises. 

£7.99 

10011283 
• HEXAPAWN For strategic and persistent play. The apponent 
(computer) has no initial strotegy but is progrommed to learn from the 
user's wins ta imprave its own strategy. £5.95 

. Order any af these games and send 2 vouchers 

to receive your free copy of Hexopawn. 

SEND CHEQUES/PO: A.R. SOFTWARE 
86, Avonbrae Crescent Hamilton Scotland 

Tel: 0698282036 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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COMMODORE 64 
new fast and powerfu I 

ASSEMBLER/DIS-ASSEMBLER 
Lets you program using 651016502 mnemonics, as easily as if 

it were Basic. Just enter the line number followed by the 
statement. 

LABELS allowed with all branch and jump instructions. 
VARIABLES Let you refer to data or memory locations by a 

name. 
COMMENTS are allowed anywhere. 
All funct ion keys defined to execute commands 

(LOAD, SAVE ASSEMBLE, DIS-ASSEMBLE, 
ERASE AND STOP). 

SIX POWERFUL ASSEMBLER DIRECTIVES 
(PSEUDO OPS) 

ASCII- used to enter ascii into memory 
BASE-destination of assembled code 
BIT - used to enter bit patterns into memory 
BYTE - puts bytes of data into memory 
END - defi nes end of sou rce code 
WORD-similarto byte, but it enters two bytes for each value given 

FIVE CONTROL COMMANDS 
LOAD-load your own assembler program from tape or disk 
SAVE- save your own assembler program to tape or disk 
DISPLAY -riisplays your assembler program 
STUI"-stop current operation 
ERASE- eri:lse your assembler proqram [not the assembler) 

DIS-ASSE:MBLER 
You enter start and finish address, and that section of 

memory will be dis-assembled in full 6510/6502 mnemonics. 
Use dis-assembler to examine any of the 450 routines that 

make up the Basic Interpreter and Operating system. 
BOOKS 

A manual containing details, descriptions and addresses of 
all the Basic Interpreters and Operating systems 450 routine~ 

(on 16K ROM) is avail able for £4.99. 

SAE for details ASSEMBLERIDIS- I 
MICRO POWER ASSEMBLER tape, 

BCM 8713 LONDON plus manual £9.99 i 

WC1 N 3XX overseas £15.99 

VIC PRINTER 
VIC-20 CBM-64 

FOR ONLY £68.95 
Probably the world's cheapest VIC/64 Pri nter! Put a 

Sinclair ZX Printer (order Printer and Power supply from 
Sinclair or many High Street stores-R.R.P. £48) on your 

VIC/64 using the 

SOFTEX PRINTERFACE 
Costing only ... £19.95+£1 P&P. 
Complete system ... £68.95+£2.95 P&P. 
• Very high resolution graphics (higher than VIC/64). 
• Full VIC/64 character set+user-defined graphic characters. 
• 43 Colomn Printer with superb formatting facilities. 
• Operating commands same as Commodore VIC/64 printer. 
• Simple to use! No extras required. 

Send orders/enquiries (dealer enquiries welcome) to : 

SOFTEX COMPUTERS 
Dept C2. 37 Wheaton Road, 

Bournemouth BH7 6LH. 
Tel: 0202422028 



INSIDE BASIC 

More about Charget 
Last month we took a look at the charget routine for the 

Commodore models. In this month's section we will take a 
look at how the charget routine can be used to modify 

some of the Basic routines. 

Because the 64 is the only machine that 
really facilitates the modification . of 
routines without the need for some sort of 
wedge into charget, the routines that 
followareforthis machine. 

The method used is to copy the Basic 
ROM into the RAM behind and alter the 
vectors to the com mands to go to routi nes 
that are in the $COOO area of RAM. 

In this way, we have made a few 
changes to the 64's Basic. RESTORE has 
had an optional line number added, 
PRINT and INPUT now allow the '@' 
symbol followed by a y and x position to 
allow PRINT at and INPUT at. LOAD, 
SAVE, and VERIFY have been modified so 
that disk users do not have to type ,8 at the 
end ofthe command i.e. the default device 
number has been set to 8. The last 
modification is to add a 'I' character if 
needed to the poke command so that a 
two byte poke has been enabled. All of 
these modifications will now be explained 
in more detail. 

$COOO-$C02A Copies the Basic ROM 
into the RAM behind it, switches out the 
Basic ROM and copies the new command 
vectors into the locations in the Basic area. 

$C02D-$C072 This is the new keyword 
vectors area. The routines that have been 
changed have had their corresponding 
vectors altered to point to the new 
routines following. The vectors are stored 

Copy and change 

CALL (E! ::: 14E: 

in low-high order and point to the byte 
before the actual routine. 

$C073-$C079 The start of the new 
SAVE routine. 

$C07C-$C089 The start of the new 
VERIFY routine. 

$C07D Entry point for the new LOAD 
routine. 

$C08C-$C098 Routine to set the default 
device numberto 8. 

$C099-$COB4 Extension .of the first 
routine. This routine displays a message 
and is also used as a command to give the 
amount of free RAM for programming. 
The command MEM has been given to 
replace the useless command of LET. 

$COB7-$COF4 Message. 
$COF5-$C10E End of the power up 

message. This changes the screen colour, 
and changes the command LETto MEM. 

None of the above routines actually 
use the charget routine butthe rest do. 

$C111-$C180 This is the new. restore 
command. It is in fact the restore to line 
number routine published a couple of 
months back but now it is used in 
conjunction with the original restore. An 
optional line number can be added to the 
restore command and is checked for at 
location $C114. The JSR $0079 checks the 
character in the input buffer. If the carry is 
clear (BCC) then there is a number 
following and the number is read in and · 

6 CO~3[ 
-. 

C(i~:::1E , .. 
::! CO(1F 
9 COl 1 

ADDR IRQ SR AC XR YR SP 
... 814B EA31 4It 00 3A 9D FA 

10 
1 1 

[(11 :::: 
C015 

1 '",,:. C017 .L'::" 

0 COOO A9AO LItA #$AO 1·:' ._' C019 
14 C(llE: 1 · C002 :35FC: ::;TA $FC .L 

15 O)lD -, (:004 A900 LIlA #$0(1 .. 

16 C01F 
. -, C006 !::5FE: ::;TA $FB .;, 

4 030::;: AOO(1 LD'T' #$00 17 C021 
1 CI C024 '-' 

;:::- COOA B1FB LDA <$FB> .' ' , ._' T 

restore is operated. Otherwise the opera
tion goes back to the normal restore 
command. 

Use as: RESTORE????? where ????? is 
a line number. RESTORE on it's own will 
work to restore to the beginning of 
memory. 

$C183-$C190 The new PRINT com
mand. The next character after the print 
token is checked to see if it is a '@' 
character and if so, the cursor is 
positioned and it continues with the 
normal print command. Print will still 
work as normal. 

Use as: PRINT(U 12,18,"hello" which 
will print "hello" in the middle of the 
screen. $C193-$C1 CD Positions the cursor 
for print and input. 

$C1CE-$C1DB Is the new INPUT 
routine. It works the same as the PRINT@ 
command eg o INPUT@ 12 ,18,
"command :";A$ 

$C1 DE·$C20D The last of the routines 
available here is a two byte POKE 
command which, like the print and input, 
check the next character after the token. If 
this character is a 'I' character then the 
new routine is used otherwise the original 
POKE command is used as normal. 

Use as: POKE ! 55,32768 will set the top 
of basic to 32768. The equivalent use 
(which can still be done) is 

POKE55,0;POKE56, 12~. tS6-tt 1.2(1 = J<l ~d7 

91FB STA ($FB) .. Y 
C'I:: _,,_I I~·N 
ItOF9 Bt·~E $C{1(1A 
E6FC IrK: $FC 
A5FC LItA $FC 
C9[0 cr'lF #$CO 
ItOEF Br·~E $C(1(1::: 
A501 LItA $01 
29FE AND #$FE 
:::S~::11 ::;TA $01 
A246 LD;:':: #$46 
E:D2CCO LDA $C02C ., ::.:: 
9D0BAO ::;TA $AOOE: .. >:: 
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INSIDE BASIC 

19 C027 CA DEX 
20 C028 D0F7 BNE $C021 
21 C02A 4C99CO JMP $C099 

• '7-' New Basic routine vectors 

. ' C02D 30 A8 41 A7 1D AD F7 A8 
C0)5 A4 AB CD Cl 80 BO 05 AC 
C03D 98 C0 9F A8 70 A8 27 A9 

.' C045 10 Cl 82 A8 Dl A8 3A A9 
C04D 2E A8 4A A9 2C B8 7E C0 
C055 72 C0 7B CO B2 B3 DD Cl 
C05D 7F AA 82 Cl 56 A8 ·9B A6 

.' C065 5D A6 85 AA 29 El ED El 
CD6D C6 El 7A AB 41 A6 20 8C 

• '? 

• '7-
1 

SAVE 
o 
1 

0373 20:::CCO 
C076 20D:::1E 1 
C079 4C59El 

VERIFY/LOAD 

o C07C 
1 C07E 

C(1::: 1 

A901 
2CA9(10 

3 C(1:::3 2(1:::CC0 
4 0::1:::6 2(1E ~:::1E 1 
5 CO:::9 4C6££j 

· ? Get parameters for above 

.-:. 

and set default 
(1 03:::C A9(10 
1 CO:::E 20BDFF 
2 C091 A208 
3 C(193 A000 
4 C(195 20BAFF 

C09::: 60 t:' 
._1 

.: New command MEM 

o C~399 
1 C~39B 

C~:::19D 
.-, 
.::: 

A9E:7 
A[iC(1 
201EAB 

3 03A0 A537 
4 C:€1A2 :3::~ 
5 COA:;: 
6 O:::1A5 

COA6 ..., 
!" 

::: C:0A:::! 
9 C0AA 

10 COAD 
11 O:::1AF 
12 COB 1 
13 COB4 

E52D 
AA 

E52E 
20CDBD 
A960 
A(iE4 
2[11EAB 
4CF5CO 
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.J ~:; F.: $ C: (1 !:! C: 

.J::;F.: $E 1 E(1 
Jt'1F $E159 

LDA 

LIlA 
J::;F.: 
LD>:: 
LDlil 
J~:;r;:: 

FT:; 

LDA 
LDITI 
J::;P 
LDA 
:::EC 
::;:E:C: 
TA>:: 
LDA 

J::;P 
LItA 
LItITI 
JS~: 
Jt'1F' 

#$01 
$00A9 
$~:::1A 
$C(1:::C 
$E1E0 
$E16F 

#:.$;00 
$FFBD 
#$0::: 
#$00 
$FFBA 

#$E:7 
#$C~) 

$AB1E 
$ '-1""":' 

-. .:, .. 

$2D 

$::::=: 
$2E 
:tE:DCII 
#$60 
#$E4 
$AB1E 
$COF5 

Message 

C0B7 93 11 20 20 20 05 2A 2A 
· - C0BF 2A 2A 20 52 2E 20 46 52 

C0C7 41 4E 4B 4C 49 4E 20 20 
COCF 42 41 53 49 43 20 56 32 
C0D7 2E 31 20 2A 2A 2A 2A 20 

• CODF 20 20 20 20 11 36 34 4B 
COE7 20 52 41 4D 20 53 59 53 
C0EF 54 45 4D 20 20 00 A9 02 

• '~I 

.- . 

Change colours 

(1 C0F5 
COF7 
O::1FA 
COFC 

1 
.... ) 
.:.. 

4 C(1FF 
5 C101 
6 CH34 
7' C106 
;:: C109 
9 C:1~) :B 

10 Cl(iE 

A902 
:::D21D0 
A904 

A94D 
BDBEA0 
A945 
:::DBFA0 
A9CD 
:::DC(1A0 
4C74A4 

.: RESTORE 

o 
; 
.1 
.-, 
~ 

Cl11 
C114 
C116 

:3 ( :119 
4 Cl1E 
5 Cl1E 
6 C121 

2(17900 
900:;: 
4C1DA8 
D~Xn 
4C1DA::: 
20:::AAD 
2~:1F7E:7 

... C124 11514 
::! (:126 
9 C12:;:; 

10 C12A 
11 C12C 
12 C12E 
13 C130 
14 C132 
15 (:1:34 
16 C136 
17 C1:;:::: 
1::: C13A 
19 C13C 
2171 C 1 :;: E 
21 C14~:::i 

C142 
C144 

22 
.-.. -, 
.::. .;'1 

24 C146 
C14::: 

::: 5 :~:F 

A515 
:::540 
A900 
Cle:: c-, 
1_ 10_' ,_1 I" 

A90::: 

:B157 
C53F 
D.ti11 
A~304 
:E:157 
C540 
D009 

:::541 
A55::! 

26 
27 

C14A :::542 
C14C 6(1 

LDA #$(12 
~:;;rA$D(121 

LDA #:.n34 
~:;TA $D(120 
LDA #$4D 
::;TA $AOBE 
LIlA #$45 
::;TA $A0BF 
LIlA #$CD 
~:; TA $A0C0 
Jt,1F' $A4?4 

Y:;F $0079 
Br:r: $C119 
.. mp :$:A::: 1 D 
:E:t'~E :tC 11 E 
Ji'1P $A::: 1 D 
J::;F.: $AD:::A 
.J~:; F.: $:E:7F7 
LDA · $14 
~:; TA $:;:F 
LIlA $15 
':;TA $40 
LIlA #$0(1 
~:;TA $57 
LDA #$0::; 
~:;TA $5::: 
LIIITI #$(n 
LIlA ($57).' ITI 
Ct'1P $3F 
E:t-~E $C14D 
LDITI #$04 
LItA ($57).' ITI 
Ct'1P $4~:::1 
BNE $CI4It 
LDA $57 
::;TA $4·1 
LDA $5::: 
::;TA $42 
PTS 



2::: C 14 D A004 
29 C14F B157 
:;:[1 C 151 C540 
31 C15:3 9[10D 
32 C 155 D~~127 
33 C157 AOO:;: 
34 C159 B157 
:;!5 C: 15:E: C:5 :~:F 
:;:6 C15D 9(103 
37 C15F 4C7ECl 
3::: C162 A002 
39 C164 H157 
4[1 C 166 :::55~1 
41 C 16::: A~3~::J 1 
42 · C:16A E:157 
4:;: C: 16(: :::559 
44 C:16E :~:::; 

45 C16F A559 
46 C171 E901 
47 . C: 1 7:;: :::557 
4::: C 1 75 A55A 
49 CL77 E90~~1 
5(1 C: 1 79 :::55:::: 
51 C17H 4C34Cl 
52 C:17E A211 
5:;: Cl:::0 4C:;:7A4 

.",:: 

.: PRINT@ 

(1 C 1 ::::;: 2~37900 
1 C1::::6 C940 
2 C: 1 ::!::! F[1(1:;: 

:;: C 1 :::A 4CAOAA 
4 C 1 ::::D 209:;:C 1 
5 C190 4CA~3AA 

Position cursor for @ 
6 C193 207:;:[10 
7 C196 209EB7 
::: C: 199 :::657 
9 C19E: 20F1B7 

1 (1, C: 19E :::65::: 
11 C lAO E~32::: 
12 C1A2 B006 
1:;: C1A4 A557 
14 C1A6 C91A 
15 C 1 A:::: 9(10:;: 
16 C 1 AA 4C4:::1:2 
1 7 C 1 AD 2~366E5 
1:::: C1HO A557 

INSIDE BASIC 

E:CC 
Bt·iE 
LD'T' 
LDA 
Ct'lP 
Bee 
.J r'lF' 
LD'T' 
LDA 
':;TA 
LD'T' 
LIlA 
~=;TA 
::;EC 
LDA 

:::;TA 
LItA 

::;TA 
Jr'w 

J::;P 
ct'1F' 
BEG! 
Jt'lP 
.J~:;F.: 

. .H1P 

J3f;.: 
J~:;P 

eFt::':; 
:BC: ~:; 

LItA 
cr'1F' 
BCC 
. .H1P 
J ~::;F.: 
LDA 

$4[1 
$C162 
$C17E 
#$03 

$3F 
$C162 
$Cf7E 
#$02 

$5A 
#$[11 '-:1 

19 C1B2 
2[1 C1B4 

C1B6 21 
22 C1B9 
2:3 C:1E::B 
24 C1BD 
25 C1BF 
26 C1Cl 
27 C:1C::;: 
'2!:: C: 1 C:6 

F009 
A911 
2016E7 
C657 
D~~1F7 

FO(19 
A91D 
2(116E7 
C:65::: 

29 C1C::: D~)F7 
30 C1CA 2(1FDAE 
:::: 1 CleD 6~) 

.: Input@ 
( $ 57) ,I 'T! " 

$59 
#$01 
$57 
$5A 

$[134 
#$11 
$A437 

$0079 
#$40 
$Cl :::D 
$AAAO 
$C193. 
:tAAAO 

$[1[173 
$1:79E 
$57 
$B7Fl 

$C1AA 
:$57 
#$lA 
$C1AD 

$E566 
$57 

. (1 C1CE 
1 C1Dl 
2 C1D:;: 
:3 C:1I15 
4 ClIl::: 
5 elDB 

207900 
[940 
F(10:;: 
4CE:FAE: 
209::::Cl 
4CBFAB 

.-) 

.: POKE! 

. 

[1 ClDE 
t C1El (:921 
2 C:1E:::: 
:;: C 1 E5 4C24B:::: 
4 C1E::: 
5 C1EE: 
to C1EE 
7 C:1F 1 
::: C1F:;: 
9 C1F5 

10 C1F7 

207:;:~jO 

20:::AAD 

A514 
,:,J::"t:" '""':I ,_,._i._l ( 

A515 

11 C 1 F9 2~)FDAE 
12 C1FC 20:::AAD 
13 C 1 FF 2[1F7B7 
14 C202 A~X10 
15 C204 A514 
16 C2(16 9157 
1 7 C:2~:1::: C:::! 
1 ::: C209 A515 
19 C:2~:1:E: 9157 

PEAD'T' • 

BEG! $C1BD 
LIlA #$11 
J~:;P $E716 
DEC $57 
E:t·iE $C 1 B4 
LDA $5::: 
BEG' $C1CA 
LDA #;t1D 
J~:;F.: $E716 
DEC $5::: 
Bt·iE $C1Cl 
J~:;P $AEFD 
Fn~:; 

J~:;P $(1[179 
Ct'lP #$40 
BEG! $1:'1 II::: 
Jt'lF' $AREW 
J~:;F.: $C 193 
JNF' $AE:BF 

J~:;P $0079 
cr'w #$21 
BEC! $C 1 E::: 
Jt'1P $B:::24 
J~:;P $0073 
J~:;P $AD:::A 
.E;P $B7F7 
LDA $14 
::;TA $57 
LDA $15 
::;TA $5::: 
J~:;P $AEFD 
J~:;F.: . $AD:::A 
J::;P $B7F7 
LII'T' #$(H3 
LDA $14 
~:;TA ($57) . 
Ir'N 
LIlA $15 
:::;TA ($57) 
Fa::; 
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. ;;:?-J e: 

~ This month the emphasis in Basic Programming is on 
graphics. There's a routine for the 64 and anther for the 
VIC. You can take a break in between with a new game 

called Eatman. 

.i. F;~? I i'··j 'r i j =lI~D~lh~~f1!:;~~'r I ~3'r ~~:i 

.:~. F' F: I I·rr IJ 'f H I :::; FRUCFI:i!"i rH_.Lm,j :;:; i'r"()U TCJ C:kF.:HTE i! 

:::: F'F: I i··iT I i H I FE::;:; F I c:n..iF.E'3 .. Hi··m I ti . ..li 'IF' ··d ·iEJ i TU Ii I :::;;c: ii 
4 FF: I ,·rr;; UF' FF:: I \··.in::F:: i! 
I::, FF:: T i···iT I, H 1 .... ·F: E':~; 1"10 ])[ C Ut'~ TF: UL::::; : .. ·-i...i::::;F C:i...i F:::;OF i<E'-r'::::;;' 
,.. F'F: I i " ~T I I ~~I[~ll:~~+,/ ---t::: [ '-r1:3 ., CUk :::; OF: U!··.i ... .'CJFi:: ' I 

:::: F'P I i"~T " ~il\iii[i!!:[t'~l ~::: E '-r' Ci I .... 'E':::; ::::::$:,"':1. + Ci...iF:::::;Ui? '::,j=:'E::::::U '1 

20 READX·POKE W+ N .. X:NEXTN 
2 1 W=150*256 :FORN= 0T0172 
22 RE AD X: FOKEW+N .. X:NEXTN 
23 W= 207t256 :FORN=0T065 :READX:POKEW+N .. X: NEXTN 
24 REM//BLOCK LOAD/SAVEll 
2::5 FF: I l·-rr ii ~Fi:':'F::::, :::; H C:HH F: H CT E j~~: i<E:'-:' TC) C:(J!'--iT I ! ···il...iF~l~;; 
26 ()E'rz~r.: I F:;:~ ~t:"" Ii C,OT026 

ARTIST 
This program, written by David Le 
Quesne, allows you to plot a display using 
the cursor keys on the 64 and then dump 
the display to the printer (a seikosha 
printer is the required printer). The 
displays can be, if required/stored on disk 
as well. Instructions for the us~ of the 
program are included in it and some 
examples ofthe displays possible are also 
given. 

:~:O FC) t::: E:532?:? .. ;:::: :i. : F' Oi<E::::;:~; ;:2C~:;.' PEEt:::.:: ':: ; :3;?::::; ~:;::' i::li··iD22:3 : F' F: I I···IT '1:'J)i:[1qi' 
:~ : i F' i~:: T r-rr " !"1 LT·j i. ..i i1 

::::2 F' F: I i··F II )fLlqV 1 ::. C F: [!~TE F' I CTi...! F: t=~ Ii 
:3:3 F:F~ I 1-,.1 or il :t:!~en < ;~:~) ~:;I:i \/E FI I C.Of!.J l?E: II 
:34 F'F: I i· ·~·r Ii :e!~L~~< :~::::. FEtiD F I !:::'r UFE I i 

J'::; F'!? I i"~T ii }'li!i~':: 4 ::' FF: I !··l·r F' I C: ·Ti .. .iPE il 
::::b F'F' J '···iT" :L~:D~:I< ':::;::' i'i I E:: ~, .j F' I CTUF:[ Ii 

::::? F'F: I iTT il :~U!1:I< 1::;;::0 D ··m ;; 

79 SYS ( 128*256+24 ) 

::~:l:~; c: ,-,oj:::: 1 
)() H:;: 1 CU : B::::::L UO 
:L OU C:H::: I i···iT .:: E .. ·.' ::::::. 
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.: 

:l :lO PO:",:: I tTr .:: fI .. ..':::::::. 
12Ci U'~ ":::f\ m·m ? 
130 BY=BASE+RO*320+8*CH~LN 
141;3 :B I :::?_. (: Bi:::II···iD?:;' 
:l ':::iO F'OkEB'r'., F'EEt:::.:: BiT'::' OR':: 2 ·rB I ::. 
:1. 5~5 I F:·C:C:"=OTHEi···!F'OkE:BiT'., .:: 0::' \::1[-4:0':: ;;~ lB I ::. 
160 UETH$ 
1'('0 fi:::H+Ci'H:':: fH::: II '-'r ::. _. Cl1 * .:: FI::i::::::":W ::. 
1. ::::0 B=B+Ct'H ':: fi~l'-::: Ii mu" ::. ·-··C:!·'H':: fi::j;:"::!1 ~iK" ::. 
134 I nu::::" :~i" COTU?? 
J. ::::5 I Ffi,t:::: I! + II TH r:}·ICC)::::~5 

:l ::;:t:; I F'H+:::: Ii _ ... !I THEJ·iCO":O 
:l f:? I FfH::::;; f ii UUTO:::aj 
:l :3::: I FHJ:::: ii "i'" THEt··!Ci·"!::::-,,?:+: ((:i' j:::::L ) +- 1. 
i :;::9 1 F"Fi;f.:::: 'I ~::il l THEt··!130TU3~~! 

400 POKE53272!29:POKE53265!PEEK(53265)OR32:0PEN4 ! 4 
405 Pl=33491:W=65t256 
4::' U F'e I rTr Ii ::T I 

: POkE 1 t:;6 .' fi : PCWE:i. 6';:", :32 : ;::(Jr:T:2 .:1·9! D 
4 ;;:: (i FO Ci F~ i··.j ~::: 1 or (J ;~w:~) 
1:+ :~ :~ i:::1 :~:; 1/ ~::; ( FI :I. ) 
44U Fj::j,:::: I, ;; : FC)PI"J:::: :l'TU ;;:::~:::iU 

450 A$=A$+CHR$'::PEEK'::W+M):NEXTM 
460 PRINT#4!CHP$(S)A$; 
,::jo61 
4·(:'2 

,:t'?U 
>·j·:::::O 
1500 
~=~ :i. ~~I 
~:,;;~:ij 

::;::~:I;~1 

~=j:3::~; 
:::; :;:i·i;~j 

!:U::::: II Ii : FOi?i"1 :::~:;:~5:i T(J3 :l ~:'I 

A$=A$+ChP$(PEEK(W+M»:NEXTM 
PRINT#4 !CHR$(S::'A$:NEXTN 
PRINT#4!CHR$(15):CLOSE4 

F'k I i···jT Ii ~'::i~iliIiEH\.'t::: F' I C:TUFE " 
T j···iF':".!T" F T L.E i···!f!:·'iE:" r. II .; H+ : L.::::L..[:···i 
W=207t256:POKEW+239.L:FORN= 
POKEW+239+N,ASC(MID+(A$.N,1 
F'R I 1··iT" ::::;fj\,1 I i···I(;i PI C::-rl...iF:E" 

UOTO::::O 
F'F: T i··IT!' ::'J~!Y~! ~1...C)I:::I:U 

:5~:::i!a 
l::: ; I;::!I~J 

1:;1U I i ··~F'!...iT!J F' I L.E i···IHl'1E,,,!! .: F\:r : 1...:::: L.. E:I···i (Hi: > : I FL..:> 1 C;THLI···IPF: I l·· ~ ·r II T(:)U 

(:.::::~) 

lS;;~·() 

:~j ::~i ~~i 

POKE53272.29 :POKE53265,PEEK'::53265)OR32 
W=207t256:POKEW+239.L:FORN=lTOL 
POKEW+239+N,RSC(M ID$(f!$,N!1::'::' :NEXTN \ 

1828 DATA169.4!133!254.160!0!132,253,169,18!145,253 
1038 DATA200!192!232!24019,192!0!208!245.2301254 
1040 DATA76!34!128!166!254,224! 7,208!234!96 
1188 DflTH160.0!177!253,24.10!144,12!?2,177! 1 
1110 DATA166!248,24,29 !166!150,145!251;104 
1120 DATA200!192 ! 8!208!235!96 
1140 DATf!162,0!134,247,32 ! 0 
11~0 DATA150!166!247!232!224!40!208,1 ;96 !165 

....• 1,; :; ... 

. ' 1:;:.· . ..11 

: U()'rC)61 0 
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Mon-Fri 
9-am S-30pm 

Keep y:ourmicro motoring 
with a printer buffer 

When you've invested some serious money in a 
micro system, why keep your system waiting while 
you print out your hard copy? 

If you think about it, you must spend 1-2 hours 
every working day just waiting around - unless 
you invest in a printer buffer from Interface 
Systems. 

Whatever micro you're using, our compact 
buffers simply plug into your system. So you can 
dump pages of text straight into the buffer, leaving 
your system free to carry on working for you -
within seconds. 

Every Interface System printer buffer comes 
with a full 90 day warranty. Yet they're still better 

value, bit for bit, than any other comparable buffer 
on the market. 

We've made it simpler to get your hands on our 
buffer too - and our dealer network is still growing. 
Simply contact any of our dealers listed, or phone 
us direct for your nearest supplier, and start saving 
system time (and money) today. 

=: Interface J 
[ Systelfts =E 

Interface House, 17 Eversley Road, Bexhill-on-Sea, 
Sussex TN40 1HA. Tel: 0424225683 

Suitable for: Commodore' IBM . Digital Equipment Corp· Apple· Epson . Ricoh 
Diablo' Anadex . ACT Sirius' TeleVideo . Torch· Superbrain . N.E.c. . Sharp 

Corona' Morrow Designs· Osborne' Sage' Olivetti' Triumph-Adler· Tandy and many more. 



BASIC PROGRAMMING 
• 1170 DATA165,253,24,10S,8, 144,2,230,254, 133 

IlS0 DATA253,76,26,150,169,128,160,~,145,251 
1190 DATA200,240,11, 192,64i208,247, 166,252,224 
1200 DATA66,20S,241,96,230,252,208,236,96,169 
1210 DATA65, 133,252, 162,0,134,251, 134,248,32,66, 150 
1220 DATA162,0, 134,251,169,65, 133,252,165, 166 
1225 DATA133,253, 165, 167,133,254,32,26 
1230 DATA150,166,249,232,224,S,208,15,162,0,230 
1240 DATA167,165,166,24,105,56,144,2,230,167 
1250 DATAI33, 166,134,249,230, 166,208,2,230,167 
1270 DATA166,248,232,224,7,240,5, 134,248,76, 104, 150,96 
1310 DATA1,2,4,8,16,32,64 
1400 REM**BLOCKSAVE** 
1410 DATA169,2,162,8,160,2,32,186,255 
1420 DATA173,239,207,162,240, 160,207,32, 189,255 
1430 DATA169,32,133,252,169,0,133,251,162,255,160,63 
1440 DATA169,251,32,216,255,96 
1450 REM**BLOCKLOAD** 
1460 DATA169,2,162,8,160,2,32,186,255 
1470 DATAI73,239,207,162,240,160,207,32,189,255 
1480 DATA169,0,162,255,160,255,32,213,255,96 

F.:EAD~'. 

. [1 POKE36:::79.,:::: t·u:= II t·mBODITIII 

1 F'CI~<E:~:6:::7::!., 15 
. :::: A=:::~:10(1 

5 T=40(1 
t, F'P I t-H II :J:(!!I~l HI OH :=;CO~~E II HS 
7 F' F: It-H II )!!J.!!II!!Il!!l B ITI " .; t·l $ 
8 FORL=1T03000:NEXT 
20 F'R I t-H II :J:::(!!l E -A-T -t'1-H-N II 
30 F'R I tH II :~Il!!l I t·6TRUCT I Ot·~::; II 
4(1 PF.~ I t-H II :~EAT THE CLUB::; BEFORE THE T I t'1E 
5~:1 F'R I tH II :~I!!l CotHROL::; II 
6(1 F'R I tH II :I!!l A-UP II 
70 PRItHIl Z-Dm,H'l ll 

:::~3 PR I tH II t'1-R I OHT 11 

:.'t.1 PF.~ HH II t'l-LEFT II 
110 F'P I tH II :I!!I!!PPESS A t·lITI f:::EITI TO ::;TAPT II 
112 CiETE:$: IFE:$=IIIITHEN 112 
120 F'PHHII:]II 
130 FOPP=7680T07701 
140 POKEP,90:POKEP+4:::4,90 
150 t'~E::<T 
160 FORH=7680T08164STEF'22 
170 F'OKEH,90:F'OKEH+21,90 
1 :::~3 t··IE>::T 
199 J=(1 
20~~1 POKER, 42 
210 P=INT(RND(1)*320)+76:::0+66 
220 J;::.J+1 
230 IFPEEK(P =90 THEN J=J-l :GOTO 210 
231 IFPEEK(F' =88 THEN J=J-1 

~EATMAN 
~ In this game written by Mark Johnson for 

the unexpanded VIC-20, you must move 
around the screen eating all the club 
characters to gain points. Beware, you die 
if you run into the sides of the screen or if 
the time limit is exceeded. Movement is 
achieved by using the keys: 

A-up, 
Z-down, 
M-right, 

PUH::; riliT II and N-Ieft. 
- - When a screen has been cleared, 35 

bonus points will be awarded and the next 
screen starts with more clubs. 
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The Electronic Cash Book 
Micro-Simplex makes 
Retailers Accounts 
and Stock Control 
simple ... 

-- -: ~ ". . -- ...... .. - . - ... -- - -.l 
(:: cornrn~dore 

COMPUTER 

Unique features: 
• Based on Britain's No. 1 cash 

book system 
• Uses Britain 's No. 1 business 

micro computer 
• The only one recommended by 

Vyners, publishers of Simplex 
books 

• The only one offering all retailers 
special VAT. schemes 

Other features include . . . 
• Stock control linked to cash 

registers 
• Simple and familiar layouts 
• Easy to use 
• Automatically produces: 

(a) Statements to customers 
(b) Lists of unpaid bills 
(c) Simple profit and loss 

accounts 

8 . CHARLOTTE STREET WEST. 
MACCLESFIELD. 
CHESHIRE SKll 6EF. 
TEL: 0625 615000. 



BASIC PROGRAMMING 
2~3 IFPEEK(P)=42 THEN J=J-1 

240 IFJ=17 THEN 260 
25(1 GOTO 21 ~~1 
26~~1 PP I tH II ~~.r:;COF.~E II ::; 
265 PE I tH II !:i~.""""""""""'IT I t'1E LEFT ................... ' ... III T II II 

27(1 GETR$ 
2:::0 IFA$="A"THEt·~ F'm:::EA., 32: P=-22: H=1 
29(1 I FA$= II Z II THEH POKE A .' 32 : P=22 : H=2 
300 I FA$= II t'l 11 THEt·~ POKEA., 32 : P= 1 : H=3 
310 I FA$= II t·~ II THEt·~ POKEA., 32 : P=-l : H=4 
32~~1 R=A+P 
321 T=T-1 
322 IFT=OTHEN 5000 
330 IFPEEK(A)=88 THEN POKE3687~,250:S=S+10:POKE36876,0 
333 IFPEEK(A)=90 THEN 2000 
34(1 POKER, 42 
350 IFH=lTHEN POKEA+22,32 
360 IFH=2THEN POKEA-22,32 
370 IFH=3THEN POKEA-1,32 
380 IFH=4THEN POKEA+i,32 
460 I F ~:;= I + 17~~1 THEt·~ FOF~:;=~:;TU:;+::::5: PP I tH II ::tl!!lIl:;COPE II ~:; : t·~E>::r : I =:~:; : CiOTO 199 
47(1 OOTO 260 
2000 FORQ=10T00STEF'-1 
2~~120 FOKE36:::7::: ., C! 
2030 FOPM=1T0300:NEXT 
2035 POKE36877 , 220 

2(15(1 FtCI~:::E :36:::77 .1 ~a 

2060 POKE36878, 15 
20:::(1 F'P un II ::1~t~l!!tl!!l ITIOU HA\,'E CRA::;HED II : FOF.~E= 1 TO:::: 0(10 : r·~E>::T : GOTO 6010 
5000 POKE36878, 15 
5010 FORL=lT05 
5020 FORM=180T0235STEP2 
5(t:~:[1 FICI~:::E:36:::76 .1 r'1 
504(1 FORt·~= 1 TO 10 
5(150 t·1E::<T: t·~E;:.::r 
5060 POKE36876,0 
507(1 FORt'1= 1 TO 1 0(1 
5(1:::0 NE>::T: t·~E::<T 
5090 'POKE36876,0 
5(192 PR I t·n II ::1l!!t~lT'OUF.: T I t'lE HA::; F:Ut·i OUT il 
5094 FORP=lT04000:NEXT 
6010 IFS)HSTHEHHS~S:GOSUB 9000 
602~:::1 PE I t·n II :~t~[lO ITIOU ~'JANT AHOTHER GO II 
6(130 PF.: I t·n II :~m~l" 
6040 GEr:;$ 
605~) I F::;$= IIII' II THEt·~ ::;=0: CiOTO 1 
606(1 IFS$=lIt·4 I1 THEt·4 F'PltHII::1l!!rl!!r~rl!!r!!l THE Et·m ll

: FOPK=l T0999999: t·4E::<T 
6070 OOTO 6040 
9~XH:::1 PF~ un II ::':m!!lT'OU HA\,'E GOT THE HIGH ::;COPE U 

9(11 ~:::1 PF: I tH II :l!!t!lll!!lI t·WUT 'T'OUF: t·iAt'1E II 
:::'~J::::t.1 I t·WUT II :!!If!l'' .; t·~$ : F:ETUFJ4 

READ'T'. 
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BASIC PROGRAMMING 
COPYING VIC20's HI-RES SC;REEN 
This program is a subroutine to produce a 
hardcopy of the hi-res screen on the 
VIC20. The program corrects for screen 
distortion. The copy . is rather small 
because it is a direct translation of the 
hi-res area codes between RAM locations 

4096-7295. The 8x 8 VIC character matrix 
must be adapted to the smaller 7x7 
printer matrix with some other code 
modifications. This forces a 90 degree 
shift in the orientation of the copy as 
compared to the screen. Dumping the 
whole screen takes a couple of minutes. 

10 REM HI-RES SCREEN DUMPER FOR VIC 
20 REM BY M. ALNAQEEB 
200 OPEN4.4:REM OPEN PRINTER FILE 
202 FORI=7135T04095STEP-160 
205 FORH=1T0160:REM SET READ CODE LOOP 
210 .TP=TP+l :REM SET COUNTER 
!220 ::-::=PEEK ( I +H) : REt'1 PEEK CODE 

And double width copies can be obtained 
by writing CHR$(X) anto A$ twice, but this 
requires splitting the output between A$ 
and another variable B$ each with 80 
characters. See second listing. 

Please note: This program reads the 
memory within the high resolution 
cartridge. 

The program can be modified to dump 
a Hi-Res screen located elsewhere if it is 
made of 20x 20 characters each 8x 8 
pixels otherwise the loops will have to be 
modified. 

This routine would be called by 
GOSUB 200 and would dump the screen 
to a serial VIC printer. 

221 IFX)=128ANDX{192THENX=X+64:REM CHECK CODE 
F'RItHE.R 

WITHIN LIMITS FO~ 

222 IFX{=127THENX=X+128:REM CHECK CODE WITHIN LIMITS FOR PRINTER 
225 A$=A$+CHRS(X):REM CREATE THE HI-RES PRINTER STRING 
242 I FTP=160THEt·iPR I t-iT#4., CHF$ < 8) AS: AS= II II : TF'=0 : REt'1 F'R I tH 8: Et'1PT'TI 

STRING & SET COUNTER 
250 NEXT:NEXT:PRINT#4:CLOSE4:RETURN:REM END LOOPS. CLOSE FIE & 
RETU~li 

224 IFTP)80THENB$=B$+CHR$(X) 
223 IFTP{81THENA$=A$+CHR$(X) **** DELETE LINE NUMBER 24~ ~**t 
225 1 FTP= 160THEr-WR ItH#4. [HF.::!.:. ;::) A$. B$ : i~:i$= II II : B$= II II : TP=O 

BYTE WELL 
Kong 
3D Time Trek 
Bat Attack 
Brands 
Grandmaster chess 
Egbert 
The Fabulous Wanda 
Star Trek 
Panic 
Siren City 
Defenda 
Arcadia 

64 SOFTWARE 

7.95 The Hobbit 
7.95 Hungry Horace 
7.95 3 Deep Space 
7.95 Purple Turtles 

17.95 Quintic Warrior 
7.50 Falcon Patrol 
7.95 Robin to the Rescue 
7.00 Radar Rat Race Cartridge 
7.00 Everest Ascent 
7.00 Ship of the Line 
7.00 Vultures 

. 5.50 Galaxions 
Please make cheques/Po.'s payable to 

BYTEWELL. 

14.95 
5.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
6.95 
7.95 
9.99 
6.50 
6.50 
7.00 
9.00 

AND LOTS MORE 
SEND SAE FOR FULL LIST. 

Overseas Orders please include 60p P&P 
Bytewell, 203 Court Road, Barry, 
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Turn ~our Commodore 
into- a full time 
Profit Centre 

The New SCRIPTA II works all day lon9-
As a Data Terminal, producing perfect letters and reports from your 

favourite wordprocessor or impeccable invoicesand statements from 
your trusty business system. 

During non-computing periods, SCRIPTA II reverts to the finest 
electronic typewriter. Depending upon your mood, you can choose any 
one of 20 Whisper-disk daisy typewheels which are available in 10,12, 
15 and proportional pitch. Numerous fonts can be selected. Classic 
Gothic or Modern Pica for business, Fine Italic for those intimate little 
personal messages, Cubic for the chic replies, or Lecturer - the large 
character - for prompting you during speeches or sermons! 

An optional tractor or sheet feeder can be easily fitted or removed 
at any time to handle all types of documents, forms or letter heads. 

SCRIPTA II is a true dual purpose peripheral produced by Europe's 
largest office equipment supplier- it is not a typewriter modified by 
some electronic wizard! The product is eligible for an annually renewable 
on-site Service Contract carried out by the Manufacturer, including all 
parts and labour. A rare thing these days! 

Just plug the SCRIPTA II into the mains and connect your data cable 
to its input port. Wordcraft, Word-Pro, Silicon Office, The Manager- in 
fact most software currently available for your Commodore machine, is 
readily configurable. 

Should you require further convincing that SCRIPTA II is the ONLY 
terminal for your system, contact your Dealer, or write, ring or call Sole 
U.K. Distributor-

Ii .. "· II ... I I..: ... ...... pi II'" 
..... Hln I... ... \J 

P.S.I., 39/49 Roman Road, Cheltenham, GL51 800, 
Tel: 0242-30030/37373, Telex: 43594 

~ '"'" J, 
, H ' ~ ... 

> ~", ' v -;, ~ ~ 



MACHINE CODE 

Reformed characters 
This month we received a machine code routine which 
converts a Basic program in memory in such a way that all 
graphics characters in print statements are changed to a 
more readable form - mnemonics, in fact, which ought 
immediately bring to mind the English word. 

This is a very useful program which 
makes reading the print-out much easier. 
All characters with ASCII values between 
33 and 95 will not be changed - but since 
they are the normal characters there's no 
need forthem to be changed. 

[ORG] Orange 
[LT BLU] Light Blue 
[GR2] Grey 2 
[GR3J Grey3 
[CLS] Clear Screen 
[HOM] Cursor Home 

machines. Only two ROM routines were 
used in this program, one being $A3BF 
which opens up a space in a Basic 
program, and $A437 which is the routine 
to print an error message. 

Entering the program. The method for doing this is to scan 
through the program until a "" character 
is encountered and then to replace the 
graphics characters with the mnemonics. 
If there are multiple characters in the 
program, a number will be put before the 
code. 

[REV] Reverse on 
[OFF] Reverse off 
[DEL] Delete 
[Fl]-[F8] Function Keys 
[CTRL?] Control + letter 
[G< ?J Commodore + letter 
[G> ?] Shift + letter 

If you have a monitor, you might find it 
easier to type it in from the memory 
dumps which follow. But for the majority, 
a basic loader has been included. 

The Monitor Dumps come in five parts 
for different parts of the routines. In the 
same way, the data has been split into five 
parts and each part has been check
summed for data errors. 

The codings are as follows (make a 
note of them as we will be using them 
ourselves forthe more unreadable lines of 

[SPC] Space 
[G> SPC] Shifted Space 
Multiple Codings-eg [12SPC] 

program): 
[BLK] 
[WHT] 
[RED] 
[CYN] 
[BRN] 
[LTRED] 
[GR1] 
[LTGRN] 
[CR] 
[CL] 
[CU] 
[CD] 
[PUR] 
[GRN] 
[BLU] 
[YEL] 

Black 
White 
Red 
Cyan 
Brown 
Light Red 
Grey 1 
Light Green 
Cursor Right 
Cursor Left 
Cursor Up 
Cursor Down 
Purple 
Green 
Blue 
Yellow 

Main routine 

The coding for a space will only occur if 
more than one space character is found in 
a row. If only one space character is found, 
it will be printed as a space. 

There are two error messages that 
could be printed when the coding 
program is run. The first is 'OUT OF 
MEMORY' which will occur if the codings 
force the program to exceed the memory 
limits of the computer. The second 
message reads 'TOO MANY CHARS IN 
????' where ???? is the line number. This 
will occur ifthe codings force a certain line 
above the 255 byte limit of the computer. 

. The program is specifically for the 64, 
but with some modifications to the 
addresses used, will work on the other 

The last and most important thing to 
know is howto use it: 

Load the Lister program into memory 
and then load the Basic program to be 
listed. When the program has been 
loaded, type SYS49152 and the lister will 
gettowork. 

The longer the program, the more time 
it will take to convert. As long as the 
program has not given an error, the 
program may be listed to the printer orthe 
screen. 

NOTE: Once the Lister program has 
been run on a program in memory, the 
program in memory will not give the 
correct display. It is only meant for making 
programs easierto read and enter. 

· C000 A2 00 A5 2B 85 FB A5 2C (068 P? 01 r s Rl ~R ~~ 66 DO 
r~70 04 E8 4C fA C0 86 66 EO 
r~7R 01 F0 02 Be OR rR RS 65 
r080 r g 20 no 03 4C A7 Cl 8A 
C888 85 5D A9 0R 85 5E A2 08 
C090 A9 00 06 5D 2A C5 5E 90 
C098 04 E5 5E E6 5D CA D0 ~2 
rOR0 D8 8 ~9 30 85 5E 18 DR 
r ops q5 5D ~9 30 85 5D R5 65 
rOB0 (9 ~1 H~ 0l 4C 16 Cl C9 

· C008 85 FC A0 00 B1 FE 85 FD 
_ C010 C8 Bl FB 85 FE C9 00 DO 

r~j 8 ~l ~0 CR C8 C8 Bl FB C9 
C020 0~ D0 0D A5 FD 8~ ~R RS 
r8?8 FF 85 Fe A2 00 4C 0A C0 

· C030 C9 22 D0 0R E8 E0 02 DO 
- r0~8 0r A2 00 4C l C C0 E0 01 

C040 Fe 03 4C 1e C0 C9 FF DO 
· C048 03 4C lC C0 85 66 18 C3 
· C050 C0 90 04 D8 38 E9 60 C9 
~0~R ~~ R0 07 r g 2 1 g0 ~~ 4C 
r0~0 !r ~0 86 ~4 85 65 84 5r 

. r0~8 7B 90 03 4C 16 C1 D8 38 
r~co E9 26 85 65 A? 07 85 5D 
r~~R C9 30 I0 08 CA R5 5E C9 
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MACHINE CODE 
• :C0D0 30 D0 01 CA E4 66 F0 0B 
· :C0D8 B0 06 20 00 C2 4C E3 C0 
«:C0E0 20 A8 C2 A4 5C A9 5B 91 
" :C0E8 FE A5 5D C9 30F0 03 C8 
" :C0F0 91 FB A5 , 66 C901 F0 05 
· :C0F8 A5 5E C8 91 FB A9 47 C8 
« :C100 91 FB A9 3E C8 91 FB A5 
· :C108 65 C8 91 FB A9 5D C8 91 
· :C110 FB A6 64 4C 1C C0 85 65 
· :C118 A9 50 85 62 A9 C3 85 63 
• :C120 A2 50 A0 00 B1 62 C5 65 
· :C128 F0 09 C8 C8 C8 CA 10 F4 
_ :C180 4C FA C6 C8 BI 62 85 Cl 
· :C138 C8 Bl 62 85 63 A5 Cl 85 
· :C140 62 A0 00 Bl 62 85 Cl DB 
· :C148 18 69 04 AA A5 5D C9 30 
_ :C150'D0 08 CA A5 5E C9 30 D0 
- :Cf58 01 CA E4 66 F0 0B Be 06 
• :C160 20 00 C2 4C 69 Cl 20 AS 
· :C168 C2 A4 5C A9 5B 91 FB AS 
_ :[170 5D cg 30 F0 03 c~ 91 FB 
_ :~178 A5 66 [9 01 F0 05 A5 SE 
· :C180 C8 91 FB 84 5C A0 00 EA 
- :C188 fA C8 Bi 62 84 C2 A4 5C 
- :C190 C8 91 FB 84 5C A4 C2 C4 
- :C19A Cl D0 EE A4 5C A9 5D C8 
· :CIA0 91 FB A6 64 4C lC C0 A4 
· :C1A8 5C A6 64 4C lC C0 00 00 

Memory move and 
reclaiming routine 

· :C200 86 C2 A5 66 38 E5 C2 85 
- :C208 RB 18 A5 FB 65 5C 85 5F 
" :C210 A5 Fe: 69 00 85 60 R'5 SF 
- :C218 ~5 RB 85 5A A5 6e 69 00 
· :C220 85 5B A5 2D 38 E5 5A 85 
· :(228 58 A8 A5 2E E5 5B AA E8 
- :C230 98 F0 IF A5 5A 18 65 58 
· :C238 85 5A 90 03 E6 5B 18 A5 
- :C240 5F 65 58 85 5F 90 02 E6 
· :(248 60 98 49 FF A8 'C8 C6 5B 
- :C?50 C6 60 H1 5A 91 5F C8 D0 
- :C258 F9 E6 ~B E6 60 CA DB F2 
- :C260 38 A5 2D E5 BB 85 2D B0 
· :(268 03 C6 2E 38 A0 00 85 FD 

:C2.70 E5 BB 85 FD 91 FB 85 57 
· :C278 A5 FE E9 00 C8 85 FE 85 
· :C280 ~a, 91 FB 88 Bl 57 85 B9 
· :C288 C8 B1 57 85 BA Fe 18 88 
· :C290 38 AS B9 E5 BB AA 91 57 
· :C?98 A5 FA E9 00 C8 91 ~7 85 
, :C2R0 58 8A 85 57 4C 83 C2 613 

_ :C2A8 8A 38 E5 66 85 BB 18 A5 
· :C2B0 5C 65 BB B0 04 C9 FE 90 
· :C2B8 03 4C 41 C7 A5 2D 65 BB 
· :C2C0 AA A5 2E 69 00 C5 38 D0 
· :C2C8 07 E4 37 90 03 4C 63 C7 
· :C2D0 18 A5 2D 85 5A 65 DB 85 
- :C2D8 58 R5 2E 85 5B 69 00 85 
· :C2E0 59 AS FE 65 5C 85 5F R5 
- :C2E8 ~c 69 00 85 60 20 BF A3 
- :(2F0 18 A0 00 A5 2D 65 BB 85 
, :C2F8 2D 90 03 E6 2E 18 A5 FD 
- :C300 65 BD 85 FD 85 57 91 FB 
· :C308 A5 FE 69 00 C8 85 FE 85 
· :[310 58 91 FB 88 Bl 57 85 B9 
- :C318 C8 Bl 57 85 BA Fe 18 88 
- :Cl?0 18 A5 B9 65 BB AA 91 57 
- : (:3:28 A5 BA 69 01il 'C8, 9t 57 85 

:f1J0 58 RA 85 57 4C 13 C3 60 

Data address table 

: :(350 05 38 C5 11 3C C5 12 3F 
· :C358 C5 13 43 C5 1e 47 C5 ID 
· :C360 4B C5 IE 4E C5 IF 52 C5 
· :C368 20 56 C5 68 5A C5 7B 5E 
· :C370 C5 7C 62 C5 7D 66 C5 7E 
_ :C378 6A (5 7F 6C C5 81 70 C5 
- :(380 85 74 C5 86 77 C5 87 7A 
- :f188 C5 ' 88 7D C5 89 80 C5 SA 
- :C890 ~3 C5 8B 86 C5 8C 89 C5 
- : C::<j8 90 8C C5 91 90 C5 92 93 
· :C3A0 C5 93 97 C5 94 9B C5 95 
· :C3A8 9F C5 96 A3 C5 97 A9 C5 
· :C380 98 AD C5 99 Bl C5 9A B7 
- :[3B8 r5 9B BD C5 9C CI C5 9D 
- :C3C0 C5 C5 9E C8 C5 9F CC C5 
- :C3C8 A0 D0 [5 A1 D6 C5 A2 DA 
- :C3D0 C5 A3 DE C5 A4E2 C5 A5 
- : C:JD8 E6 C5 A6 EA C5 A7 EE C5 
· :C3E0 A8 F2 C5 A9 F6 C5 AA FA 
· :C3E8 C5 AD FE C5 AC 02 C6 AD 
· :C3F0 06 86 AE 0A C6 AF 0E C6 
- : C3F8 B0 1~~ C6 Bl 16 CIS 82 l.A 
- :C400 CIS B3 IE C6 B4 22 C6 B5 
i:C408 26 C6 86 2A C6 B7 2E C6 
· :C410 B8 32 C6 B9 36 C6 BA 3A 
· :C418 C6 BB 3E C6 Be 42 C6 BD 
· :C420 46 C6 BE 4A C6 BF 4E C6 
· :C428 01 52'C6 02 58 C6 08 5E 
· :C430 C6 09 64 C6 0E 6A C6 BE 
· :C438 70 C6 8D 76 C6 00 A6 00 
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MACHINE CODE 
Data table 

• :C538 03 57 48 54 02 43 44 03 
· :C540 52 45 56 03 48 4F 4D 03 
· :C~48 ~2 45 44 02 43 52 03 47 
· :C5~0 52 4E 03 42 4C 55 03 53 
• :C~58 50 43 03 47 3E 2A 03 47 
· :C560 3E 2B 03 47 3C 2D 03 47 
· :C568 3E 2D 01 7E 03 47 3C 2A 
· :C570 03 4F 52 47 02 46 31 02 
• :C578 46 33 02 46 35 02 46 37 
· :C580 02 46 32 02 46 34 02 46 
· :C588 36 02 46 38 03 42 4C 4B 
· :C590 02 43 ~5 03 4F 46 46 03 
, :C598 43 4C 53 03 44 45 46 03 
· :C5A0 42 52 4E 05 4C 20 52 45 
· :C5A8 44 03 47 52 31 03 47 52 
· :C5B0 32 05 4C 20 47 52 4E 05 
· :C5B8 4C 20 42 4C 55 03 47 52 
· :C5C0 33 03 50 55 52 02 43 4C 
· :C5C8 03 59 45 4C 03 43 59 4E 
· :C5D0 05 47 3E 53 50 43 03 47 
· :C5D8 3C 4B 03 47 3C 49 03 47 
· :C5E0 3C 54 03 47 3C 40 03 47 
, :C5E8 3C 47 03 47 3C 2B 03 47 
· :C5F0 3C 4D 03 47 3C 5C 03 47 
· :C5F8 3E 5C 03 47 3C 4E 03 47 
· :C600 3C 51 03 47 3C 44 03 47 
, :C608 3C 5A 03 47 3C 53 03 47 
· :C~10 3C 50 03 47 3C 41 03 47 
· :C618 3C 45 03 47 3C 52 03 47 
· :(620 3C 57 03 47 3C 48 03 47 
· :C628 3C 4A 03 47 3C 4C 03 47 
· :(630 3C 59 03 47 3C 55 03 47 
· :C638 3C 4F 03 47 3E 40 03 47 
· :C640 3C 46 03 47 3C 43 03 47 
· :C648 3C 58 03 47 3C 56 03 47 
· :C650 3C 42 05 43 54 52 4C 41 
· :C658 05 43 54 52 4C 42 05 43 
· :(660 54 52 4C 48 05 43 54 52 
· :C668 4C 49 05 43 54 52 4C 4E 
· :C670 05 43 52 47 3E 4£ 05 43 
· :C678 52 47 3E 4D 00 lB E4 1313 

Error messages 
routines and data 

• :C6FA A5 5F C9 IB 90 03 4C 69 
· :C702 C7 69 40 8D 18 C7 A9 13 
· :C70A 85 62 A9 C7 85 6j 4C 41 
· : C712 C1 a, 43 54 52 4C 4A 20 
" :C71A 4E 49 2e 53 52 41 48 43 
· :C722 20 59 4E 41 4D 20 4F 4F 
· :C72A 54 20 0D 20 4E 49 20 4E 
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• :C732 57 4F 4E 4B 20 54 4F 4E 
• : C73A 20 ~2 41 48 43 20 0D A2 
· :C742 14 BD 18 C7 213 D2 FF CA 
· :C74A DB F7 Ae 132 Bl FB 85 39 
· :C752 C8 Bl FB 85 3A 213 C9 BD 
· :C75A 6B 68 4C 19 C0 EA EA EA 
· :C762 EA 213 35 A4 00 413 00 013 

Basic loader program 

1. RESTORE 
5 GOTO:3000 
10 DATA162!0!165!43!133,251,165 
213 DATA44,133,252,16e,e,177,251 
313 DATA133,253,200,177,251,133,254 
413 DATA201,0,20S,l,96,200,20e 
513 DATA200, 177.251,201,0.208,13 
60 DATA165.253!133,2~1!165.254.133 
70 DATA252.162!0.76.10!192,201 
80 DATA34.2e8.1e.232,224.2,208 
90 DATA12.162!0.76.28.192,224 
100 DATA1,240,3.76,28.192,2el 
lie DATA255,208.3,76.28 , 192,133 
120 DATA102.24,201,192,144,4,216 
130 DATA56,233,96,201.96,176.7 
140 DATA201,33,144,3,76.28.192 
150 DRTAI34.100,133,101,l~2,92.162 
160 DRTR1.200,177,251,197,102,208 

.170 DATA4 ,232,76,106,192,134.102 
180 DRTR224.1.240,2,176.10.202 
190 DRTA165.1B1,201,32,208,3,76 
200 DRTA167,193,138,13~,93,169 , 10 
2113 DATR133,94~162,8.169,0,6 
220 DATA93.42,197.94,144.4.229 
230 DRTA94,230,93,202.208,242.216 
240 DATR24!105.48.133.94.24.216 
250 DATA165)93,105.48,13~,93,1~5 
260 DRTA101,201 . 97.176!3.76,22 
270 DATA193,201,123,144.3.76,22 
280 DATA193,216,56,233,32,133,101 
290 DATAI62.7,165.93,201,48/208 
300 DATA8)202,165,94~2el.48,208 
:3 10 :08T81. 20:2, 228.102 .. 2413.1.1 .. 176 
320 DATA6.32.0. 194.76.227. 192 
330 DATA32.168.194,164,92,169.91 
340 DATA145.251,165,93,201,48,240 
350 D~TA3.200.145.251,165.102,2el 
360 DATA1.240.5, 165,94.200. 145 
370 DATR2.51 .. 169.71. 200, 14~. 251 .. 169 
380 DATA62,200,145,251.165,101,200 
390 DATRI45.251.169,93!200.145.2~1 
400 DATAI66 ,.100.76.28.192.133, 101 
4'0 DATA169.80.133,98.169,195,133 



MACHINE CODE 
420 DATA99. 162. 80.160,0. 177,98 
430 DATAI97,10 1. 240 . 9.200.200 ,200 
440 DATA202J16 , 244 176J250,198,200 
450 DATA177.98 , 133 ,1 93,200,177,98 
460 DATA133,99 , 165 .1 93,133,98,160 
47~ DRTA0,177,98,133;193,216,24 
480 DATA105,4, 170,165·93,201,48 
490 DATA208,8,202, 165,94 .201,48 
500 DATA208, 1,202.228,102,240,11 
510 DATAI76·6 ,32,0,194 . 76,105 
520 DATA193, 32 , 168,194,.164.92.,169 
530 DATA91,145 . 251 ,1 65 , 93 .201.48 
540 [lATA240., 3, 200, 14'5 . 251, 165 ., 102 
550 DATR201 .1,240,5 ,1 ~5 , 94,200 
560 DATRI45.25 1.132,92,160,0,234 
570 DATA234.200,177,98,132,194,164 
580 DATA92,200 ,1 45 , 251 , 132 . 92 , 164 
590 DATA194,f96, 193,208,238,164,92 
600 DATAI69,93,200,145.251,166, 100 
610 IrRTR75, 23:,192 .,164.,92., 1F.:r:;, H3l~ 
620 DATA76,28, 192.-1 
630 DATA134,194 ,1 65,102 , 56 . 229,194 
,::;4LZ1 DATA133. 187.,24 ., 165 .. 251.101 .9? 
650 DRTRI33.95.t65,252,105,0,133 
660 DATA96,165,95,101,187,133,90 
67 0 DATR165.96.105 . 0,133 , 91,165 
~80 DATA45 , 56,229,90,133.88, 168 
690 DATA165 . 46,229,91.170 . 232,152 
700 DATA240,31,165,90.24 , 101,88 
710 DATA133.90 , 144.3.230,91,24 
7~0 DATA165 . 95,101,88,133,95,144 
730 DRTR2 . ?30.9~.\~2.73 ,255. 168 

740 DRTA200,198,91J198J96.177J90 
'750 DATA145,95,200,208 , 249,230,91 
760 DATA230 . 96 J202,208,242.56,165 
770 DATA45,229,187 , 133,45.176,3 
780 DATA198,46.56.160J0,165,253 
790 DATA229,187,133,253, 145,251. t33 
80~ DATA87 ,1 65,254,233,0 ,200 .133 
810 DRTA254,133.88.\45.251.136,177 
R2A nATA87,133 , 18S.200.177.87.133 
830 DRTAI86,240,24 , 136;56,165,185 
840 DATA229,187.170.145/87,165 .186 
850 DATA233,2,200,14S,871133,88 
860 DATA138.133,87.76J131,194.96 
870 DATA138,56,229,102,133,187 , 24 
8R0 DATR165,92,101,187,176,4,201 
890 DATR254.t44,3,76.6~.t~9 ,1 65 

900 DRTR45,101.187,170,165,46,105 
910 DRTR0,197.56,208,1 . 22B.55 
920 DATA144,3 .76.99,1~9124J165 
930 DATA4S.133,90,101,187,133 ,B8 
940 DATA165,46,133.91,105.~,133 
950 DRTA89, .165,251,101,92, 133,95 

960 DRTA165,252,105,0.133,96,32 
970 DATR191,163,24,160.~,165,45 
9~0 DATA101,187,133,45.144.3.230 
990 DRTA46,24.165.253,101,187.133 
1000 DATA253,133 .87,145,251.165.254 
1010 DATA105.0,200J 133,254, 133.88 
1020 DATAI45.251.136 .177,87.133,185 
1030 DATA200. 177,B7,133, 186,240,24 
1040 DATR136.24,165,185,101,187.170 
1050 DRTRI 45,87.165,186.105,0,200 
1060 DATR145,87.133,88,138,133,87 
1070 bRTR76,19;195.96,-1 
~080 DRTA5,56·197 . 17 , 60,197.18 
1090 DATA63,197,19,67,197,28,71 
1100 DATAI97.29,75.197.30.78.197 
1110 DATA31,82,197,32,86,197,96 
,120 DRTA90 . 197.123,94,197 , 124,98 
111~ DRTR197 ,1 25.102,197 , 126,10~,197 
1140 DRTR127.1~8,197 . 129.112,197,133 

1J50 DATR116,197,134,119,197,135,122 
11~0 DRTA197 , 186,125 , 197,137.128,197 
1170 DATA138,131,197,139,134,197,140 
1180 DATA137,i97,144.140.197,145,144 
1190 DATR197,146,147, 197 ,1 47,151.197 
i :?~'1(1 l)ATR J 48 ' 155. j. 97. 14'9. 159, 197 . 1. 5~'.I 
j 21 0 DATR j S3 ' 1 97 .. 1 51 . 1 69 . 1.97 .. 1.52, 173 
1720 DATR197;153.177,197,154,183.197 
1230 DATR155,189,197,156,193 ,197,157 
1240 DATA197. 197, 158,200, 197, 159,204 
1250 DATA19?,160,208.197,161.214.197 
1260 DRTA162.218,197,163,222 ,197 ,1 64 
rZ7~l DATA226. 197 .. 165,230. 1. 97. i 66; Z34 
1280 DATR19?,167,2~8.197 , 168,242,197 

t?gA URTA169.246,197,170,250,197, 171 
1300 DATA2~4.197,172.2,198,173,6 
1310 DATA198.174 , 10,198.175.14, 198 
1320 DATA176,18,198.177,22.198,178 
1330 DATA26,198.179,30,198 . 180,34 
\340 DATA198,181.38,198.182,42,198 
1350 nATAIS:-;. 413.198.184.5'3 .... 198. lR5 
1360 DAT~54 , 19R , 186,~8.198,187.62 

'~70 DAT~t98,188,66,198,189,70,198 
1380 DATA190.74.198,191,78,198,1 
\39~ DATA82 . 198 , 2,8SJ198,S.94 
1400 DATA198.9.100,198.14,10S.198 
1410 DATA142.112,198.141,118J198,-1 
1420 DATA3~87,72.84.2,67.68 
14~0 DRTR3.82,~9 , 86,3.72,79 
1. 44~"3 DRTA?? 3. 82 . 69, 1S8. 2 . 67 
1450 DRTR82.3,71 , 82,78.3,66 
~460 DATA7~,85J3,~3.80.67,3 
1470 DRTR71.62,42,3 , 71.62.43 
1480 DATA3.71.60 p45.3.71 r62 
1490 DATA45,1,126 , 3.71,6B,42 
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· MACHIN 'E CODE 
1500 DATA3,79,82,71,2,70,49 
1510 DATA2,70,51,2,70,53,2 
1520 DATA70,55,2~70,50,2,70 
1530 DATR52,2,70,54,2,70,56 
1540 DATA3,66,76,75,2,67,85 
1550 DATA3,79,70,70,3,67.76 
1560 DATA83,3,68.69,70,3,66 
1570 DATA82,78 , 5,76,32,82.69 
1580 DATA68,3,71,82.49!3,71 
1590 DATA82.50.5.76 J32 , 71,82 
1600 DATA78,5,76,32,66,76.85 
1610 DATR3.71.82,51.380,85 
1620 DRTAA~,2.67,?6.3.89,69 
16~0 DRTA76,3 , 67.89 . 78,5 ,71 
1640 DRTR62,88,80,67 , 3,71,60 
t650 DRTR75,3,71,60,73,3,71 
1660 DATA60,84,3,71,60 ,64,3 
)670 DRTA71,~0,71,3.71.60,43 
1680 DATA3,71.60J77,3 , 71 , 60 
1690 DATA92,3.71,62,92,3,71 
1700 DATA60,78,3,71 . 60 , 81,3 
1710 DRTR71,60.68,3,71.60 ,g0 
'j 7:;::0 DATA:3. 7 1, tS~3 , 83 , 3, 71 ,r=;0 
\730 DATAR0,~ , 71 ,~0,~~,3,71 

1740 ))AT860,69 ,3,71,60,82,3 
\750 DATA71,60,87.3,71 , 60,72 
1760 DRTA3,71,~0,74 , 3.7 1, 60 

1770 DATA76,3 J71,60,89,3,71 
1780 DATA60.85,3,71.60.79.3 
1790 DATA71.62,64,3.71,60,70 
1800 DATA3,71J60.67,3,7~,~0 
1810nRTA88.~.71,r0 , 86 , 8.71 

1820 DATA60,66,5,67,84,82,76 
1880 nRTA~~.~ ,~7.84 , 82,76 , 66 

)840 DATA5,'7,84,82,76,72,5 

t870 DATA71,62,78,5,67,82.71 
t880 DATA62,77,-1 
1890 DATA165J95,201J27,144 J3,76 
1900 DATA105,199,105,64 ,1 41.24,199 
1910 DATA1~3,19.138.98,169,199,188 
1920 DATA99.76 ,65,193.5.67,84 
1980 DATR82,76.74,32,78J73.32 

, g40 DRTR83,82,65.72,67,82,83 
1950 DRTA78,65,77 . 32.79,79.84 
1960 DATA32, 13.32,?8!73,32)78 
1978 DATA87,79,78.75.32.84,79 
f980 DATA78,32.82,65,72!67,32 
1990 DATA13 ,1 62,20.189 , 24 , t99.82 
?000 DATA210,255.202.208,247,160.2 
2010 nRTA'7? ,?~1. 133, 57 , 20e,177,251 

?0?0 DA1A133,58,32.201 . 189,104,104 
?030 nRTA76,2~,192,234,234,234,234 
?040 DATA32,53,164J-l 

3000 A=49152:B=49581:C=49664:D=49975:E=50000:F=50236:G=50488:H=50811 
8010 1=50938:J=S1045 :K=0 
::;~ 15 PP. I ~-n" [CL:3 J ( 2CD J [ 12CR 1 (Rf'.,l j ,_ T STF~' P~:OORAr1 " 
~020 F'P T m " (?CD ] [~CR] [RE'oi' ] F'r::OCESS I t·lC; DATA - PLEASE l,lA IT " 
30~0 FORZ=RTOB:READY:IFY=-lTHEN3060 
1A35 K=K+Y:POKEZ J Y:N~XT 

3040 RERDY:IFY=- l THEN4000 
3050 IFK~581e5THEN4e00 
306121 PR I t·n" [2CD ] [REV J DATA ERROR 1 t·~ 1_ I 1'~E~; 1 ~'3 - 620 ": FlJl) 
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-MACHINE CODE 
-4~~1i(1 f<=0: FO;"Z=CTOD : PEArW : T F'T'=- i T!-ir::r·J4rn0 
4005 K=K+y:pnKF7,Y:N~XT 
4~t0 R~ADY:IFY=-lTHEN5000 

4020 IFK=41386THEN5000 

5000 K=0:FORZ=ETOF:READY:IFY=-lTHEN5930 
5005 K=K+Y:POKEZ,Y:NEXT 
5010 READY:IF~=- l THE~6000 

5020 IFK=35484T~FN6000 
503~ PR I ~~T" r 2CIi J r ~~E\ll T)AT !~ FFPOP r I" ~ !¥_ T i"~E::; 1 0:::0 - 141 (I II: Et'~ D 

~000 K=0:FORZ=GTOH:READYI~Y=-lTHEN6030 
~005 K=K+Y:POKfZ,Y:NfYT 
60~0 RFADY:IFY=-lTHEN7000 
6020 IFK=17491THEN7000 
6030 F'RUH" [2CDJ [RE''I'] DATP, Er;'r.;:!:iR H·: i. _HiE::; j ' ~2,? - 1 :~:::::;~-::. ": ;:::i··m 

712105 K=K+Y:POKE7 , Y:NEYT 
70 1 0 PEADY : JFY=-lTHEN8000 
7~?0 IFK=11?36THEN8000 
71}30 PR PH II C ?CD J[ PEl,/] NH!~ ERpnr.;:' T : .. ; : P.l~.S 1.::~~:",lO - 2\?40 i1: ::JEI 
:=:00~'1 PR I HT" [3eD J [2Cj;;: J [PE'",' j j:)ATA I t··iFUTTED " 
:31Z11f1 PRHH" [2CDJ [2CRJ CRE',,"] ::s':; 49 152 : 0 :_'~:;::: " 
:3iB~? Fl'H) 

I~£ADI.,.!. 

QUALITY MATCHED WITH THE BEST PRICE/PERFORMANCE AVAILABLE 

ESW 3000 DAISYWHEEL PRINTER 

OFFICIAL UK DISTRIBUTOR 
Intelligent Interfaces Ltd 
438 Wood Street 
Stratford u pon Avon 
Warwickshire 
0789 296879 

I 

*INTERFACES RS232, CENTRONICS, IEEE 
*PITCH 10, 12, 15 PS 
*BUFFER 4K 
* SPEED 50 CPS 
* PRINT DAISYWHEEL, 100 CHAR. 

BI-DIRECTIONAl-LOGIC SEEKING 
*QUMEIDIABLO CaMp. OPTION, 

PRICE £1136 
SHEET FEED £398! 
TRACTOR FEED £150 
ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 
INCLUDED IN PRICE 

LONDON AREA 
ACADEMY MICRO SERVICES 
11 PRIORY GROVE 
LONDONSW8 
01-7204025 
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Don 't 'w((e r the 
indignit y o{ learning 
(rom others when Dr 
Wat son can help you 
teach yourself. His 
courses are a break
through in computer 
programming (or the 

heginner and the Ilot -S()
beginne1: Learning to 
write programs is now 
entertaining. Gone are 
the turgid mlilluais 
IVritten (or engineers. In 
t heir place are lively texts 
IVrittell by qualified 
computer teachers, with 
games programs as examples. 

Each course contains a step-by-step, 

Dr Watson Computer Learning 
Series for Commodore micros 
VIC 20 Beginners Assembly Language 
PET 2/3/4/8000 Beginners Assembly 
Language 
CBM64 Beginners Assembly Language 

easy-to.{oIlOlI' text ill/'aperback book 
(O rin. support ed by soft Il'are Oil cassetle. 
The cosset t e is lomled ill 10 vour comput er 
at the start o{ the course ami provides all 
the ma;or programs described ill the text. 

Dr Wats(Jnassembly lall,~uage 
courses are the first real 

olles {or beginner~. They 
a 110\ I' you 10 IVri te 

programs ill a mallner 
that is logical and 

ellS y to read a Ild 
under~t(lnd 

They have a compu ter 
aided learning (CAL) tu tor IVhich 

explains billary BCD alld hexadecimal. 
The mnemollics used are IOtally 
unifurm tliroughoutand the course is 
interspersed wi th numerous exercises 

*CBM64 Childrens BASIC Adventure
Part 1. (For children aged 7-97!) 
*CBM64 Beginners BASIC (complete with 
'Honey.Aid '). 
'HoneyAid ' is a toolkiVgraphics/sound 
utility that adds 28 new commands to your 
CBM64 BASIC. 

and their solut iOlls. A bOil us is t hat a (ull 
assembler is illcluded, alld remaills 
use(ullollga{teryou havecomplete(lthe 
course. 

f)r Wat.soll BA SIC Courses teach 
you h()IV to write programs ill a fo r17l as 
near to pia ill English as possible. Courses 
ilre hosed Oil pro;eCls ; each one 
gradually introducing neIVcommllllds, 
so that by the end of the course you w ill 
have 111 ili.sed the (u ll vocabulary o( the 
machille:, BA SIC. 

All the cou rses come ill a librarv
style (older {or safe Ilnd ellsy s torag~. 
And Ilre Ilvailable (rom WH Sm iths, 
Boots, Men:::ies and leading 
microcomputer multiples for ;ust 
£74.95. (i"1 I. 95 (or the CBM 64 Children's 
BASIC Adventure - Part I.) 

Honeyfold Software Limited 
Standfast House 
Bath Place, Barnet, Herts. 
Tel:01-4414130 

Before you buy a micro-
m :.kp c.l lrlID n. W!:It cnn h ::l C: t hA """I.rco 



BUSINESS PRODUCTS 
In our review of the Cash 
Traders' Bookkeeping System 
in the December issue we 
omitted to mention that it 
provides Trial Balance, Trading 
Account, Profit and Loss 
Account and Balance Sheet; 
VAT accounting and the detail 
necessary for the statistics 
section ofthe C & E form. 

Inmac launch 
new microbuffers 

The VAT on an abbreviated 
VAT inclusive purchase invoice 
is calculated and displayed 
instantly by pressing the S key. 
For a non-VAT registered 
business the VAT calculation is 
omitted by pressing the E key. 

The UPARROW key breaks 
the sequence eitherto allow 
the user to correct an entry or
at the beginning of a procedure 
-to exit from it. You can not 
step successively backwards 
out ofthe program by 
repeatedly pressing the 
UPARROW key, as we said in 
our review. You finally reach a 
screen which prompts 'Return 
to menu?'. This screen will not 
respond to the UPARROW key 
and you can only get out ofthe 
system by pressing N. 

Inmac have produced a micro
buffer that is capable of storing 
64K in its memory and then 
dumping it all down to the 
printer leaving the micro free to 
perform other operations. 

It is fully compatible with 
many printers including Cen
tronics. There are two versions 
of the microcomputer, one 
parallel and the other serial. 
Hooking up to the micro and 
the printer is done using the 
standard cables. 

On the front of the unit are 
three touch sensitive controls. 
The clear button erases any 
text stored in the buffer's 
memory and pause allows the 
printerto be temporarily halted 
in the case of a ribbon change. 
The third control enables the 
release of all stored data which 
can be copied 255 times if need 
be. 

Software for 
laboratories 

Following on from their range 
of Rexagan interfaces which 
were first exhibited at last years 
Commodore show, ICI have 
produced three packages 
aimed at scientists in industry, 
research and education. These 
packages are Rexagan Tomult, 
RSP and Droptest. 

Tomult is a multitasking 
system for writing complex 
real time control applications 
in BASIC. Tomult works by 
interrupting the BASIC inter
preter at the end of each line 
and then assessing which task 
is the most important. 

RSP is the Rexagan Statis
tical Package designed to pro
vide procedures for processing 
and evaluating experimental 
results. However this can only 
be done to data that is 
presented in a tabular format. 

This data can then be edited, 
mathematically transformed 
and then evaluated. For inst
ance, this package can print out 
any two columns fo data on an 
ordinary printer. 

The third package. Drop
test, is more specialised. This 
will produce numeric and 
grpahic results from processed 
readiness obtained from high 
speed recorders during the 
impacttesting of plastics. 

Tomult cost £450, RSP £145 
and the cost of Droptest is 
dependent on the application. 

Further information is avail
able from Physics and 
Radiosotope Services, Imperial 
Chemical Industries pic, PO 
Box 1, Billingham, Cleveland 
TS23 1 LB ' telephone 0642 
553661. 

Data is transferred at a rate 
of 4000 characters per second 
and the cost of £225 each 
includes an AC adaptor. The 
parallel version also comes 
with a two metre printer to 
buffer cable, whilst the serial 
model is equipped with RS232 
interfaces, two handshake 

modes, nine baud rates and a 
bypass feature for instant prin
ter access. 

This product carries a one 
year guarantee and a 30 day 
trial period. It can be obtained 
from Inmac UK Limited, Davy 
Road, Astmoor, Runcorn, 
Cheshire WA7 lQF 

Compsoft halve 
priceofDMS 

The price of the Data Manage
ment Systems from Compsoft 
has been slashed from £400 to 
£195. 

The cause of this substan
tial drop in price is the 
competition provided by other 
database systems, notably 
Compsoft's other database 
system, the Delta which was 
released last year but is not yet 
available for the Commodore 
machines. 

This drop in price does not 
mean that the DMS has lost 
any of its capabilities, but is 
vastly more competitive. 

Both of these data base 
systems are designed . with 
several record applications in 
mind. The major difference 

between the two packages 
concerns the record size. 
Whereas the Delta can hold 
2000 characters and 90 fields 
per record the DMS can cope 
with only 100 and 60 respec
tively. 

The DMS system was the 
winner of the 1983 Recongni
tion for Information and Tech
nological Achievements 
awards 'Software Product of 
the Year:' The DMS is available 
from Compsoft, Hallams 
Court, Sham ley Green, Guild
ford, Surrey GU4 80Z tele
phone 0483 898545. 
The address of Construction-O 
Computers Services is 27 Bell 
Street, Reigate, Surrey RH2 
7AD, Bell Street as printed in 
our November issue. 
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~©@~@@@~rn 
COMPUTING INTERNATIONAL 

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM 

Please send me 1 2 issues of Commodore 
Computing 

CHEQUE ENCLOSED 0 
PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS 0 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 0 
BARClA YCARD 0 

Name ................. . ..... . . .... . ....... . .......... . ... . .. .. .. ........ . 

Address ... .. .. .. . . ......... . .. . ... .. ......... . .. . ... . .. ... . .. .. ... .. .. . 

County ............ . ... . .. . ...... Post Code ...... .. ... ......... ... . ... . 

Telephone (home) .......... . ... .. .. . .......... . .... .. ..... .... . ... . . 

(Business) .... ....... .... .......... .. .. ... .... ..... . .. . 

Signed ......... . ........ . ..... .. . .. .. ....... .... . ......... ............ .. 

Date (Subtocommence) ... . .. ....... . ....... . . ... . ........... ... . 

o Subscription rate U.K. £ 15 .00 o Europe £20.00 

CHARGE NO. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
o Outside Europe £28 .50 

Expiry date: 

Cheques should be made payable to: 
Commodore Computing 

TO AVOID FUTURE LAPSE IN MY SUBSCRIPTION 
PLEASE DEBIT MY RENEWAL FEE TO MY CREDIT 
CARD ANNUALLY UNTIL I CANCEL IN WRITING. 

Return form to: 
Subscriptions Manager, 
Commodore Computing International 
167-169 Great Portland Street, 
London, W1 

DEALERS llJ)I&ffiJL]]~ DEALERS 
FRAME YOUR WAY INTO BIG BUSINESS 
COMMOI?ORE Dealer boxes at only £20; means you advertise to 

E . Compu.tlng the right people though the right magazine. 
E International Only Commodore computing can help you 
@ DEALER advertise to a local and international Commodore 

BOXES audience. 
58mm 

To make your booking telephone Sue Moisey on 01-636 6615 NOW 

Future editorial will be directed towards new and potential 
Commodore owners as well as more experienced and business users. 
Therefore by advertising yourself as a dealer our readers will know 
where to buy their hardware and software. 
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BUSINESS PRODUCTS 

Simplicity 
itself 

Consulting a computer 
to choose a computer 

Fe II owes Manufacturing have 
introduced a group of diskette 
file units called the Simplicity 
Range. 

The diskette album will hold 
up to thirty 8", 5.25" or twenty 
3.5" diskettes. A desk top easel 
binder will hold 20 diskettes 
and costs £12. 

For the larger computer 
systems there is the diskette 
desk stand which will protect 
200 diskettes per unit. These 
stands are made of metal and 
cost £187. Other models are 
designed as hanging wallets to 
fit existing filing cabinets. 

Details on all these products 
are available from Fellowes 
Manufacturing (UK) Limited, 
Doncaster Road, Kirk Sandall, 
Doncaster, South Yorkshire 
DN31HT. 

The founder of Atlas Computer 
Consultants, Maurice Hamlin, 
has found a novel and interest
ing way of selecting a compu
ter that is ideal to the require
ments of the user. His consul
tancy uses a computer to select 
the number. 

Using Atlas's system, an 
analysis of the customers 
business is fed into a databank 
which holds information on 
each system from 1,200 sup
pliers. The computer will also 
identify 25,000 programs in 
320 areas of industrial, busi
ness and professional life. 

There are many problems 
associated with buying a com
puter. Potential users are often 
confused by the ever increas
ing number of computers 

"designed with the business
man in mind", by what the 
manufacturers claim their 
machines are capable of and 
by the jargon that surrounds 
computers. 

Some of these problems 
are caused by computer con
sultants themselves who do 
not have a clear grasp of all the 
different makes of computers 
on the market. This is one of 
the disadvantageous results of 
the computer boom - assimi
lating information on hun
dreds of new companies and 
thousands of new units is a real 
burden to most computer 
consultancies. 

Atlas's computerised 
answer to this has already 
brought results. Take the case 

of London Weekend Television 
who needed word processing 
and small scale departmental 
computing from one supplier. 
The initial choice of 69 possible 
'suppliers was quickly short
listed to four and finally down 
toone. 

Maurice Hamlin advocates 
this approach because he says 
"we are facing the most rapid 
technological growth ever. You 
need a computer to pick your 
way through the jungle." 

The drawback is that at the 
moment, Atlas can only cover 
their own area of the country 
although they do plan to 
expand their services. They are 
at Atlas Computer Consultants 
Limited, Manchester Road, 
Bolton, Lancashire BL2 1EX 

Colour 
projectors for 

business micros 

Training 
consultancy 

Two new colour projectors that 
interface directly with the Com
modore PET have been intro
duced by Powerhouse Enter
prises. The first projection 
system is called the Barco Data 
projector which, the manufac
turers say "produces crystal 
clear, multi-standard video pic
tures and high definition com
putertext or graphics. 

The second projection sys
tem is the PCP 1000. This is a 
colour data and graphics video 
projector capable of reproduc
ing a four foot by six foot 
picture on a screen. 

These projection systems 
provide many types of on-line 
prenstations for large audi
ences and make use of the 
Powerhouse universal Proces
sor Switch. It is this switch that 

enables many video sources to 
be integrated into a single 
system and thus provide a 
comprehensive audio/visual 
tool for many applications 
within the computer industry. 

Control of the system is by 
remote control and the system 
can accomodate Pretel adap
tors, mono and colour visual 
display terminals as well as 
being able to accept images 
from conventional video stor
age sources. 

Powerhouse Enterprises 
will provide total system de
sign, and engineering support 
including the development of 
all necessary interfaces. They 
can be contacted at The Old 
Power House, Chapel Rise, 
Avon Castle, Ringwood, Hants. 
BH2 2BL telephone 

Data-Train is a new company 
set up to help users of 
Commodore hardware and 
software. 

The aim of the company is 
to give a complete service to 
the user and this means that 
the company will be acting as a 
consultancy as well as being 
able to configure and install 
systems and train staff using 
the system. A the moment, 
such systems include Tomor
row's Office and Silicon Office. 
Dealers who are unable to train 
users, sell the complete system 
to the customer and then get 
Data-Train to install the pack
age and train the user. 

The company, who also 
help to run two courses for the 
Training Division of the Man
power Services Commission, 
will also provide a telephone 
back-up service at a small 
additional cost. 

For further information con
tact Data-Train, Unit A17, Cow
dray Centre, Cowdray Avenue, 
Colchester, Essex C01 1BH 
telephone 020644002. 

New 
• monitor 

The new Vision-Ex Colour 
Video monitor is capable of 
input from both video signal 
and RGB separate input signal 
and costs £265 (exc. VAT). This 
light-weight, compact 12 inch 
monitor is equipped with a 
smoked filter to reduce eye 
strain and a 0.7W audio speak
er. Manufactured by Data Effi
ciency it is compatible with 
Apple, BBC or Commodore, as 
it is so simply switchable. 
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PRODUCT NEWS 

Get it 
taped 

Currently available from 
Wabash DataTech (Internation
al) Ltd., is an informative leaflet 
describing its MIRA-lOOO. A 
new generation of high per
formance tape engineered 
specificallyforthe 6250 drive. 

The leaflet highlights the 
MIRA-l000 as a minor miracle 
in magnetic media, with tests 
at a major university comfirm
ing that it is superior to any 
other computer tape for 6250 
drives. 

Brief details of the MIRA-
1000 are given. It is an ultra
smooth, ultra-high perform
ance tape engineered for max
imum integrity and recording 
reliability and has a 25-year 
warranty. Product specifica
tions listed include physical 

I characteristics, performance 

characteristics and environ
mental characteristics. Further 
information available from 
Stephen Fisher, Wabash 
DataTech, Tel: (0245) 322380. 

Monitor 
market 

Under a new dealership agree
ment, the complete range of 
monochrome, colour and 
sound monitors marketed by 
Sanyo Marubeni (UK) Limited 
is to be distributed in the UK by 
STC Electronic Services. 

STC Electronic Services 
already handles a number of 
computer peripheral products 
which are marketed to compu
ter dealers and systems buil
ders. The Sanyo monitors will 
form a new product line for the 
company and will complement 
its existing product range 
which includes VDU's and 
printers. 

PET CONVERSIONS & UPGRADES 
It's here at a NEW low low price !! Don't throw out your old 9" PET. The 
MICRO PORT 80 column conversion board for the 9" PET/CBM BAS:C 4.0, or 
upgraded 2001 /3000 series machines, will upgrade itto a true 8000 series. Simply 
plugs into the main logic board and with a small keyboard modification turns your 
PET into an 8032. Compatible with 8032 software and add-on ROM utilities. 
Supplied complete with full fitting instructions, or fitted free of charge if brought 
toourworkshops. 
Full money back guarantee within 14 days if ncn delighted. £125.00 
Externally mounted switching unitfor above (40/80column switchable) £15.00 
12"VDU (FAT40) 80 column conversion £82.00 
40t080column switchable (two machines inone!) £98.00 
Full keyboard functions:- i.e. TAB, ESC, REPEAT, SCROLL up/down, define 
WINDOW, lower case, graphics mode & DELETE from/to cursor. All available in 
direct or program mode. Any MICROPORT converted machine is also upgradable 
to 8096 specification with our 64K add-on board. £250.00 

CBM 64 QUALITY SOFTWARE 
If you own a PET system with disksor printer and have added a COMMODORE; 64 
then why not use your PET as an interface forthe 64? 
SIPOD is a seriallEEEto parallel IEEE software interface allowing you to use all the 
PETs disk drives, printers, plotters, modems etc. directly from the 64. No memory 
space is consumed within the 64 as SIPOD loads and executes within the PET. 
SIPOD is supplied complete with interface lead and instructions. £29.00 

PRINTLINK 64. Interfaces a 64 directly to any printer with a Centronics input. The 
printer will respond to all the normal Basic commands for device # 4. Supplied 

; complete with instructions and interface cable. £26.00 

We only sell one word processorforthe 64. Wethink it is the best l 

VIZAWRITE 64. Text formatting word processor. Disk or cartridge 
VIZASPELL 64. Spelling checker with 30,000 word dictionary 
VIZAWRITE + VIZASPELL. Combined package. (Disk only) 

£69.00 
£59.00 
£99.00 

MIKRO ASSEMBLER. Write machine code with the ease of BASIC £50.00 
ARROW. Save & load to tape up to 7 times faster than normal £39.00 
VICTREE. All Toolkit & BASIC 4.0 commands plus a lot more £49.00 
ZOOM. An excellent machine code monitorforthe 64 £10.00 
GRAPH IX 64. Easy to use Hi -Resolution graphics from BASIC £:10.00 
snx. A most addictive and compelling game (joystick required) £17.35 
Official orders from schools, universities, major companies etc. are welcome. 
U.K. customers please add 15% VAT. Prepaid orders are POST FREE. 

Telephone Mick Bignell for details of any of the above at:-

MICROPORT 7 Clydesdale Close, Borehamwood Herts. WD6 2SD. Tel: 01-953 
8385 ' 
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Sanyo monitors to be hand
led by STC include its models 
DM2112, a high performance 
data display monitor; Model 
DM8112CX, a 12inch CRT dis
play monitor, models 
CD3125N, CD3117M and 
CD3115H which are colour 
monitors offering normal, 
medium and high resolution. 
The company will be also 
distributing the Sanyo CD3195, 
a 14inch PAL colour monitor 
with sound. A further product 
being handled by STC is the 
widely acclaimed Sanyo 
DR10l cassette recorder de
signed for use with personal 
computer svstems. 

Write 
your own 
games 

Anybody wishing to writer 
their own games for the VIC 20 
or the Commodore 64 can now 

do so with the help of two 
programs from Galactic Soft
ware. 

These Games Designer 
programs allow the program
mer to design practically any
thing normally found in other 
games. Monsters, spaceships, 
meteors, moonscapes et al can 
all move about the screen and 
the game can be as difficult as 
the programmer decides to 
make it. These Games Desig
ner programs allow the prog
rammer to use full colour high 
resolution graphics, sound 
effects and theme tunes. 

The manufacturers claim 
that no programming experi
ence is needed to make use of 
the programs. The cost of 
these programs is £9.50 for the 
VIC 20 and £11 .50 for the 
Commodore 64. They should 
be available from local compu
ter dealers. Failing this, they 
can be obtained from Galactic 
Software, Unit 7, Larchfield 
Estate, Dowlish Ford, IIminster, 
Somerset TA 19 OPF, telephone 
046055161 . 

&zh 
TRANSF""'" THE (l)+{lXllE 700 OR 

§ ab~ CPJ.( 8096 INTO A FULL-FEAruREO 
PROFESSIONAL. OATABASE SYSTEM! 

RECCRQ ON UP TO F()JR SCR((NS • . . 
t.I'-~ .,., UP TO 128 ITEMS PER RECORa. ~ 

'WtlH UP 10 l00J CHARAC TERS PER 

~ DEFINABLE AS KEY . TEXT, t.t...KRIC, 
CONSTANT. RESUlT , m OAIL . • IN FILES 

CF UP TO l~ OiARACTERS' 5uP£R6ASE: EvEN HAS A SPREAOSI-£ET AN) O'LCUlATQR 
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APPLICATIONS _ 

The 64 sells houses 
Estate agents are unlikely 
matchmakers but their 
main function is remark
ably similar to the function 
of a dating agency. Instead 
of matching personal likes 
and dislikes they match 
the property likes and 
dislikes of potential pur
chasers with the specifica
tions of properties on their 
books. Computer dating 
has been around for some 
time but computers are 
only just beginning to 
have an impact in estate 
agents' offices. We went 
to see one estate agent 
who has developed his 
own software package for 
use on Commodore 
machines. 
Two years ago Michael Landau, an estate 
agent working in Kenton, Harrow, started 
to develop a program with Colin Jardine, 
an experienced computer programmer; to 
help improve the efficiency of his 
business. In most surburban areas, there 
are two types of estate agents; the 
established well-known agents which 
depend on their name for business and 
those smaller agents who survive by 
co-operating with each other. 

Charles & Co fit into the latter category 
and are currently working with about 40 
other agents. When each of these agents 
has a new property to sell they send the 
details round to all the other co-operating 
agents for inclusion on their property lists. 
In this way their properties will be seen by 
a greater number of people and if a sale is 
made, the commission is split. Rival 
agents are usually extremely competitive, 
but they work on the principle that even 
half commission is better than none at all! 

The Residential Estate Agents Compu
ter System has been especially developed 
for coping with a higher volume of 
applicants and properties including those 
from direct instructions and those from 

other agents. 
The package consists of two floppy 

disks, one for properties and one for 
applicants. On these the estate agent can 
enter details of his own properties and 
those from other agents distinguishing 
them by code numbers. Details of 
applicants can also be entered and a 
matching function enables the agent to 
send personalised property lists out. For 
Charles & Co an average week brings 1 to 
12 properties from direct instructions and 
other agents usually send in 50 or more 
properties for inclusion, but the system 
can deal with 650 properties and 800 
applicants. 

The main advantage of this system is 
that it can process applicant and property 
details quickly and efficiently. 

Before the package was introduced the 
properties came in and were left in trays 
unti l there were enough to compile a 
detailed list of properties in each of the 
three categories; houses under £50,000, 
houses over £50,000 and flats and 
maisonettes. (There used to be a category 
for houses under £35,000, but it is no 
longer applicable !). In this way, a property 

might lie in a tray for a month before being 
dealt with and a seemingly unsellable 
property may be left out of the list for 
months. Each applicant would get a list 
crammed w ith properties and would have 
to sift through looking for something 
suitable. 

One month later this list would be 
revised and four new ones made. As well 
as these, any properties coming in would 
be matched with applicants and sent off. 
The whole laborious process is time 
consuming and allows a lot of errors to 
occur. 

The package changes all that. Before 
operating the system some planning is 
needed. Each of the co-operating agents 
needs an identifying code and there is a 
maximum of 50 codes. The territory in 
which the user is working has to be 
divided into a maximum of 10 areas. 
Some applicants may specify which area 
they want to move to. The agent and area 
codes should be kept close to the 
computer for easy reference. Also cate
gories and sizes are used frequently in 
describing properties and so there should 
be some common standard familiar to 
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everybody working with the system. For 
instance bedrooms, kitchens, gardens 
have to be listed as large, medium or 
small and the condition of a property has 
to be categorised as bad, average, good, 
excellent. A very useful feature is the 
system of pricing properties.lfthe price an 
applicant is prepared to pay is between 
£35 - 40,000 there is space for the 
inclusion for properties a few thousand 
above the maximum - just in case the 
buyer decides he is prepared to stretch his 
price further to procure a better house. In 
this case the applicant would get a list of 
properties ranging in price from £35 -
42,000. Similarly if an applicant wants a 
semi-detached house with a small garden 
in average condition he would get a list of 
properties including semi-detached and 
also detached, in average to excellent 
condition and with small to large-sized 
gardens. Within the price range they will 
always be given more than they asked for. 

Once the Commodore hardware sys
tem has been installed, the agent can start 
immediately as the program is very 
user-friendly. The Applicant disk goes into 
drive 0 and the Properties disk goes into 
drive 1. The first thing that is asked for is 
the date and then the main menu 
appears: 

1. Property Matching 
2. Property Listing 
3. Property Create/Modify 
4. Matched Applicant Lists 
5. Applicant File Functions 
6. Applicant Listing 
7. System Shut-down 

The user can then select whichever 
function is required. When new properties 
come in they can be entered into the 
system using the Property Create/Modify 
key. This program includes four screens 
and 240 characters forfree description. On 
the first screen the street name is typed 
into the line for address and the system 
will list any other properties on that street 
thus avoiding duplication. If it is a new 
property, the rest of the address can be put 
in. The vendor's name must be entered 
along with the code number. 

The next screen shows the property 
address and the first detail to be entered is 
the Structure Type. Listed on the print out 
of Property File Functions are all the 
options available. It is important to fill 
every category as no answer or 0 is the 
equivalent of answering Yes/No/Not 
known/Doesn't Matter. The functions on 
the property file are fairly extensive and 
most properties would be comprehen
sively covered. 

There are some useful functions for an 
estate agent incorporated into this screen 
ensuring the adequate covering of proper
ty details. For instance, if there is a third 
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********************************************************** 

** CHARLES ~ CD_ ESTATES 
(Prop. M.D . LANDAU M. N.A.E.A.> ** 

734 KENTON ROAD KENTON HARROW MIDDLESEX HA3 9QY 

Telephone 01-204 9488/9 or 01-204 0066/7 

The following properties for: 
MR N BHDGAITA 
have been specially selected by our computer in accordance 
with the specific requirements stated. Should these 
al ter in any w'ay, it is MOST I MPORTANT that you not i f Y us 
so that we may provide you with THE BEST Po.SSIBLE SERVICE. 

********************************************************** 
An example of a Personalised Property List showing layout of the Company Heading, 
the layout of property description and the disclaimer. 

bedroom it has to be classed as a double 
or single so that a family of six would 
know if the third bedroom was big 
enough to sleep two. 

The third screen is for entering the 
dimensions of the main bedrooms. Any 
extra rooms and features can be included 
underneath where there is space for 240 
characters. The print ·out demonstrates 
how the information is laid out on a 
personalised property list. 

On the fourth screen a Menu is 
displayed with the following program 
options on it : 1. Modify Property Details, 2. 
Delete Property, 3. Change Property 
Status, 4. Property Identification and with 
these options it is possible to alter and 
delete data. 

Once recorded on the system, the 
Property Matching Function is able to 
match the properties to the Applicants on 
file. A Property Screen will appear when 
this program is loaded in and once the 
Property Number has been entered the 
appropriate property will be located and 
displayed on the screen. 

The Matched Applicants List is needed 
after the properties have been matched. 
Once the program is loaded, "Load Labels 
and Press Return" is displayed on the 
screen. The labels must be loaded onto 
the printer and lined up. The printer will 
automatically print all matched applicants 
with their names, addresses and applicant 
numbers appearing on the labels. The 
user is then given a choice to "Reprint or 
Continue". If "Continue" is chosen, plain 
paper replaces the labels and a report is 
automatically produced with the prop
erties coded in an alpha lettering system 
matched to the appropriate applicants. 

Up to 21 can be matched and at the 
bottom of the list a key relates the alpha 
coding to the property numbers. After this 
if 'C' is pressed again matching records 
are deleted from various files on the disk. 

Otherwise the list can be printed out. 
The agent then has to stick the labels onto 
envelopes and using the list which 
matches applicants to properties, can put 
information on the relevant properties 
into the customer envelopes. The system 
of coded numbers makes the whole 
process extr.emely simple. 

Similar to the Property Create/Modify 
program the Applicants File Functions 
enable the agent to list all the applicants 
and list their details and property 
requirements. The user calls up this 
program and enters the surname. All 
previous applicants with the same sur
name are displayed. 

A new applicant is automatically 
allocated a number. Three lines of address 
are available plus space for telephone 
numbers. On this list, 21 main criteria with 
an average of four options per heading 
have to be filled in. The print out of the 
Applicant File function lists all the options 
available. If for an example an applicant 
doesn't want a house but stresses he 
wants nothing on the ground floor, a list of 
flats or maisonettes on first and all floors 
up will result. 

After all the details have been keyed an 
Applicant Menu will appear: 1. Modify 
Applicant Detail, 2. Delete Applicant, 3. 
Applicant Matching, 4. Return to Applicant 
Identification. The first two functions are 
self-explanatory. The third function -
Applicant Matching causes the system to 
select from the properties already stored 
on file those appropriate to the Applicants 
requirements. These properties can be 
displayed on the screen or printed out. A 
full list with all the property details of a 
condensed version without house num
ber and ownership details can be chosen. 

Finally it is possible to print all the 
information including room sizes and free 
description or a shortened version with 
just the address and price listed. It is also 





ESTATE AGENTS 
COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS 

* High capacity for properties and 
applicants. * Comprehensive property print-outs. * Automatically addressed labels. * Multiple Property matching. * Fast applicant matching. * Print -out of property and applicants 
registers. * Guarantees extra sales! * Designed , developed and perfected by 
estate agents. * Low capital outlay. 

Complete price around £3690.00 
(+ VAT) depending on printer. 

For further details or demonstration please 
write, call i or phone 

HexaweU Ltd, 
734 Kenton Road , 
Harrow, 
Middx. HA39QY 
01-204 9488 or 0066 
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"WHY BUY ANY 
OTHER DATA-BASE 
PROGRAM WHEN 
YOU HAVE 
CODEWRITER7" 
- recent satisfied user. 

Forget about the expense of hiring a professional 
programmer or the restrictions of . off-the-shelf programs. 
Become your own program designer producing 
microsoftware to suit your specific requirements. 
Codewriter enables you to do this, you type commands in 
your own everyday language,just as you would write 
them on paper . .. it's as simple as ABCI 

When you've completed your design, Codewriter will write 
the program code and store it on your own disk whilst you 
sit back and watch. At anytime. you can of course modify 
the programs you've designed. 

Your programs may include data bases, printed reports, 
calculations and comparisons between fields of data, 
development of menus, forms, letters, memos, cheques, 
invoices, statements, mailing labels ... the possibilities for 
design are endless. 
Codewriter operates with most popular micros. 

~--------- -----For details on Codewriter, complete and return the coupon to; 

DYNATECH MICROSOFTWARE LTD. 
Rue du Commerce, Bouet, St. Peter Port, 
Guernsey, Channel Islands. 
Telephone048126081 Telex 4191130 
name ____________________ __ 

address ____________________ _ 

L-____ -l ____________ tel. _____ __ 



BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

New accounting packages 
This month we take a look at two spreadsheets for the 

Commodore 64-a machine whose potential in 
business is still being explored. A spreadsheet can be 

immensely useful for businesses, especially in 
forecasting. A spreadsheet can answer the question 
What will happen if .. : As well as being useful in the 
office spreadsheets also have their uses in the home. 

Busicalc 2 is produced by Supersoft and is 
for the 64 in either a tape or disk version. 
Many of the features and capabilities of 
this program are taken from its successful 
predecessor, Busicalc. The first step that 
has to be taken with any spreadsheet is 
setting uptheworking area. 

With Busicalc 2, the number of rows 
can vary from 20 to 999 and the numberof 
columns from 2 to 125 although the sum 
of rows x columns can not exceed 2500. 
There is another restriction. The number 
of boxes mUltiplied by the column width 
can not exceed 22,500 although this 
prerequisite should not affect the size of 
the spreadsheet unless column width is 
greater than nine characters. 
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Keeping a profit account on Busicalc 2. 

Vertical and horizontal scrolling is 
. performed very quickly as is the move
ment of the cursor using the the normal 
cursor keys. However; it is not pQSsible to 
move from one end of the screen to the 
other using the CLRlHOME key. This 
function is performed by a program 
command called jump where the user 
specifies the address of the information 
required. The worksheet cursor is ren
dered inoperable once the program is in 
lid it mode but cursor movement along the 
input line is still permitted. 

It is in using these program commands 
that the user will come across the only 
comparatively poor feature of the. 
program. 

Changing the colour ofthe background 
is fiddly but because this is essentially 
only a piece of decoration, it should not be 
taken too seriously. 
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An example of how Busicalc 2 can keep track of financial accounts in the home. 

Any part of the worksheet can be 
printed out and there are two print modes. 

Any Commodore compatible printer 
should produce satisfactory results and all 
the user is required to do is set up the 
·correct parameters as prompted by 
screen messages. The material that is 
output can be either an exact replica of 
data as it appears on the screen or a 
formula list. 

All information and data will appear at 
the top of the screen before being 
transferred to the working area. Data is 

not limited to letters. Digits and formulae 
can also be entered. When calculations 
are being carried out, the number of 
characters per formula is not restricted by 
the width ofthe column and each formula 
must be pre-fixed by a certain symbol 
which will inform the micro what sort of 
operation is being carried out. 

A simple example of this would be 
ad(jition where the first address is always 
assumed to be positive. This would then 
be followed by the address to be added, 
the result being stored at the position of 
the cursor. 
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Formulas may also incorporate the 

more advanced mathematical functions 
needed to perform trigonometrical opera
'tions, logarithms and square roots. There 
are other calculations that can be 
performed which are less useful in 
everyday use. For instance, POS will test 
for a positive value and return a 0 or 1 
accordingly. The opposite to this function 
is NEG that will test whether an 
expression is negative and returns a value 
of10rO. 

All of these functions are built-in 
features of the program but it may be that 
these will not suit the requirements of the 
user. This is a problem which all 
purchasers of such software face. Super-
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The second package is produced by 
Abrasco. The cost of Abracalc is £27.50 for 
disk and £25.00 for tape. Both of these are 
astonishingly low prices and it is easy to 
see why. Admittedly it does have more 
features than some of its rivals but the 
quality is certainly not very high and the 
manufacturer's claim that it is far better 
value must be doubted. 

A screen format similar to that of 
Practicalc is the basis of the spreadsheet, 
with the three control lines at the top. It is 
these three lines that show the current 
location ofthe cursorthatthe spreadsheet 
is addressing. The data area of the 
spreadsheet is composed of 1040 cell
s;that is 1040 different addresses of data 
on a 26 x 40 grid. 

Below this main section of the 
spreadsheet is a help s~ction which is 
merely a list of commands available. This 
is quite helpful but all the commands and 
functions are adequately described in the 
manual and so the user does not lose 
anything by deleting the help section and 
thus widening the work area ofthe screen. 

This is done quite easily and quickly. If 
only the operation of actually moving the 
cursor round the screen was as quick. 
Using the usual cursor keys, cursor 
movement is appallingly slow and 
cumbersome. With any good spread
sheet and in an ideal situation, the user 
should have difficulty seeing the cursor 
move. There are other ways of moving the 
cursor namely the CLRlHOME key. Instead 
of having to mess about and wait all the 
time it is far quicker and simpler to specify 
the location that you want the cursor to go 
to. Incidentally, there are two cursors, the 
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soft have attempted to solve this problem 
by providing the user with three user
definable functions, all of which can be 
accessed by the same method used to 
enable all the otherfunctions. 

At some stage in the usage of this 
system there will be seemingly endless 
numbers of calculations that are exactly 
the same. Calculating these nearly always 
becomes very boring and tedious and so 
it would be a good idea to make use of 
Busicalc 2's replicate function which 
copies both box contents and formulae 
from one area ofthe worksheetto another. 
The tape versi19n will cost £69 and the disk 
version will cost £71. Both of these 
represent good value for money. 
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Analysing monthly profit with Busicalc 2. 

#The Abracalc does have 
one great advantage-its 

price. # 

other one flashing incessantly on the 
control line. 

The limitations of this package are not 
only restricted to the speed of the cursor 
but also apply to the speed at which data 
is entered. All the data to be entered first 
appears on the control line but the user 
must remember not to enter any more 
than about 10 characters. This is the 
maximum and any excess will im
mediately appear on the screen. Hence it 
is possible to end up with a screen full of 
information and letters or digits in places 
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This formula printout gives all the 
details of calculations that will produce .a 
profit and loss account. 
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This also applies to arithmetic. It is 
possible to calculate A 1 + B1 but asking 
the program to calculate A1 + B1 + C1 is 
another matter altogether. Happily in this 
instance there is a way out ofthis problem 
because there is a limited range of 
functions like sum and average to 
calculate a total value between two given 
addresses. However any calculation takes 
an awfully long time and in some cases it 
is quickerto work the answer out mentally 
rather than wait for this program to do it 
foryou. 

But the biggest criticism of Abracalc 
must be reserved for its print routine. Even 
in the manual, the manufacturers admit 
that the print routine may not work. This 
they claim is due to the printer not being 
switched on. For the purpose of this 
review, the 64 was connected to the 3022 
printer via Interpod. Everything was 
switched on, all the connections were 
perfect and absolutely nothing happened 
apartfrom the screen going totally blank. 

We explained the problem to Abrasco 
and they told us that the program should 
print using the Commodore 1526 printer. 
Unfortunately we had no time to test this 
claim to the full. Abrasco say they are also 
revising the print capabilities of Abracalc 
so the program can print out through 
Epson printers using the RS 232 interface. 

In spite of its faults the Abracalc does 
have one great advantage - its price. 
Considering its cheapness it's hardly 
surprising that the program should be 
lacking in some respects. You get what 
you pay for, of course, and you don't pay a 
fortune for Abracalc. 
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BUSINESS HARDWARE 

A versatile printer 

If your requirements are for a printer that will merely 
produce legible print outs for internal use then your 
choice is wide. If, however, you need to present print 
outs to the outside world then you will need a quality 

printer. We take a look at a the MT180C. 
Mannesman 'Tally have traditionally spe
cialised in dot matrix printers and a recent 
addition to their range is the MT180C. The 
one we are looking at is the model for the 
Commodore with IEEE interfacing. This 
multifunction printer incorporates data 
processing, graphics and high resolution 
printing capabilities. 

Features of this 132 column printer 
include a very high printing speed of 160 

cps, a comprehensive variety of character 
size and pitch and optimised logic seeking 

Visually the MT180C is very attractive 
with its cream coloured casing. Weighing 
only 7kg the printer is compact, easily 
transportable and could fit very snugly 
beside a computer system. The manual 
accompanying the system is very clear 
and Mannesman Tally have obviously 
taken a lot of trouble to get the printer to 
be userfriendly. 

Multifunction 
Performance 

The printer can emulate the daisy 
wheel quality of print, butthe speed slows 
down to 40 characters per second (cps). 
The MT180C responds to many of the 
same control codes as a daisy wheel 
printer so that the user's word processing 
system can be integrated more easily. 
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I HOTEL SYSTEM 
We are pleased to introduce our NEW HOTEL 

ACCOUNTING SYSTEM incorporating.:-

This system was designed by a hotelierfor hotels. 
Terms are posted automatically on each date change 

along with any morning tea or newspaper orders. 
GUEST BILLING features Automatic Tariff and a price 

look-up for 1000 items. 
STOCK CONTROL keeps full records of Stock and Sales 

and will produce Stock Lists, Low Stock Reports, 
Order Forms etc. 

Full GUEST RECORDS are stored, showing Name and 
Address, Last Arrival and Departure Dates, Last Room 
Occupied, Amount of Last Invoice, Numberof Stays 

and the Total Amount Spent. 
These can be viewed when necessary. 

The WORD PROCESSOR can be used for producing 
Daily Menus, Wine Lists, Memos, Arrival and Departure 

Lists and Circular Letters. 
Information from the main GUEST RECORDS or FILING 
SYSTEM files can be automatically inserted into Letters. 
The price forthis complete system, the computer, floppy 
disk drives. printer; first 2000 bill sheets and staff training 

is from £2745 + VAT, depending on choice of printer. 
Now available on Commodore 700 series from 

£3250 + VAT 
For fu rther information please contact Pau I Southcott on 

0323843737. 
Our reservation package is now available-

~ only on 700 at present. 
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PETX2 
doubles the speed .. . 
t rebles the memory .. . 

. .. of your PET computer! 

For users of the CBM/PET 3000, 4000 or BOOO series of computers who 
want to upgrade to new generation standards, computer specialists J.R. & 
S. Purdue have developed the PETX2 add-in board. Manufactured to the 
most exacting standards. PETX2 uses the latest microprocessor 
technology to double the processing speed of your CBM system, whether 
running BASIC, Silicon Office, Viscalc or any other application. The 
system comprises one board positioned inside the computer which can 
be fitted in 10 minutes using only a screwdriver. The board provides 96K of 
memory, thus upgrading 32K systems to 96K and replacing current 96K 
versions. This development means that your investment in software and 
data is protected, for by enhancing your machine speed, it comes into line 
with the Sirius, Osborne and even some 16-bit machines, as can be seen 
from the table of Personal Computer World Benchmarks: 

Machine BM1 BM2 BM3 
CBM with PETX2 0.87 5.1 9.4 
IBMPC 1.5 5.2 12.1 
OsborneOl 1.4 4.4 11 .7 
Apple 111 1.7 7.2 13.5 
ACT Sirius 1 2.0 7.4 17.0 
Apple2 1.3 8.S 16.0 
Commodore 

CBM8032 1.7 10.0 18.4 

TECHNICAL DATA 
6502A processor running at 2mhz 
12BK of 4164 dynamic memory 
Bank switching VDU PeekThru 
I/O Peek Thru 

JR&S 
Purdue 

BM4 BMS BM6 
10.3 11.2 16.5 
12.6 13.6 23.S 
11 .6 12.4 21 .9 
14.S 16.0 27.0 
17.S 19.8 35.4 
17.8 19.1 28.6 

20.3 21 .9 32.4 

1 Port Hill , Hertford , Hertfordshire SG141PJ. 
Telephone Hertford (0992) 57392 . 

BM7 
26.0 
37.4 
34.9 
42.S 
55.9 
44.8 

51.0 

BM8 Average 
6.0 17.5 
3.S 17.6 
6.1 19.9 
7.5 24.7 
4.3 24.8 

10.7 30.4 

11.9 34.3 

PRICE 
£350 plus VAT 

enquire for 
quantity 

discounts 
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Low price high quality 
software for Commodore 

32K Pet &64 
Integrated accounting systems, Purchase ledger, Sales 

ledger, Invoice printing, Statements, Trade and early 
settlement discounts, Payroll with SSP and seven 

overtime/piece work rates, Stock control, Cash Book, 
Nominal ledger, will complete audit trail etc etc. 

Purchase & Sales Control £80.00 + VAT 
Runs both purchase and sales ledgers with optional 

circulation of VAT from the gross or nett amount, 
analysis by accounting period, "Due for payment 

report," totals for NETIVATand gross. Print invoices 
on your own stationery laid out according to your 
own instructions. Suitable for small businesses 

only. Any 32K Pet or 64. 

Stock Control £60.00 + VAT 
Nominal Ledger £60.00 + VAT 

Produces trial balarrce and up to twenty reports in 
addition to Profit and Loss and Balance sheet. This 
programme can be used on its own and it can read 

files set up by our Purchase and Sales control. 

Write or phone for further details 

ELECTRONIC AIDS 
(TEWKESBURY) LTD 

Mythe Crest, The Mythe, Tewkesbury 
Gloucestershire GL20 6EB 

Tel: 0386831020/0684 294003 



BUSINESS HARDWARE 
Thre~ choices of character pitch can be 
used to vary the print size, proportional 
spacing, 10 and 12 characters per inch. As 
well as this there is a variable spacing 
feature to alter the length between each of 
the characters. Text can be printed out 
neatly with the automatic text centering 
function and a right margin justification. 

arid it can produce graphs, bar and pie 
charts, curves and other images without 
difficulty. Other type styles available are 
the 96 USASCII and 27 National Charac
ters. 

Two forms of paper feed can be used, 
the friction feed can print onto 3 sheets of 
paper and on the tractor feed which is 
optional 4 copies can be produced. The 
paper is fed through very smoothly and 
would be- ideal for letter heads etc. The 
fabric ribbon 'produces a black print which 
is quite faint, I prefer a darker print. 

controls include knobs to control the 
paper manually, to regulate the distance 
between the print head and a paper 
handling lever. 

Interface 
The Commodore version ofthe MT180 

has the Commodore compatible IEEE 488 
1/0 and only utilises the listener (output to 
host) function, responding to commands 
from the system controller. Text format 
can either be programmed or selected 
using the operator panel. Printer con
figuration can also be done via the 
computer interface. The manual explains 
all the necessary codes and sequences. 
The printer is not compatible with word 
processing packages such as Superscript 
and changing the character sets etc. can 
not be done unless programmed into the 
computer before hand. 

In the data processinfl m0de the 
printing speed increa~es to 16Qcps and 
prints bi-directionally - the printer head 
prints on its return journey as well as 
forward. This means it can print fTluch 
faster. 

Because this mode has a number of 
features which vary the text size aAd 
spacing, there is scope to increase the 
variety and clarity of the text. The 
character sizes can vary from 10 to 20 
characters per inch and there is a 
corresponding increase of columns from 
132 to 264. As well as this the number of 
lines per inch can vary from 6 to 8 anq 
expanded print can be altered from 5 to 10 
characters per inch. 

The touch sensitive panel containing 
the printer controls gives the printer a 
sophisticated appearance and is a plea
sure to use. The OnlOff line indicates 
when the printer will accept data from an 
external data source. Two Feed Functions 
can be used; the Line Feed which is only 
active when the printer is "off" advances 
the print one line, with the Form Feed, the 
paper slews to the top ofthe next form. 

The MT180C is well designed, extreme
ly versatile and a pleasure to use. 
Designed to suit programable measure
ment systems, small business systems 
and the home computer systems this 
machine would suit most needs and is 
very good value at £749+ vat. 

Especially suitable for writing formulae 
is the super and sub script function and for 
the simplification of formating it is 
possible to program up to 16 horizontal 
and vertical tabs. 

The controls can be combined to carry 
out other functions, for instance it is 
possible to get a print out of one line to 
show the program and character set 
number. Indicator lights show when the 
power is on, when the "On Line" is on and 
allowing data to be received and if a fault 
occurs, a red light illuminates. Additional 

Contact: Mannesmann Tally, Molly Mil
lars Lane, Wokingham, Berks, RG11 2QT. 
Tel: 07;34 788711 . . The production of graphics is excellent 

The Mannesmann Tally 
printer is capable of 
some highly sophisti- ' 
cated printing. Illustrated 
here is an example of the 
unusual printing opera
tion the machine can 
carry out. This is enter
taining but such capabili
fies also make it a very 
versatile business 
machine. 

!"IIU&'()*+,-./01234567891;<-)?@ABCDEF 
! "11$%&' (PH, -./01234567891 ;C")?(HIBCOE 
! "IIU&' ()*+,-./01234567891 ; <=>?1l1l8CO 
!"II.:r.&'()*+,-./()123~5678911<=>?@A8C 
!""U'()*+,-./01234567891;<-)?'@AB 
!"II'X&'()*+,-./01234567B9~1<·>?IlA 
!""tX&'()~t,-./0123~56789:;<=>?@ 
'''''tX&'()*+,-./012l456789 1,<=>? 
!"lItX&'().+,-./012l456789I,(c) 
!"lIt:r.&'().+,-./0123~567891,<~ 
!"II'X&'()*+,-./0123456789 1;< 
'"lItX&'().+,-./0123~56789: , 
!"II$X&'()*+,-./0123456789: 
'"II'X&'()*.,-./0123~56789 
!"II'X&'().+,-./012345678 
!·lItX&'()*+,-./0123~567 
!"HtX&'()*+,-./0123456 
! "IIt7.&' ()*'I·,-./012345 
!·II.X&' ()*+,;..../01234 
!"II$X&' ()"',-./0123 
'·HtX&'().+ , - ./012 
!·II$X&'()*+,- ./Ol 
! ·N$X&' ()'.;+,-./O 
!"II$X&'().+,-.I 
! ·"$X&' (}>'+,-. 
! ·II$X&' ( }>f+,-

' ''N.X&' ()iH 
;·H.X&'().+' 
!·".X&'()* 
!.I!$7.&'() 
! "II.X&' ( 
!III1S7.&" 
!·II$X& 
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HH GHIJKL"NOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\lA_ 'abedefghiJkt 
HH FGHIJKL"NOPQR8TUVWXYZ(\lA_'abcd~~ghij 
HH EFGHIJKL~NOPQRSTUVWXYZ(\lA_ 'abcdefgh 
HH DEFGHIJKL"NOPQRSTUVWXYZ(\lA 'abedef 
HH CDEFGHIJKL"NOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\)A 'abed 
HH BCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ(\)A 'ab 
HH A8COEFGHIJKL"NOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\)A , 
HH @ABCDEFGHIJKL"NOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\)A 
HH ?@A8CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\ 
HH >?QA8CDEFGHIJKL"NOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
HH =>?@A8CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX 
HH <->?QABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV 
HH ;<~>?@ABCDEFGHIJKL"NOPQRST 
HH 1;<=>?QA8CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR 
HH 9:;<~>?@ABCDEFGHIJKL"NOP 
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HH 6789; ;<=>?@A8CDEFGHIJ 
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HH - ./012345678 
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!"II$X&'()lH,-./0123~567e9 
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GHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ(\lA_'abedefghijkl 
FGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ(\lA_'abedefghij 

EFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ(\lA_'abedefgh 
DEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ(\lA 'abedef 

CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\J A 'abed 
BCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ(\jA 'ab 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ(\JA , 
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<=>?l!AB 
<=>?I~A 
(=)-?@ 
<=>? 

HH 
HH 
HH 
HH 
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The 3 dimensional 
program that's a hit with users 

all over the world! 
Only CalcResult gives you all these 
exciting features ... 

• THREE DIMENSIONAL CALCULATION 

CalcResult's powerful three 
dimensional spread sheet 
format rapidly becomes an 
irreplaceable tool for those 
involved in figure manipu
lation and relationship. Budgets 
reports, statements, forecasts 
and planning are all areas in 
which a saving in time and 
resources are as important as 
the ability to handle all forms of 
calculations. The many features 
of CalcResult simplify the rapid 
production and calculation of 
all aspects of business fore
casting and planning. Each 
model can have up to 32 pages 
of associated information with a 
consolidated report and every page has 63 x 254 data positions which can 
contain text, formulas or values. CalcResult's powerful editing functions mean 
rapid creation and amendment of models and, once created, split screens 
and multiple page viewing allow easy review of information. 

• GRAPlllC REPRESENTATION 
CalcResult can translate rows of 
columns of numbers into histo, 
grams on the screen or printed 
histograms can be used to en
hance presentation of tabular 
information in reports. (With 
CalcResult 64 full colour options 
are available on the screen.) 

• HELP F1JNCTION AND AN EXPLICIT MANUAL 
CalcResult is simple to use and easy to learn thanks to a detailed instruction 
manual and help screens that are available at the touch of a bunon, to explain 
the functions available for each command. 

• FLEXIBLE PRINTING 

• TIME SAVING COMMANDS AND 
CONDITIONAL F1JNCTIONS 
Commands like replicate, copy, move, go to, insert and delete make 
CalcResult simple and easy to use. CalcResult calculates according to correct 
mathematical priority and has standard functions for statistics, trigonometry 
and logarithms. Conditional functions like IF THEN ELSE and OR AND Nor 
allow greater flexibility in the setting up of models. Once created, all formulas 
are protected from accidental deletion. 

CalcResult is available for the 
business and home user ... 
Advanced CalcResult, with the three dimensional capability, is available for 
the Commodore 700, 8000 and 64 computers-with a ctisk drive. A special 
home or small business version, Easy CalcResult 64, is available as a 
cartridge. Because this does not require a disk drive the three dimensional, 
graphic and help function features are not available but even so Easy 
CalcResult 64 is as powerful as the traditional spread sheets previously only 
available on expensive business micro computers. 

PRICES: EASY CALCRESULT 64 £69 ADVANCED CALCRESULT 64 £109 
CALCRESULT 8000 £199 CALCRESULT 700 £225 ALL PRICES PLUS VAT 

CalcResult is only available from 

wm:m 
MICRO MARKETING 
OR THEIR DEALERS 
Kobra Micro Marketing, 
P.O. Box 2B, 
Henley-on-Thames, Oxon. 
Telephone 
(0491) 572512 

!sEND IN THIS COUPON NOW FOR DETAILS 

I 
I 

To: Kobra Micro Marketing, P.O. Box 28, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon. 
Please send details of the exciting CalcResult program. I am interested in: 

CalcResult 700 0 CalcResult 8000 0 
CalcResult 64 0 Easy CalcResult 64 0 I Nrune __________________________________________ ___ 

CalcResult allows you to define your own report layout. You can choose the I Address __________________________________________ _ 

Layout definitions can be stored on a ctisk for future use. _________________________ Tel. No. ________________ _ 
order of columns to be printed and set the width of each independently. X 

d 



PRODUCT SURVEY 

What's in a database? 
Confusion in the computer world often arises from 
problems with words. Different people sometimes place 
slightly different meanings on the same word or different 
words may be used to describe the same thing. Nowhere is 
this more apparent than in the area referred to variously as 
databases, database management systems, data manage
ment systems. We begin this look at the products in this 
area with a clarification of the terms used and follow it with 

a look at a selection of the major products. 

A database is a 'collection' of information. 
A database management system (DBMS) 
is a method of managing that information. 
That's it, simply, in a nutshell. The major 
cause of confusion is the tendency, 
especially by software companies, to refer 
to what is really a database management 
system as a database. 

One example of a database, particular
ly relevant to us, as a magazine publishing 
house, would be a subscription list. The 
list of names and addresses would be the 
database. As it stands it is simply a list in 
no particular order, but a suitable DBMS 
would enable us to arrange the list in 
aphabetical order, for instance, or into 
various regions of the country. 

The usefulness of a DBMS would 
obviously depend on how much informa
tion we had about our subscribers. We 
might be able, for instance, to divide the 
list into personal subscribers and busi
ness subscribers. 

At its most basic a DBMS could be 
described as a filing system. The advan-

SIMPLY FILE 
This is a fairly straightforward database 
management system for filing informa
tion, writing reports and mailing lists. 
Simple Software Ltd have designed it to 
be compatible with the Commodore 
PET/CBM and the CBM 64 and Simply File 
comes with a comprehensive manual and 
a single floppy disk. 

It has been developed to include all the 
functions necessary for creating files for 
information storage, creating reports 
using the data in the files and to print 
labels for mail-outs etc. Also included in 
the package is a selective calculation 
function . A Word processing program is 

tages of using a computer to manage 
large collections of information instead of 
using a manual system will be obvious. 
Imagine sorting 5,000 names into 
alphabetical order by hand. If you wanted 
a regional breakdown as well and needed 
regular access to both the alphabetical list 
and the regional breakdown you would 
need to set up two sets offiles. 

A computerised system enables quick 
and easy access to the information and 
ar,y identifiable and separable categories 
of information, usually referred to as 
'fields' . 

Before investing in a DBMS it is 
absolutely essential that you know as 
accurately as possible what you will want 
it to do. One ofthe most common errors is 
to buy a DBMS with general applications 
for use in an industry with specialised 
needs. Many database management 
systems are very flexible and will allow 
you to decide how many 'fields' of 
information you want to define within the 
main file of information. 

available at extra cost. 
The main program is the Simply File 

and is the only one of a suite of eleven that 
can be loaded directly, all the others are 
accessed after it has been loaded. There is 
a limit of 20 fields to each record and if 
mistakes are made the file can be 
restructured. Each of the fields can be 
changed, added to and accessed for 
consultation. 

Labels can be printed in alphabetical 
order in any key field, for example in order 
of surname. To print reports, a number of 
criteria are available for the user to utilise 
when designing the report; space for 
header columns, column tabulation and 
headings and an option for the user to 

Even so a university department which 
wants to sort out information which 
results from market research will have 
different requirements from a factory 
personnel manager responsible for 
thousands of employees. 

Due to the enormous variety of 
database management systems avail 
able, covering every one would be 
impossible. So our attention is focused on 
some of the DBMS's used in office 
management. Their main function is to 
process and store information in a 
manner recognised by the business using 
it. Reports and files have to be easily 
accessible and they usually cover every
thing that is needed to keep the office 
running smoothly. Besides these more 
generalised office systems, numerous 
others for the more specialised business 
concerns, are now in use by, estate agents, 
solicitors, architects, dairy farmers, and 
many others. 

specify which information is wanted in the 
report. Apart from the random files there 
are sequential files which can be used to 
restructure information from several of 
the random files. 

Nearly 80 per cent of the Simply File 
packages for the PET are used by schools, 
universities and technical colleges. Other 
users include Rank Xerox and British 
Telecom. More and more users of the 
CBM 64 and Simply File is used by a 
variety of people; small businesses, 
accountants, professional users and even 
by ministers to maintain Parish records ! 
Prices are £60+ vat for the CBM 64 and 
£65+ vat forthe PET/CBM. 
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PRODUCT SURVEY 
Tomorrows Office 

Tomorrow's Office used to be called The 
Administrator. For £695, the user gets a 
very thick manual, two program disks and 
one dongle. 

One of the applications that Tomor
rows Office is useful for is keeping medical 
records, using the master record as the 
patient record and the transaction record 
as the visit report. 

Reports can be the product of all visits 
in a week or month by the doctor, reports 
on an ailment by week, month and sex, 
age and sex register and a drugs register 
detailing which patient has been pre
scribed which drug. 

It is also possible to use the system as a 
stock control system. The system keeps 
four main balances which are kept 
permanently updated by the entry of 

SILICON OFFICE 
For a very long time now, Silicon Office 
has been regarded as one of the best 
selling data base management systems 
around for the Commodore PETs. It is a 
large, very versatile software system and 
includes much morethan a DBMS. 

The system consists of two types of 
information storing disks, data disks and 
work disks. On the latter, all the files are 
sequential and all the file names on these 
disks are 16 characters long. 

The data disks are organised as relative 
records under Commodore DOS and 
each record has a limit of 254 characters. 
The screen picture for a data file is stored 
in a sequential file and each screen picture 
consists of 23 screen lines each of 80 
characters, a total of 1840 characters per 
file. The first relative record file is used 
solely to keep track of where the next 
record shou ld be added and so the first 
real data record is actually the second 
relative record file. 

Silicon Office allows the user to centre 
text, move from page to page, underline 
text and many other functions. There are 
many of these functions which are spilt 
into three sections. The Silicon Office 
command set comprises of 36 commands 
and these do not include the 26 
commands that form the Text Editor 
Commands or the many bui lt-in func
tions. 

transactions. The records, whether in 
master file or transaction file, can be up to 
254 characters long and records in both 
files are chain linked together. 

The package comprises several 
routines, probably the most important 
being the creation of the master format. 
Complete files can be searched very 
simply using the 'select search' criteria or 
the simple search. With select search the 
user can search files based upon multiple 
fields and various criteria . The simple 
search allows the userto find data within a 
field or record . 

Such facilities as batch input and 
update allows the user to update all the 
records on a daily basis if necessary. It is 
also possible to get a printout using the 
view print program. On the medical 
aspect of the system, the copy/convert 

Using a combination of these com
mands and functions it is possible for 
Silicon Office to maintain complete 
control of the user's records. The records 
on each file can be updated, deleted and 
stored. Information in one file can be 
merged and transferred to another file. 

There is also an integrated word 
processor which means the system can 
produce reports, accounts and letters with 
great ease. One feature of the word
processor is its ability to split the screen 
into two or more vertical columns. The 
mathematical capabilities of the system 
are also quite extensive. With the numeric 
constants, numbers consisting of 14 digits 
may be stored, although floating point 
representation is not possible. There are 
also 64 numeric calculator variables, all of 
which may be seen using the Display 
Memoryfunction. 

Silicon Office is sold on a worldwide 
basis and is being used by the British 
Government and by over 40% of the 
world's top comp8'l1ies. It is difficult to 
think of many offices which could not 
make good use of the program because it 
is a very complete system. The hardware 
needed to run the system is an 8096 or an 
upgraded 8032 and an 8050 disk unit. 
Printers that can be used with the system 
are more varied, these being the 8024, 
8026n, 4022 and 8023. The cost of the 
software is £790 plus VAT 

program will copy over all the important 
medical history to a new disk. 

With regards to the stock control 
aspect of the system, the stock valuation 
report will provide the user with a list of 
values at cost price as well as a price list. 
The stock shortages report shows the user 
the cost of replenishing stock to either 
minimum level status or optimum re
order quantity so that a decision can be 
made as to the most economical method 
of purchasing. Using the global update 
facility, it is possible to update a suppliers 
prices with a constant. For instance if all 
magazines went up by 20%, the user 
would need to update the price by that 
percentage. The hardware needed to run 
this database management system is a 
CBM 8096, 8050 or 8250 (although the 
diskettes supplied with the system are in 
8050 format) and a compatible printer. 

There are many similarities between a 
manual filing system and a computerised 
DBMS. The main difference is the speed at 
which the computer operatues and the 
space which storage of information takes 
up. 

The basic unit of every filing system is 
the record -each card in a card index file is 
a record. A file is usually defined as a 
number of records in the same format ie 
with the same fields. 

Fields are the separate items of 
information which make up the subdivi
sions on the record. On a personnel 
record in a personnel file the records 
might be Name; Address; Age; Sex; Date 
employed; Position; Salary; One of these 
fields is the keyfield - that item of 
information which you are most likely to 
know, to which you will need most 
frequent access and which is, as far as 
possible, unique to each record. 

Information is retrieved by using one of 
several searches. The most important is 
the keyfield search. This is the quickest 
and simply runs through the file display
ing each record. You can also use a criteria 
search by asking the computer to find 
records which conform to one or more 
criteria . Because the computer keeps a 
separate file of index of each fie ld this is a 
fast search. 

A character string search is the slowest 
search but it enables you to find records 
containing information which is not 
specified as a separate field. In such a 
search the computer looks for a nomin
ated word or number. 

Report generation is an important 
function of a DBMS. Different systems 
have different facilities for printing out the 
information and present it in different 
ways. 
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PRODUCT SURVEY 
INFODISK 

Infodisk 64 incorporates data processing 
and information retrieval facilities and 
works on the 64 with either a single or dual 
disk drive together with most of the CBM 
printers. It costs £75 and is less expensive 
than a similar program for the PET which 
is £150, although the latter has more 
facilities because ofthe larger memory. 

The Select Data File always has to be 
chosen first as it contains the main menu 
and from it, all the records are created. 
Data can be entered onto the records in 
any form and design and the file 
structures can be changed at any time. 
The system comes with 6 sample 
applications for prospective users to use. 
An INDEX for the manual, an INVENTORY 
which can be used to control stock, 
INVOICES, LIBRARY which is a book 
cataloguing system, LIBRARY especially 
written for storing recipes, and SUBS 
which is a club subscription scheme. 

The package has been used by libraries 
for keeping records of their books, general 
administrative and office use and by club 
secretaries to keep records of their 
members. 

Each record has a variable length of up 
to 2400 characters, and the records can 
now hold up to 180 fields. Multiple files 
can be kept on disk and the record 
capacity is limited only by the disk. A 
sequential filing function enables the user 
to index the records on the disk in a 
specified order allowing much easier 
record retrieval. 

An important feature of Infodisk is its 
report generating ability. Reports can be 
made which utilise any specified informa
tion in the files and they can be produced 
in pages, in linear or in tabular format. If 
the user is satisfied with a certain type of 
report format, the structure can be saved 
on disk for later use. 

Another option on the report generat
ing section is the wordpro/seq file. By 
using this the user can select data, send it 
to a sequential file for merging with a 
word-processing program and docu
ments such as statements and invoices 
can be created. Certain parameters of the 
printer can be chosen using the printer 
option and the width and length of pages 
can be chosen. 

Graphic characters can only be 
obtained on the Commodore printers, but 
the upper and lower case alphabet and the 
numeric keys can be used on all makes. 

Most of the DBMS include some form 
of spreadsheet function and Infodisk is no 
exception. The Selec Calc File allows 
calculations to be set up and performed 
on the records either individually as the 
data is entered or in batches. It is possible 
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to define up to 50 calculations in each file 
and there is no limit on setting up 
calculation files. 

This powerful calculator contains 19 
functions including arithmetic, relational 
and logical operators as well as character 
and data manipulation. At the beginning 
of every session with Infodisk the day's 
date has to be entered and DAT, a data 
manipulation function , can utilise this 
date to locate 'out of date' records or in 
formulas automatically insert the date. 
The batch processing option can be used 
to update whole or parts of a file and 
produces various summary totals or 
deletes selected records. 

The package comes with a manual and 
a single floppy disk. The 64 version has 
only just been launched and Beaver 
Software Systems intend to market it as a 
user-friendly system suitable for the home 
and small businesses. 

OMS DIAMOND 
The DMS Diamond from Compsoft is an 
information storage and retrieval system 
capable of storing up to 1016 characters 
per record. The hardware needed in
cludes an 8032 or 8096, any Commodore 
disk drive except a 3040 or 2040, any 
compatible printer and the DMS dongle. 
The price has recently been reduced from 
£400to£195! 

At the moment there are more than 
4000 DMS Diamond systems in opera
tion, a large number are used in hospitals 
for research and administrative purposes. 
It is possible for DMS to store details 
about patients from which a researcher 
can trace trends in illnesses and diseases. 
This sort of test can be carried out using 
the search facility and specified para
meters, of which there may be a 
maximum of eight. 

It is easy to see that such a system 
could also be adopted for stock control, 
personnel and client records. DMS will 
show where stock level has fallen below 
the minimum and produce a re-order list. 
The spread sheet part of the system will 
also work out the recommended selling 
price based on cost price, sales costs, 
fixed margins etc. 

With personnel records it is possible to 
produce lists of all personnel to suit 
several criteria. These lists can be printed, 
viewed on screen or merged with other 
data fields. 

Using the calculations features it is 
possible to add, subtract, divide or 
multiply numeric data with constants or 
other fields. 

However, before any file can be 
created, the disk must be configured by 

entering hardware and software specifica
tions. Entering and amending data is done 
by two methods, either through the 
standard screen display or through 
formatted screens that have been created 
by the userto suit individual needs. 

Creating screen formats has several 
advantages. By doing this the user can 
expand prompts and create or miss out 
certain fields. 

It is also possible to use the system to 
generate reports and letters. The DMS 
Diamond can print lists in sorted order 
using either all records or only those that 
meet various parameters. 

In batch processing, there are two 
options that can be used, PROCESS and 
PRORUN. The first ofthese options allows 
the user to set up various processing 
routines which may be purely mathema
tical but each routine may be recalled in 
PRORUN to perform the processing on a 
group of records. 

Information in one drive can be copied 
in the other drive. Using the link option. 
the information can be written to an 
intermediate file and then read into a new 
format. 

Superoffice 
Superoffice is a complete information 
control system forthe 8096. The manufac
turers specify that the system is ideal for 
personnel, customer/client records, stock 
and subscription handling. 

The user defines the report and the 
screen 'format unless an off the shelf 
application is used. There is a step by step 
guide enabling the user to create the files 
and the size of the record may surpass 
1000 characters although there is a limit of 
128 items per record. 

There is no need to link the system up 
to a word-processor because there is a 
word-processor already built into the 
program. This will use lists selected from 
data files for mailshots, tables, forms and 
the production of labels amongst many 
others. 

Another built in feature ofthe system is 
a 30,000 word expandable dictionary and 
a comprehensive document editor. This 
editor includes instant text reformatting 
and the ability to see the printed format of 
text on screen before the text is actually 
dumped out on to the printer. 

The width of the screen can be altered 
to accommodate 240 characters for tables 
and a linked file feature gives unlimited 
document length. The cost of this system 
is £850 for floppy disk and £950 for the 
hard disk version. It is available from 
Precision Software. 



PRODUCT SURVEY , 
The Manager 

The Manager is a sophisticated set of 
programs designed to run on the 8000 
series in conjunction with any 80 or 132 
column CBM or ASCII printer. 

The record formats are completely 
user-definable and each record has a 
maximum record length of 254 charac
ters. The maximum number of records is 
set at 16,000 although there is no limit on 
the number of datafiles. The length of 
each field is limited to 79 characters 
although there is a total of up to 120 data 
fields spread over two input screens. 

Finding specific records is fast, easy 
and efficient using the sort facility. The sort 
can be performed in either descending or 
ascending alphabetical or numerical 
order and up to 20 criteria can be defined. 

These reports can be output more than 
one at a time with word processing by 
either Wordpro or Wordcraft. Once these 
files have been created they can be 
modified, summarized, sorted and re
arranged. The Manager is available from 
Commodore or from Commodore deal
ers, price £275. 

The Executive 
The Executive is an electronic filing 
system which allows the user to store 
information in any form and link it to a 
word processing program so that in
formation can be extracted from the 
records. The system is designed to run on 
the 8000 series and the cost is £645. No 
specialist skills are required to operate the 
system apart from understanding screen 
prompts and the design record formats. 
One of the first files created is an index file 
which can be used for high speed index 
searching. Once a document or report has 
been created on screen, it will display the 
finished format of the document in the 
fixed spacing mode. Also on the screen, 
there are five status indicator lines for 
information such as document name, 
width, length and the number ofthe page 
that is currently being displayed. 

Also included in the system are several 
wait points to allow the changing of print 
wheels or thimbles during the actual 
printing process. The Executive is avail
able from Dataview Limited. 

Superbase 
Superbase is a record management 
system for the Commodore 64, 8096 and 
the 700 series. It combines user
friendliness with the abil ity for users to 

define records to suit their own needs, 
retrieve records and process files. 

One of the many options available is 
the ability to link the system to the Easy 
Script word processor. Each database 
consists of up to 15 files and as soon as the 
system starts up, one of these files is 
selected as the current file. 

This is a menu drive system with a 
double menu of options which may be 
selected by function key or by typing the 
name of the function. It is one of these 
functions that leads to a further menu of 
housekeeping commands for taking back
up copies, initializing disks and other 
essential tasks. 

All new files are created using the 
FORMAT option which (along with the 
ability to redefine field length without 
having to reconstruct the files) will allow 
the design of up to four screens for the 
record format and makes use of seven 
different types of field. It is possible to get 
127 separate files with a maximum text 
field size of 255 characters. The file size is 
the number of records that each file is 
capable of accepting and this is only 
restricted by hadware constraints. 

Once a record format has been 
defined, new records can be created 
through the ENTER option which displays 
a clean record format on screen for the 
operator to fill in. Records can also be 
added by taking advantage of the menu 
which allows for the retrieval of records 
from the current file. Records may be 
browsed through, edited, replaced or 
added. There is also the option to search 
for a particular set of records. 

On the processing side, CALC is the 
main evaluation command. This can be 
used to change the contents of any type of 
field within records or obtain values. Such 
an operation can be carried out record by 
record or by a complete file or set of 
records. When sorting a file, it is 
necessary to specify the particular field or 
part offield. 

One of the most important features 
about the system is the programming 
option which enables Superbase to 
become an applications generator and 
database programming language as well 
as a database management system. This 
option means that advanced users can 
utilize more than 40 added BASIC 
commands. User-defined programs have 
a maximum of 4K attheir disposal. 

The cost of the system is £99.95 
inclusive of VAT and for that price the user 
will also get a very comprehensive 
manual, and a user registration form 
entitling the user to Precision Software's 
newsletter. One thing Superbase 64 will 
'lot caterfor is graphics. 

BOOKKEEPING 
FOR THE 

CASH TRADER 
ONTHE 

CBM 

64 
* Purchase day book * Weekly takings summary * VAT Account 

(Retailer schemes A & B) * Trading Account * Profit & Loss Account * Balance Sheet 

FREE 14 DAY 
TRIAL OFFER 

Send us a cheque for £25.00 as a deposit, 
and we will send you a demonstration 
cassette or disk, the user guide and 
specimen reports on 14 days trial. 

If you then wish to buy the live system, 
return the demonstration cassette or disk 
(keep the user guide) and a cheque for the 
balance of £64-70 and we will send you the 
live cassette or disk and our VAT invoice. 

Alternatively, if you return to us the 
cassette or disk, the specimen reports and 
the user guide in good clean condit ion, we 
shall return £20.00 to you retaining £5.00 
to cover our handling charges. 

Receipt by us of your cheque for the 
£25.00 deposit will signify your agreement 
with these conditions. Please state 
whether you require cassette or disk. 

PRICE £78.00 + VAT 

QUICKCOUNT 
LTD 

15 NEELD 
CRESCENT 

LONDONNW4 
01·2025486 
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PRODUCT SURVEY 
Product: DMS Diamond 
Manufacturer/Supplier: 
Compsoft Limited, Hallams Court, Shamley 
Green, Guildford, Surrey GU4 8OZ. Telephone 
0483898545. 
Hardware Requirements: 
CBM 803218096, any Commodore disc drive 
except 3040/2040, printer, DMS Dongle. 
Price: £195. 
Special Features: 
Number of characters per record 1016 
Number of characters per field 254 
Number offields per file 40. 

Product: INFODISK 64 
Manufacturer/Supplier: 
Beaver Software Systems, Harby Lane, Stath
ern, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire LE14 
4HJ. Telephone: 094961318. 
Hardware Requirements: 
CBM 64 single or dual disk drive. 
CBM printer. 
Price: £75. 
Special Features: 
Number of characters per record 2400 
Number of characters per field 80 
Number of fields per record 180 
Numberof records perfile is dependant on the 
size ofthe disk with a 1541 disk. This number is 
at least 400. With an 8050 the number is about 
600. 

Product: The Manager 
Manufacturer/Supplier: 
Commodore UK, 675 Ajax Avenue, Slough, 
Berkshire, SL 1 4BG. Telephone 0753 79292. 
Commodore approved dealers. 

Hardware Requirements: 
CBM 8000. Any 80 or 132 column CBM or 
ASCII printers 
Price: £275. 
Special Features: 
Number of characters per field 79. 
Number of characters per record 253. 

Product: Silicon Office 
Manufacturer/Supplier: 
Bristol Software Factory, Thornton House, 
Richmond Hill, Clifton, Bristol BS8 1AT, 
Telephone 0272 735022. 
Hardware Requirements: 
8096 or upgraded 8032, 8250, 8050 disk drive, 
8024,8026,8027,4022 or8023 printers. 
Price: £790 plus vat 
Special Features: 
Number of records per file using an 8250 
restricted by disk capacity. Using an 8050 
number of records per file is 700. 
Number of fields per record restricted by 
screen size. 
Number of characters per record 252. 
Number of characters per field 78. 

Product: Simply File64 
Manufacturer/Supplier: 
Simple Software Limited, is Havelock Road, 
Brighton, Sussex BNl 6GL. Telephone : 0273 
504879. 
Hardware Requirements: 
CBM 64, or PET 2040/3040/4040/8050 disk 
drive any compatible printer. 
Price: £60 plus VAT for the 64. £65 plus VAT for 
the PET. 

Special Features: 
Number of characters per record 254. 
Number of characters perfield 79. 
Number of records per file depends on 
application. A typical number is 450 full block 
records. 
The standard number offields per record is 20. 

Product: Superbase 64 
Manufacturer/Supplier: 
Precision Software, 4 Park Terrace, Worcester 
Park, Surrey KT4 7SZ. Telephone 01-330 7166. 
Hardware Requirements: 
CBM 64, 1541 disk drive or any larger 

. Commodore disk drive, any Commodore 
printer. 
Price: £99.95 
Special Features: 
Number of records per file restricted only by 
disk drive capacity. 
Numberoffields 127. 
Number of characters per field 255. 
Number of characters per records 1108. 

Product: Tomorrows Office. 
Manufacturer/Supplier: 
Stage One Software, 300 Ashley Road, Upper 
Parkstone, Poole, Dorset BH14 9BZ. Telephone 
0202735656. 
Hardware Requirements: 
CBM 8096, 8050 or 8250 disk drive, any 
compatible printer. 
Price: £695. 
Special Features: 
Number of records per file dependant on 
format set up. 
Number of fields per record 60. 
Number of characters per field 79. 
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WORDPOWER 
(It's nearly famous) 

Anewmachinecode 
wordprocessing program forthe 

CBM PET -£40, inc Manual 
&P+P 

Reviewed in Commodore 
Computing, May '83 

Send A4 SAE for further details. 
(Manual Available Separately £1) 

To: MrKPretorius, 
15 The Vineries, Oakwood, 

LONDON N144BH. 

COMMODORE SOFTWARE 
TAAOT - See into the future! Ask any question and 
the Tarot will answer! Full graphics. 

CBM 64 and VIC 20 + 16K cassette £4.50 

SIMULATION - Mathematical model that 
includes graphic' evaluation. Invaluable decision aid. 
VIC 20 (any size) cassette £3 .50 

DATA FILE - Takes the place of any card index. 
Facilities include: - save, load fi le, fu ll sort. print 
all/part records, amend, delete records, memory 
remaining etc. 

VIC 20 + 16K cassette £4.50 

TEXTPRO - Powerful word processor. Facilities 
include: - Large text buffer, auto centre text, variable 
tab, insert, amend. delete, copy, move text, word 
count, right justify, etc. Fully menu driven with 
comprehensive easy to use instructions. CBM 64 
disk and cassette versions fully compiled. Super 
value. 
VIC20 + 16K cassette £6.95 
VIC20 + 16K disk£9 .45 
CBM 64 (fully compiled) cassette £8.25 

CBM 64 (fully compiled) disk £10.75 
All programs complete with full documentation and 
guarantee. Prices include VAT, packaging and fast 
delivery by 1stclass mail. 

Cheque/POto: Dealer enquiries 
welcome 

A & C SOFlWARE 
51 Ashtree Rd., Tividale, 
West Midlands. B692HD. 

SOFlWARE LOW PRICES 
All the Top UK Names plus 

USA Imports 
Send SAE for pricelist (please 

state machil]e) 
To:-Soft-Cellar 57 Fotheringay 
Gardens, Slough, Berks. SL 1 5SP 

COMMODORE 64 
SVNTHESISER 
Amaze your family, f riends by 
playing a Piano, Banjo, Flute, 
Drum, Saxophone, PLUS any 
other 11 instruments (TOTAL 16). 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR CBM 64 
OnJy£8.99 (VAT P&P inclusive) 

Please send P'O./cheque to: 

TUCRONICS 
381 Leeds Road, Bradford BD3 9LY 

West Yorkshire, England. 

VIC-20 & CBM 64 
VIC-20 
SCREEN 
- TAKES 513 Bytes, GIVES 1020 poke 
locations. Yes, it DOUBLES screen 
size! Adds a new dimension to your 
arcade games. Please state memory 
size. 

SWOOSH 
- Can you fly a hang-glider? Well find 
out. Ride the thermals to complete 
your mission. A complex and chal
lenging game. Astounding graphics & 
enlarged screen. (3K expansion & 
Joystick). 

VIC-20 & CBM 64 
CYBER 
- Fancy a challenge? Then try this. Six 
levels of play. Can you capture ALL the 
aliens at once? Enlarged screen & 
multi-colour graphics. (3K expansion 
VIC-20). 

All programs only £5.00 each from : 

82 
3 GREENFIELD HOUSE, 
GREENFIELD ROAD, 
COLNE, LANCS. BB8 9PE 

MICROCOMPUTER 
REPAIRS SERVICES 

VERYFAST 
VIC 20, CBM 64, 

PETS, SPECTRUMS 
- COMMODORE COMPUTERS, 

PRINTERS, FLOPPY DISKS 

Phone SLOUGH (0753) 48785 

MONDAY TO SATURDAY 

SOPHISTICATED GAMES 
FOR VIC 20 

VIC CRICKET Aealistic game of skill and luck 
with al l the major rules of cricket correctly 
interpreted. Ball by ball commentary. full scorecard. 
printer and game save facilities. Needs 16K 
expansion. £5.99* 

LEAGUE SOCCER League championship 
game for 2-22 players/teams. Automatic fixtures, full 
action commentaries. match facts. League tables. 
results check, postponed games etc. Non league 
matches also playable - the VIC will even make the 
cup draw. Pr inter and game save. Needs 16K 
expansion. £5.99* 

WHODUNNIT? Twelve guests have gathered 
for drinks at Murder Manor. However, one of them 
has more than drinks on his mind. Thrilling detective 
game for 1-6 players, with genuinely different 
murder every time. You can even rename the 
suspects r Needs 8K expansion. £4.99' 

ELECTION NIGHT SPECIAL For 1 to 3 
players: and you are the leader of a political party 
and your task is to win the election and become 
Prime Minister. Features constituency visits, opinion 
polls, holds, gains, etc. Printer and game save. 
Needs 8K expansion. £4.99' 

TOP OF THE POPS Money making game 
about the music business. Make your own records 
arid see them climb the chart. Printer and game save 
facilities. Needs 8K expansion. £4.99' 

VIC PARTY 4 Contains MASTERWORD, A DAY 
ATTHE RACES, GAME (Strip Poker), and CONSEQU
ENCES. Four games ranging from the serious to the 
ridiculous. All good fun - nothing offensive. Needs 
atleast 3K expansion. £5.99* 

Available from : 
SOPHISTICATED GAMES, Dept 
CCI, 27 Queens Road, Keynsham, 
Avon, BS18 2NQ. Tel 02756 3427 or 
write for further details of our com
plete range. 
'P&P free (UK only). All games sold subiect to our 
conditions of sale, which are available on request. 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS copied (casset
te based only). Printed inlay cards 
supplied if required. Minimum order 10 
cassettes. Phone:- M.G. COPIES (MIG 
RECORDINGS) BURNTWOOD 75375 (24 
Hr. Answering service). 

32K PET 4000 series with tool kit, cover 
and masses of software. Pristine condi
tion. £295 o.n.o. Tel: Flax Sourton 2830 
(Bristol), evenings. 

INTERNATIONAL COMMODORE OWN
ERS CLUB establish worldwide contact. 
Regular lists, news and offers. Send 
name, address, model(s) plus your special 
interests, problems, etc. Only £5 any
where. Send cheque/draft to : Sayon Ltd. 
l' Winchfield Way, Rickmansworth, 
Herts. WD3 4DL. 
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EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE 

FOR THE 
VIC 20 £4.95 EACH 
Physics ('a' level/CSE revision) 
Biology ('a' level/CSE revision) 

Computer Studies ('a' 
Level/CSE revision) 

Maths (CSE revision) 
Arithmetic (practice 7/10 yrs) 

Mathematics (practice 8/11 yrs) 
Reasoning (11 + revision) 
Knowledge (Quiz 9/99 yrs) 
On Cassette Cheques/PO to 

Micro-De-Bug 
Consultancy 

60 Sir Johns Rd, Selly Park 
Birmingham B29 7ER 

021-4727610 

MORSE TUTOR CASSETTE Commod
ore 64. Variable sending speeds. Text or 
random, £4.99 inc P+ P Cheques/PO's 
payable to: Doublesoft, Double Lodge, 
49 Nags Head Lane, Brentwood, Essex. 
0277 231579. 

'e LA S S I FIE D_ 
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES Imported 
goodies for your 64, around 30% off. 
Brand new, fully guaranteed. Education, 
word processing a speciality, eg Snoop
er Troops £22.50, Heswriter £26.90, 
Micro addition £12.50. 
Bargain packs: Young children 3 pack, 
usually £70, our price £57. Facemaker, 
Alphabet Zoo cartridges, Early Games 
for young children (cass or disk). 
Two super products, Koala graphics 
tablet, SAM speech synthesiser (disk), 
usually £125, ou r price £99.50 the two. 
Some VIC items too. 
Prices include VAT, postage UK (add 
£2.00 per order overseas). 14 days 
delivery. Sae price lists, Happy Software, 
84 Linden Avenue, Ruislip, Middlesex. 
PET 32K 3000 SERIES, cassette, manuals, 
workbooks 1-5, dust cover. software: sales 
analysis profit and loss, PET-TEL address 
book and 15 games. Will deliver S.w. 
£250.000,n.o. 
Tel: I. Moore on 01 -7312257. 
FLUENT PROGRAMMER wanted by 
novelist w ith lucrative game concept. Split 
royalty collaboration. Send sae and 
evidence of competence to Maran Steele, 
Granhams Road, Great Shelford, Cam
bridae CB2 5JY. 

WANTED:- Hard disc, printer buffer, 
compatible w ith Commodore 8000 
Series. Tel: 0323/642132. 

GW. &A.HESKETH 
(COMPUTER SERVICES) 
We are looking for original programs for 
Pets and 64s. We particularly want 
programs for Education (pre-school up
wards), Business, Statistics and Research, 
and Home Management, for our Cronos 
Software Packs. 
G.w. & A. Hesketh, Computer Services, 
P.O. Box 8, Ormskirk, L39 5HH, Lan
cashire. 

PET 2001 replacement 6550 RAM Chips 
normally £15, Bargain £6! 0742483587 

JUNIOR MATHS For Commodore 64 
ideal tutor for addition, subtraction and 
tables. £3.99 inc. p&p. PO'S/Cheques to:
Doublesoft, 49 Nags Head Lane, Brent
wood CH14 5NL. Tel : 0277 231569. 

FOR SALE: BABS 650E Power Guillo
tine, brand new with spare blade. Cost 
over £3000 - offers. Also Fortumatic Hot 
Glue Binder. Little used. Cost over £1500 
- offers. Equipment ideal for small 
printer, or in company document pro
duction. No reasonable offer refused -
Box 21 CCI 167-169 Gt. Portland St. 
LondonW1 . 

NEW COMMODORE 09090 Hard Disk 
7V2 MB - surplus to requirements 
£2,150.00 + VAT. Saving £350.00, Tel: 
Lancs.62033. 

HERE'S MY CLASSIFIED AD 
~-------------------------------------. ~ : 
~ I 
• I 

~ : 
_. Please continue on a separate sheet of paper I I 

Imakethis words, at . per word so I owe you (. ____________________ _ 

~ ~~ : 
~ ~- : 
• Telephone I 

~------------------------------------~ Send your classified entries to : 

Classified Department, 
Commodore Computing International Magazine, 

167-169 Great Portland Street, 
London W1 N 5FD. 
Tel: 01-6366615 
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Private readers - advertisements from private readers 
cost lap a word. 

Trade advertisements- cost 20p a word. 

Semi-display - why not make your advertisement more I 
substantial by choosing the semi·display rate. It is only 
£Sa single column centimetre. 



i-::::~ Puts the Commodore 64 and Casiotone MT-11 

// '" IN PEREECTHJXRMONY 
/" ~,/ ,/"'\ 

At last - a Personal Music Syste t atis i,sleal for both the amateur and professional musician 
, /~ e:"'At a price you can afford! 

/ Realise the full potential--6ftne~Commodore 64's fabulous sound capabilities with o ___ /;tfle magic of a Casio keyboard. 

,~V /X':// 

/ ~#'/ 

~ 

'\ _~:~ 
A'~::::-

Atthe system is COLLEENw"hich /ets~ou:-~ 
* /Enter from the Casiotone keyboard / /' ~ 
* St6l-e it, play it back, add the melody ./ 
* Create your own background sounds-and rhythm 
* Print out, save to tape or disk ,/ 
* Display on monitor ~ 
* Can be used ~H-




